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ABSTRACT

This study Is concerned with the 4-H Junior camping program of
the Cooperative Agricultural Extension Service.

The present canning

program is based on the 4-H Extension Agents' attitude toward the
various aspects of this program and what they conscientiously assume
the campers would like to have included in the camping program.

Conse

quently, this study is a specific approach to this problem and was
designed to provide information which can be used as sounder basis for
the planning of the camping program.

The problem in this study is to

analyze the counselors' and campers' personal attitudes, in addition
to the counselors' prediction of the campers' attitudes toward various
aspects of the Junior canping program.
The scope of this study was limited to the 1959 camp program
for white Junior 4-H Club members of Louisiana.
were used to obtain the data.

Two questionnaires

The counselors' questionnaires were

mailed to each Agricultural Extension Agent whose responsibility is
4-H Club work.

The Junior 4-H cancers filled out the questionnaires

as a group in their respective schools with the assistance of a trained
interviewer.
The major portion of this study was devoted to the determination
of the counselors' and cancers' attitudes and the counselors' prediction
of the campers' attitudes toward certain aspects of the Junior camping
program.

The counselors generally underestimated the extent of the

xiii

casters' favorable attitudes toward most of the phases of this prograsi.
Of the 47 phases of the camping program studied, the counselors under
estimated the extent of the campers' favorable attitudes toward 34.
tfie attitudes of most of the counselors generally differed from
those of most campers with regard to these different phases of the
casplng program.

Noticeable attitudlnal variances between the counse

lors and caspers were apparent In 35 of the 47 program phases studied.
Generally, those activities that were not Included In the present
4-H camping program received a higher rating than the ones which were
Included In the program.

It Is significant that while the counselors

usually underestimated the extent of the campers' favorable attitudes,
they generally overestimated the extent of the campers' favorable
attitude towards the activities Included In the present program.
With reference to the spiritual phase of the 4-H camping program,
the findings of this study seem to suggest that the respondents were
more In favor of using Inspirational programs at camp rather than
spiritual programs which approximate church services.
Hie findings further Indicated that most of the 4-H counselors
seem to be more satisfied with those phases of the camp program which
are generally associated with the administration of camp, such as the
operation of the concession stand and the general cleaning of the camp.
The campers assessed higher attitudlnal values to those aspects of the
program which were more closely related to their personal camping
experiences such as the content of the classes and the system of
awards.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background Information

Agricultural Extension Service. Agricultural Extension work
in the United States began officially in 1914, following the enactment
of a Federal law known officially as the Cooperative Agricultural Act
and popularly as the Smith-Lever Act.

Two other Federal acts with

basic influence on Cooperative Extension work which preceded the
Smith-Lever Act were the first Morrill Act of 1862 and the second
Morrill Act of 1890.

The final enabling legislation for Cooperative

Agricultural Extension work grew out of the experiences of the state
agricultural colleges in popular education outside the school room for
a span of fifty or more years in farmers' meetings, lectures and
farmers' institutes and out of about ten years of farm demonstration
work by the United States Department of Agriculture which began chiefly
in the Southern states and spread into other sections of the country.
The foundation upon which Extension work has been built is
the farm demonstration.

This basic way of teaching better methods

in farming was conceived by Dr. Seaman A. Knapp in 1903.

Much of

Dr. Knapp's farm demonstration work was carried on in Southwest Louis
iana and Eastern Texas.
In Louisiana, as in most states, the Agricultural Extension
Service is a cooperative organization supported by government at three
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levels; Federal, State and Local.

It serves as one of the three

branches of the Louisiana State University College of Agriculture, the
other two being the Agricultural Experiment Station and the Resident
Teaching Division.

The purpose of Cooperative Extension Work is

significantly embodied in the first paragraph of the Smith-Lever Ant,
which reads as follows:
To aid in diffusing among the people of the United
States useful and practical information on subjects
related to agriculture and home economics, and to
encourage the application of same....l
The content and scope of Cooperative Agricultural Extension
work and the manner of conducting the work is outlined specifically
in section two of the Act:
That cooperative agricultural extension work shall
consist of the giving of instruction and practical
demonstrations in agriculture and home economics to
persons not attending or resident in said colleges
in the several communities, and imparting to such
persons information on said subjects through field
demonstrations, publications, and otherwise; and
this work shall be carried on in such manner as may
be mutually agreed upon by the Secretary of Agri
culture and the State agricultural college or colleges
receiving the benefits of this act.
Basically, the function of Agriculture Extension work is to
teach farm people new and inproved methods in agriculture and homemaking and to develop in them a desire to apply these new and approved
techniques to their daily lives.

Advances in technology and rapid

United States Department of Agriculture and Association of
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, Joint Committee Report on
Extension Programs, Policies and Goals, (Washington, D. C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1948), pp. 28-29.
2Ibid., pp. 29-30.
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changes in our economy are causing Agricultural Extension programming
to go beyond basic agriculture and home economics.

The Agricultural

Extension program is executed in three main phases:

The Adult Farm

Program, Home Demonstration Work and 4-H Club Work.

4-H Club Work.

The youth phase of the Agricultural Extension

Service is administered through its 4-H Club program.

Although

programs similar to our present day club activities antedated the
Smith-Lever Act, 4-H Club work did not receive its official start
until 1914.

The two unique features of the program are the members'

projects in agriculture and homemaking, and the extent to which volun
teer leadership is based.
Unofficially, Louisiana's 4-H Club program began in 1907 under
the guidance of Victor L, Roy, who was then the Superintendent of
Schools in Avoyelles Parish.

In December of that year, V. L. Roy

presented to Dean W. R. Dodson of the College of Agriculture plans
for boys' corn club work.

Dean Dodson was very much interested and

gave this plan his hearty approval.

On February 8, 1908, a parish-

wide meeting was held in an old frame schoolhouse at Moreauville.
About 300 boys from every section of Avoyelles Parish attended.

Most

of them came by rail, as free transportation was provided over the
Avoyelles railroad, running from Bunkle to Marksville and Simmesport.
The day was spent listening to Instructions on corn growing by
Professor Dodson and others.
be given to each club member.

The plan provided that seed corn would
About 400 boys received seed.

In the

fall of the year each of the boys exhibited ten ear samples at the
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parish fair and later at the State Fair.
While the work was started by V. L. Roy in Avoyelles Parish,
school superintendents of about fifteen other parishes began club work
during 1908.
Agent.

On September 1, 1909, Roy was appointed State Corn Club

He was employed jointly by Louisiana State University and the

United States Department of Agriculture.

By 1910, corn club work had

spread to forty-eight parishes.
V

During the period from 1908 to 1914, club work was done with
little or no organization in the community.

Boys and girls were

informed of the different projects and they went to work.

Sometimes

parish-wide meetings were held, but the principal incentives were
prizes offered at the fairs for club exhibits.

Today, club work in

Louisiana is carried on through the schools and is conducted by
Agricultural Estension agents who are located in each of the sixty-four
parishes.

The Assistant or the Associate Agents usually executes the

program in cooperation with the local and parish school officials.
4-H Clubs are now found in practically every rural school in
the state and in most urban schools except in the parish of Orleans.
Youngsters between the ages of ten and fourteen are enrolled in Junior
Clubs.

Those fourteen to twenty-one years of age are enrolled in

Senior Clubs.

However, if the club member enrolls in college prior to

his twenty-first birthday he is no longer a club member after the first
semester.

A local volunteer leader, in most cases a teacher, is

assigned to each club.

Membership in the club is not continuous.

member must re-enroll at the beginning of each new club year, which
usually begins in September.

Each
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Upon joining, the ->club member agrees to attend the meetings which
are usually held once a month.

He also agrees to participate In the

club's activities and to conduct at least one project.

The club

members have a choice of at least forty projects from which to choose.
The Agricultural Extension Agent or Volunteer Local Leader Is
responsible for the monthly club meeting.

As a part of the meeting,

the Agent or Local Leader presents a timely demonstration on some aspect
of agriculture or homemaklng.

In most cases, separate demonstrations

are given to the boys and girls.

In addition, special project Interest

groups meet periodically to receive further training In their projects.
Many club members are

visited at home

and as a result receive further

assistance with their

project work as

well assupervision of their total

4-H Club program.
Mow in its fifty-second year of existence, the Louisiana 4-H
Club program is enjoying an all-time high enrollment.
Increased from 350 in

Membership

1908 to 95,963 in 1959. The number of 4-H Clubs

grew from approximately 15 in

1908 to

1548 in1959.

Included in the

1959 enrollment figures were 27,713 Negro 4-H Club members who were
enrolled in 475 clubs.

4-H Camping.

Supplementing the training that the club members

receive in the meetings are many other activities, among which is.
canning.

This feature of the Agricultural Extension program began as

a regular part of Louisiana 4-H Club activities in 1923,

The early

camps were very primitive, and were situated in wooded areas near
running streams.

There were no permanent camp sites.

Army tents and

6

folding cots were used at the first 4-H camp In Louisiana, held at
Houlton Woods, in Tangipahoa Parish.

One hundred boys and girls

attended this first 4-H encampment.

The first camps were used to popu

larize 4-H Club work and Agricultural Extension work in general.

The

response to camping was immediate and in a few years a movement to
establish permanent carp sites resulted.

Property for these sites

was donated by persons who were interested in the furtherance of 4-H
Club work in the state.
The program of the early camp consisted of instruction in 4-H
projects and included some recreational activities.

The over-all pur

pose of the early 4-H camps was "for instruction and recreation."

The

following excerpt from an article which appeared in the 1929 edition
of the Louisiana Club Leader shows the scope of instruction at camp
during the first decade of operation.

The article stated:

Lessons on raising pigs, growing corn, table
etiquette, 4-H Club reporting, protecting Louis
iana forests, soil fertility and agriculture in
general were taught by the many specialists at
camp.3
The number of camp sites during the first decade of carping was
approximately fifteen.

Eventually the number was reduced to three

carps, which are still in use today.

These are located in Beauregard

Parish, Carp Anacocoj Livingston Parish, Carp Garrison; and Grant
Parish, Carp Grant Walker.

The number of carpers per year Increased

from 650 in 1923 to 4,682 in 1959.

The grand total of 4-H Club members

receiving carp experience since the inception of the carping program

^News item in the Louisiana Club Leader, July 7, 1929.
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in the state is about 81,000.

During 1959, twenty-three different

encampments were held, including fifteen Junior camps, four Senior
camps and four special camps.
Much of the program content of the Junior 4-H Camp is based on
what the Extension agents believe the 4**H Club members would like to
have included in their camp program.

These conscientious assumptions

are based upon agent's experiences with the child through the 4-H
Club program and previous encampments.
I

Furthermore, very little

research exists concerning the 4-H Club member's interests and the 4-H
agnet's perception of this interest relative to the various club pro
jects.

No such studies exist with specific reference to the 4-H

camping program in Louisiana.

In conjunction with this situation, the

men and women Extension agents who serve as 4-H camp counselors are
trained in technical agriculture and home economics respectively with
little or no consideration given to camping in their formal education.
This study is a specific approach to this problem.

The two

questionnaires to be used in this study were designed to obtain data
which could suggest possible solutions.

Furthermore, these data will

serve as a basis for answers to specific questions, such, as:

(1) What

are the child's likes and dislikes with reference to the 4-H Junior
Camp program? (2) What are the child's attitudes toward the many
aspects of the camp program? (3) How do the counselors feel about
certain aspects of the camp program? (4) Do the counselors really
know the campers' attitude and his interests concerning the camp
program?
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Statement of the Problem
The specific problem of this study Is to determine the camper's
and counselor's attitudes toward the Junior 4-H Camp program In addi
tion to the counselor's prediction of the carper's attitudes toward the
carping program.

Delimitation of the Study
Hie scope of this study Is limited to the 1959 carp program
for white Junior 4-H Club members In Louisiana.

This research will

be further limited to a ten per cent sample of the 3,460 club members
who carped during this period.

Purpose of the Study
The following are the general purposes of this Junior 4-H
Carping study:
1.

To determine certain Individual and social characteristics

of the carpers and counselors.
2.

To obtain accurate Information concerning the attitudes

of the carpers and counselors relative to the Junior 4-H Carp program.
3.

To determine the extent to which the 4-H counselors are

cognizant of the likes and dislikes of the carpers.
4.

To determine If differences exist between the carpers' and

the counselors' attitude toward the Junior 4-H Carp program.

Need for the Study
The rapid growth and development of organized carping Is but
one manifestation of the phenomenal technological advances which have
come about in our society during recent years.

The carping scene Is
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changing not only in terms of numbers of carpers and different types of
camps, but also in the educational quality and objectivity of its pro
gramming.

Conspicuous among the changes is the shift in emphasis from

the conformity of a set program to one which has the child as its point
of departure.

This shift from the mass to the individual approach max

imizes the influence of the carp program on the child, raises leadership
standards, and creates a need for closer coordination of all other
influences affecting the cancer's experiences.
Persons to whom the child's carping experiences are to be
entrusted must realize that the carp program can be structured in such
a way as to make the educational values questionable.

Yet, the same

program can be designed so as to further the educational values to an
outstanding degree.

The difference is contingent upon the training

and attitudes of the carp leaders.

The quality of their leadership

will determine the carp's value to the carper.

Also of utmost impor

tance is the fact that while the over-all purposes of any organization
or agency inevitably influences the direction of its carp program
content, the carp leadership must be aware that the fullest potentialities
of a successful program may not be visualized until and unless the
interests, needs, objectives, and, above all, the attitudes of the
carper are considered.
Further substantiating the need for this study is the fact that
no research exists concerning the 4-H carper's interests and the coun
selors perception of their interests.

Studies in carping of this type

are greatly needed, for they provide facts and Insight which can be
used as a firmer basis for planning with greater accuracy than can be
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done on the basis of assunytions and opinions so frequently relied upon
In the Junior 4-H camp program.

Hie value of this study will come from

those findings which may suggest a range of difference between the
cancer's Interests In certain phases of the camp program and the coun
selor's perception of these Interests.

The cany leaders may utilize

the research findings to more accurately adjust their program to the
Interests of the campers, thereby narrowing this range of difference.
Hie study Is designed to furnish an over-all picture of the
Junior 4-H camping program in Louisiana.

Hypothesis
The hypothesis for this study is that some differences exist
between the canyers' attitudes toward certain phases of the Junior
4-H canylng program and the counselors' prediction of the campers'
attitude with reference to these phases of the program.

Definition of Terms Used
4-H project.

A unit of work in agriculture or home economics

conyleted by the 4-H Club members, such as raising an animal or making
a dress.
4-H camp counselor.

A title used to designate those persons

serving as leaders at the 4-H encampments.

These are usually the

Assistant and Associate County and Home Demonstration Agents.
Extension agents. A title given to those persons doing agri
culture and home economics work in the various parishes of Louisiana.
Extension specialists.

The title assigned to those persons

doing Extension work within a specific subject matter field.
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Junior counselor.

The title given to Senior 4-H Club members

serving as camp leaders at Junior encashments.
Junior campers.

Those 4-H Club siembers between the ages of ten

and fourteen who attend canp.
Junior club member.

Those 4-H Club siembers between the ages of

ten and fourteen years.
Senior club member.

Those 4-H Club members between the ages of

fourteen and twenty-one years who have not enrolled in college prior to
their twenty-first birthdays.
Group advisors.

The title given to those Extension agents who

are assigned to the various groups during the Senior encashments.
Local volunteer leaders.

The title given those persons, usually

classroom teachers, who because of special interests or abilities are
selected to serve as leaders for a local 4-H Club.

8ummary
This is a study of the 4-H cashing program of the Cooperative
Agricultural Extension Service.

The Cooperative Extension Service is

an educational agency of the United States Department of Agriculture
and the State land-grant colleges.

It began officially following the

enactment of the Smith-Lever Act of 1914.

Its purpose is to diffuse

useful and practical information on subjects related to agriculture
and home economics and to encourage the use thereof.
4-H Club work, the adult farm program and home demons trat ion
work make up the Extension organization's three main phases of program
ming.

The 4-H phase of the Extension program is designed to train
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boys and girls to become useful and contributing citizens in their
communities through interest in agriculture and home economics.
Camping, which began in 1923, is used in the state's 4-H program
as another Extension group method designed to further 4-H Club work and
to afford the canyers opportunities for informal training in citizen
ship, cooperation, character development, and new skills as well as
training in many other subjects.
This training is entrusted to the 4-H Club Agents who have had
little or no training in camping as a part of their formal education.
Consequently, the camp program is based on the agents' attitude toward
the various aspects of this program and what they conscientiously
assume the campers would like to have included in their camp program.
The study is a specific approach to this problem and is designed to
provide factual information which can be used as a firmer basis for the
planning of the 4-H Camp program.

The study is limited to a 10 per

cent sample of the white Junior 4-H Club members who camped during the
1959 canning season.

The specific problem of this study is to analyze

the counselors' and cancers' attitudes toward this camping program in
addition to the counselors' prediction of the campers' attitude toward
the canning program.
The writer's hypothesis is that some differences exist between
the counselors' attitude, their prediction of the causers' attitude,
and the personal attitude of the campers with reference to certain
phases of the Junior 4-H cany program.

CHAPTER II

Review of the Literature

An Investigation of the literature revealed very little related
Information concerning this particular study.

In view of this, the

writer examined the canylng literature with specific reference to pro
gram planning and development as It relates to the Interests and
attitudes of the camper.

There was no substantiating evidence In

terms of studies found In the literature to support the writer's basic
assumption that some phases of the Junior 4-H canylng program are
viewed differently by the club member and Extension agents.

Therefore,

the writer examined textbooks, magazines, and articles In the field of
camping.
The examination of the literature pointed up the general agree
ment among all the writers concerning programming at cany.

These

authors unanimously suggested that a positive camp experience for the
child is possible In the ratio that the cany administration and the
program planners are alert to and understand the child's basic behavior
patterns, needs, interests and attitudes.

Furthermore, they seemingly

concurred that the cany program should be experiences arranged so as to
favor and to have positive effects upon the behavior of the canyer.
Dimock and Stratton draw a good parallel between the early
and modern cany program.

Moreover, these authors recognize and

emphasize the important of the canyer's Interests and attitudes as
13
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they relate the program of the camp.

Their description of the early

camps seems to be analogous to our present 4-H camp programming.

These

authors state that:
The program a decade or so ago was highly regimented. Each
campers was expected to participate in all activities of a
completely planned schedule for the day. Some camps approxi
mated the school in their organization of classes and insistence
of campers participating in all activities. Individual interest,
choice and freedom were at a minimum. To motivate participation
by each camper in every activity, elaborate systems of awards,
points and competition were utilized.
A big difference exists in modern camping. There is greater
richness in programs and activities and resources but little,
if any regimentation. The interest and purposes of cancers
are recognized as significant factors in effective learning.
Choice and planning on the part of the camper are encouraged.*
Speaking of camp experiences as a basis for programming, Dimock
and Hendry suggest that some camp directors are able to assume certain
interests and foresee certain basic program needs on the part of the
campers.

They point out further that:

This area of assumed program interests, however desirable from
the standpoint of curriculum building, lies dangerously open to
abuse. Too often it is stretched out altogether too far and
practically tends to define a major part, if not all, of the
camp program. In many camps, it results in the setting up of a
true camping experience.^
The author's observation relative to assuming certain needs of
campers is certainly pertinent to the 4-H camping situation.

Generally,

most of the present camp program planned for the 4-H Club member is
based on the assumed needs of these youngsters.

^Dimock, Hedley S. and Taylor
Stratten, TalkstoCounselors
(New Yorkr Association Press, 1947), Pp. 12-13.
^Dlmock, Hedley S. and Charles Hendry, Campingand Character
(New York: Association Press, 1947), p. 53.
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In his latest text, Dimock states that "relationships improve
when the motivations of the Individual and the group are given suffi-

3
cient attention."
In comparing the different philosophies of camp programming,
Burns observes:
Where the traditional philosophy relied completely upon
activities for its content, the progressive or modern
philosophy exalts the camper's Impulses and interests in the
current happenings in a dynamic world of nature and the
problems of a changing society.
One of the primary criticisms of the traditional scheme of
organized camping is that activities and direction are inposed
from above and from outside. Adult standards, pursuits and
methods are set upon those who are developing slowly toward
maturity.^
Burns makes the significant point that in program planning not
all campers can be thrown together if beneficial experiences are to be
achieved.

He points out that there exist two extremes in camp program

ming today— (1) the highly scheduled regimented program motivated by
awards and (2) the overly progressive program in which canpers are
permitted to do as they please.

The full inport of his observation

is contained in his summary statement relative to this specific aspect
of camping.

The author states that "somewhere within these extremes

cooperative planning must occur if the needs and Interests of the
various individuals are to be met.""’

^Dimock, Hedley S ., The Administration of the Modern Camp
(New York: Association Press, 1948), p. 44.
^Burns, Gerald P., Program of the Modern Camp
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954), Pp. 23-24.
5Ibid.. p. 39.

(New York:
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Blumenthal suggests that If camping is to contribute to the
campers' whole development, some consideration must be given to the
understanding of the individuals and skills in working with different
type personalities must be acquired so as to bring about this develop
ment.

He observes that:
Today one of the major concerns of camping is deemed to be the
careful guidance of each individual towards his whole and fullrounded growth. Individuals differ, and therefore, each requires
individual study and Individual treatment.^
Obviously, the mass approach to camping minimized the opportunity

for this individual study and treatment of the camper.
Graham's observations relative to program planning in the
direction of the camper are also very noteworthy.

She states that:

Cancers are like other persons on vacation. They want certain
things that they know they want and unknown things in addition.
The planning of the camp program is not just a matter of working
out a schedule for including all the activities for which
campers ask, it is also directing them so far as we are able to
"those things in addition."7
This author also points up the difficult task of program planning
and the importance of including the campers, within certain limits, in
the planning of the program.
The fun of campers rather skillfully eludes adult blueprints.
No one can say that any activity is just what every camper will
enjoy....what a camper wants to do at camp is partly dependent on
what he has or has not done before coming to camp. To make out
a cut-and-drled pattern of what every camper will want 1b
disastrous....a camper cannot have a good time at camp if she
cannot feel that she is contributing something to the group
of which she is a part. One's contribution does not have to
have great distinction.®

6Blumenthal, Louis H., Group Work in Camping (New York:
Association Press, 1937), p. ix.
7Graham, Abbie, Working at Play (New York: The Woman's Press,
1941), p. 17.
8Ibid., p. 34.
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Referring to the likes and dislikes of the canper, Mason observed
that "campers' likes and adults' likes frequently do not coincide."

To

this end the planning must be 'with' Instead of 'for' the camper and
the main compulsion, the compulsion of interest.9

Commenting further

with reference to the likes and dislikes of campers, this author states
that "no activity will register popularity with all campers in a camp
of any size....the element of interest is all important."*-®
Basically, the 4-H camping program in Louisiana has been substan
tially the same since its inception.

Consequently, it has been one of

a standardized nature throughout its years of existence.

Commenting on

such programs and those planned for adult expediency, Mason and Mitchell
" project the following noteworthy observation that:
The years have standardized the program and the tendency is to
use the traditional activities only. There are many individuals
in canp, all with different interests, and the activities must
be broad enough in scope to satisfy all these individual likes.
Directors too often build programs satisfying their own personal
likes and dislikes. Camps are run for caspers, not counselors
or directors} for children, not adults.H
In her discussion of the importance of the Individual camper to
the development of the camp program, Joy concurres with Blumenthal*-^,
Graham*-3 and Mason*-^ with reference to the importance of the camper as
a point of departure for programming.

She states that:

^Mason, Bernard S., Camping & Education (New York: The McCall
Coup any, 1930), p. 248.
10Ibid.. p. 155.
^Mason, Bernard S. and Elmer D. Mitchell, Hie Theory of Play
(New York: A, S. Barnes and Company, 1948), p. 428.
^op. cit., p. ix.

13op. cit., p. 34.

*^op. cit., p. 248.
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A camp which makes no allowance for these differences of needs,
capacities and abilities in the individual, and for the extent
and complexity of these human differences is indeed operating on
the basis of an over-simplified and almost primitive camping
philosophy.^5
Continuing her discussion of the individual child and the camp
program, the author further notes that:
These individual differences should not produce conflicts, but
by their varied nature make for a more fascinating and creative
atmosphere. By finding out as much as we feel is necessary
about the individual, we are better prepared to help him plan a
program which increasingly meets his needs and deslres.16
Dean Ernest Malby, School of Education, New York University,
suggests in the introduction to Donaldson's textbook on school camping
that a camp program can be developed so that few educational values
result.

However, this same canp program, he notes, can be so structured

that educational values are furthered to an outstanding degree.

"The

difference lies in the knowledge, insight, understanding and attitudes
of the leaders,"^
Dimock makes two striking observations relevant to the Importance
of the individual in any educative process.

He seems to mirror the
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thinking of Dean Melby.
The author's remarks are contained in the
foreword of Osborne's text on camping and guidance.

He notes that:

^ J o y , Barbara, Camping (Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing
Company, 1957), p. 35.

16Ibid., p. 41.
^Donaldson, George W., School Camping (New York: Association
Press, 1952), p. 8.
18Ibid.
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Ihe center of gravity in an educational process is the
individual because it is the attitudes, habits, skills,
knowledge, and conduct of specific persons that are being
influenced.W
The understanding of the individual by the leaders of the
camp is made the starting point in the educational process.
The education of the canyer begins when that knowledge and
understanding of him as a social person influences the
direction of his activities and e x p e r i e n c e . 20
The need of agents to acquire a better understanding of 4~H
cainpers cannot be overemphasized.

Camping experience which will

contribute to the development of the whole camper is possible, it
would seem, in the ratio to which such an understanding by the agents
is attained.

Such a conyrehension should maximize agents' opportunities

to match the child's Interests with his skills.

Furthermore, this

understanding should minimize any potential difference that may arise
in the attitudes of counselors and campers towards the various aspects
of the canning program.

Irwin emphasizes the importance of understanding

the child in a camp situation by noting that:
The cany director and the camp counselor need an understanding
of children, so that they may make each child's stay in camp
a really worth-while experience— an experience that will help
each individual child to grow properly in intellect, personal
ity, character, and physique.21
The author further observed that the wise person in whom
children's development is entrusted will not suppress natural interests
but "will take advantage of the children's eagerness to participate

^Osborne, Ernest 6., Caiqping and Guidance (New York: Association
Press, 1952), p. 8.
2 0 i b i d ..

p. 4.

21Irwin, Frank L., The Theory of Canylng (New York: A. S. Barnes
and Company, 1950), p. 34.
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while he Is putting across the chosen educational program".
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This

noteworthy observation seems to have some Implication for 4-H camp
leaders.

While observing 4-H camping programs over a period of time,

the writer has seen evidence of programs planned for adult expediency.
To use such a basis for planning the camp program would be to overlook
the natural Interests of the 4-H Club members.

The writer is cognizant

that interests alone will not insure the camper with a meaningful
experience.

However, the camper1s best chance for obtaining such an

experience is contigent, in part, upon the inclusion of those program
activities in which most of his field of interest lie.
Cortell, in speaking of purposeful camping, suggests rather
emphatically that the camper should be a center of camp program planning.
Consequently, she seems to concur in the thinking of those who advocate,
within certain limits, camper centered camping.

She notes that:

The camper as an individual— his needs, interests, and
development as a total personality, his adjustment and
contribution to the camp society, and the relations of his
camping experience to the rest of his* life— should be
primary concern of an agency camp. What happens to the
camper determines the success of a camping program.23
Ira Gordon, Associate Professor of Education at the University
of Florida, had this to say concerning the need of teaching teachers
to see children as children see themselves.

His significant observa

tion certainly applies to camp leaders as well.

He says:

22Ibid.. p. 40.
2^Cortell, Marie L., Camping with Purpose (New York: Women's
Press, 1950), p. 86.
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Only Insofar as teachers are able to understand how the child
perceives himself, his school, his peers and his family are
they able to understand hlH and design learning situations
which enable him to grow and d e v e l o p , ^
The point raised by the author as a result of his following
observation sets the stage for this writer's study which Is concerned
with a comparison of the counselors' attitude, their prediction of
the campers' attitude and the campers' own attitude toward the various
aspects of the camping program.

Gordon observes that:

The student In Inferring the child's perceptions may be
merely projecting his own self upon the child,2^

An examination of the literature about camping indicated a
general consensus among the authors that the child should be a focal
point In program planning for camps.

Furthermore, the authors seemingly

concurred that the camp program should be experiences arranged so as to
favor and to have positive effects upon the behavior of the camper.
Most writers also emphasized the importance on the part of the
camp leadership of having some basic knowledge of the camper's Interests
and attitudes toward camping.

Many of the writers generally concurred

that the success of the camping experience was directly related to the
degree to which the leadership at camp possessed this knowledge.
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Gordon, Ira J., "Observing from a Perceptual Viewpoint",
Journal of Teacher Education. 10:280-81, September, 1959.
25Ibid.
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The value to 4-H camp leaders of the Information revealed by the
writer's investigation of the literature cannot be overestimated.

How

ever, it should be pointed out that practically no research has been
done to determine the effects, if any, of such program upon the
campers and their development.

CHAPTER III

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

Information needed for this study concerns the attitudes of the
campers and counselors toward the 4-H camping program and the counse
lors' prediction of the campers' attitudes with reference to the
camping program.
The data for this study were obtained through the use of two
questionnaires.

Ihe questionnaire designed for the counselors was

mailed to all Assistant and Associate County and Home Demonstration
Extension Agents who have camped at least once (see appendix 1).

Three

parishes were selected within each of the State's three Agricultural
Extension districts on the basis of rural-urban classification, geo
graphical location, number of 4-H Junior Club members camped during
the 1959 canning season, and their willingness to cooperate with the
study.

A. map showing the parishes surveyed in each district and the

location of the 4-H camp sites appears in Figure 1.
The Information needed from the Junior 4-H campers was obtained
from the cany era in the nine parishes to be surveyed through the use
of another questionnaire (see appendix 2).

This questionnaire was

distributed to the cany era in a group situation and were filed by them
in the presence of a trained interviewer.
Due to the nature of the study and the size of the total popula
tion, the writer decided that a ten per cent sanyle would give an
23
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adequate picture of the white 1959 4-H Club members who attended the
Junior encampment.

The sample represented 3,460 club members between

the ages of ten and fourteen who acquired a canylng experience during
the 1959 4-H canylng season.
Important considerations in the choice of the gathering devices
were:
and

(1) type and kind of information needed,

(2) type of respondents,

(3) the number' of respondents to be reached.
The majority of questions in the questionnaires pertain to

general attitudes concerning the Junior cany program.

In view of this,

the writer used scaling techniques similar to the Likert-type scale,
which consists of a series of statements to which subjects are asked
to react.^

Using this scale, the respondent's answer to each question

is in terms of several degrees of agreement or disagreement.

For the

purposes of this study, the informants were asked to respond to most
of the items in terms of degrees of inyortance, acceptance and satis
faction of certain aspects of the cany program.

For exanyle, an

interviewer could check either of the following possibilities in
answer to a question structured to obtain "the degree of inyortance"—
(1) extremely important
(4) slightly inyortant

(2) very lnyortant
(5) unlnyortant or

(3) fairly inyortant
(6) undecided.

The Counselors' Questionnaire
Both groups of respondents were asked to answer questions con
cerning the 1959 Junior Cany for 4-H Club members,

ttie counselors' and

^Marie Jahoda, Martin Deutsch, and Stuart Cook, Research Methods
in Social Relations. (New York: Dreyden Press, 1951), p. 194.
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campers1 questionnaires were structured so as to maximize their recall
of the camping experience.

The questionnaire used to obtain data from

the 4-H counselors was divided into three sections.

The first part of

the questionnaire contains questions relating to personal data about
the respondents, their professional status and camping experience.

The

objective for collecting these data was to determine certain individual
and social characteristics of the canpers and counselors who attended
the 1959 Junior 4-H encampments.
Section two contains a series of dual questions concerning
specific aspects of the program.

These questions are designed to

obtain information from the 4-H counselor with reference to (1) his
prediction of the camper's feelings toward the over-all camp program
and (2) his personal feelings relative to the program.

The twofold

intent here is to obtain the counselor's evaluation of the Junior camp
program and to determine, if any, the differences existing between the
4-H Club member's and the agent's points of view with respect to the
camp program.
Questions pertaining to the total camp program and to the major
divisions of the program are included in the last section of this
questionnaire.

The purpose of this section was to obtain information

concerning the counselor's objectives for his respective encanpment
and also his suggestions for improving the over-all 4-H Junior canp
program.
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The Camper's Questionnaire
The questionnaire which was used to obtain data from the 4-H
campers is divided into three major parts*

ttie questions included in

part one are designed to obtain some general information about the
respondents.

In addition to personal data, the information sought here

concerns the informant's camp experience, 4-H Club work, school status
and activities, and the extent of his association with other organi
zations.
In section two the respondents are asked to answer questions
with reference to their attitudes toward specific aspects of each
major program division.

Nineteen open-end questions are also included

in this section and are structured so as to obtain the following:

(1)

suggestions concerning specific phases of the program; (2) extent to
which the camper was involved in the planning of the various activities;
and (3) specific things the camper felt he had learned as a result of
the canp classes or the entire camping experience.

This section

represents the crux of the study as it relates to the canper's feeling
about the over-all canp program.
Ihe third part of the canper's questionnaire contains questions
pertaining to general attitudes toward the total canp program.

Infor

mation requested concerns such factors as the size of the group with
which the child canped, the canp fee, the amount of free time available
to the club members during the encampment, objectives for attending
canp, over-all appraisal of the major program divisions and new program
activities which could be used in the over-all canp program.
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the questionnaire designed for the counselors was pretested
with the agents of East and West Baton Rouge Parishes in addition to
the State Staff members who had recently been transferred from field
work.

The campers' questionnaire was pretested with the 4-H Club

canpers at Brusly Elementary School, located in West Baton Rouge
Parish.

These respondents wero used in the pretesting because of

their 8imiliarity to those who would be included in the final study.
Several unforeseen problems developed as a result of pretesting the
data gathering devices.

Specific changes had to be made in the

phrasing and sequence of the questions.

Hie length of the question

naires was somewhat altered as a result of the pretest.

Collection of Data
Following the selection of the nine parishes for this study,
(see Figure 1) the writer discussed the procedure for collecting the
data with the Agricultural Extension director, his assistants and the
District supervisors.

Arrangements were then made to interview the

4-H Club members in these parishes who had attended the 1959 Junior
encampments.

The writer was assisted in the collection of these data

by the Agricultural Extension specialists, agents and local leaders.
Hie agents and leaders who assisted the writer lived in the parishes
to be studied.

Each interviewer was trained by the writer.

That is,

each received a general orientation to the survey which included:

(1)

an explanation of the entire study, (2) its purpose, and (3) what
Information was to be gathered; and (4) its impllcations to the total
Agricultural Extension program.

Emphasized also was the importance
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of orienting the respondents to the study in order to insure honest
and unbiased responses to each question.

The writer visited each of

the nine parishes prior to the interviewing of the 4-H Club members.
Before initiating the interviews in the parishes, the inter
viewers conferred with the parish superintendent of schools and the
principals whose school would be involved in the study.

The purpose

here was to familiarize them with the study and to obtain their
cooperation in this undertaking.

Die interviewers then made arrange

ments with the principals to Interview the club members in a group
situation.

Consequently, each canper filled the questionnaire in the

presence of a trained interviewer.

In a few cases questionnaires

were left with the principals for those club members who were absent
at the time of the interview to answer and mail to the writer.
Die questionnaires designed for the counselors were mailed to
all Assistant and Associate County and Home Demonstration Agents
responsible for 4-H Club work who had canned at least once with Junior
4-H Club members.
questionnaire.

A letter of transmittal was mailed with each

The letter served a twofold purpose; (1) to instruct

the informants on how to fill the questionnaire; and (2) to provide
some insight into the purpose and scope of the study.

Die total

number of useable questionnaires returned to the writer was four
hundred and eighty-five.

One hundred of the 117 questionnaires (99

per cent) mailed to the counselors were filled and returned.

Seventy-

seven per cent of the cancers (369 out of 479) completed questionnaires
which could be used in this study.
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Analysis of Data
The data collected with the questionnaires were coded and then
punched onto I.B.M. cards.

This facilitated the tabulation of the

number of cases which fell Into the various categories.

The totals

were then transferred to tables for further study and analysis as well
as to facilitate the reporting of the data.
Since coiqparisons of different size groups were made much of
the reporting was done In percentages.

To quantify certain data, the

writer assumed an equal distance between each of the descriptive terms
such as measures of Importance, acceptance and satisfaction.

For-

example, descriptive terms such as "extremely well," "very well,"
"fairly well," "slightly well," and "not at all" were assigned scores
of four, three, two, one and zero, respectively.
No decimals were used In the percentages because the writer
rounded off to the nearest whole number.

This was done in order to

simplify the reporting of the findings of this study.
half per cent or less was recorded as zero.

Anything one-

Whenever only one of the

one hundred and sixteen counselors responded to a question, the per
centage amounted to nine-tenths of one per cent.

Five-tenths of one

per cent was obtained when two of the three hundred and slxty-nlne
campers responded to a question.

Since this study concerns attitudes,

small percentages such as these are of little or no significance.

Summary
Two groups of respondents were used for this study:

(1)

All

white assistant and associate 4-H Extension agents who participated In
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at least one Junior 4-H cany as an agent^ during the 1959 canylng
season, and (2) those boys and girls who attended a Junior 4-H cany
In 1959.

These groups were called counselors and campers respectively.

The campers represent a 10 per cent random sanyle.

The total number of

1959 Junior 4-H Club members who enjoyed a canylng experience was 3,460.
The data for this study were obtained through the use of two
questionnaires.
were used.

Scaling techniques similar to the Llkert-type scale

Each questionnaire Is divided Into three basic parts— namely,

Individual and social characteristics, attitudes toward specific phases
of the Junior cany program, and attitudes toward the total encampment.
The Information recorded on the questionnaires were coded and
then punched onto I.B.H. cards for further tabulation by computer
machines.

The reporting and analysis of the data were done through

the use of percentages.

Conyarlsons were presented In terms of the

counselors’ attitude, their prediction of the campers' attitude, and
the campers' attitude toward the various aspects of the Junior 4-H
cany program.

Those persons attending 4-H camps as an Extension trainee
were not Included din the study.

CHAPTER IV

PRESENT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP PROGRAM1

The Administration of Junior 4-H Camps
The Louisiana camping program Is administered by the State staff
of 4-H agents In cooperation with the subject matter specialists and
Agricultural Extension field personnel.

The State 4-H Club staff is

directly responsible to the Assistant Director of the Cooperative
Agricultural Extension Service.

Ihe State 4-H Club agent delegates

most of the cany responsibilities to the Associate Club Agent, except
the hiring of the cooks.
The Associate State 4-H Club Agent, vho reports to the State
4-H Club Agent, is responsible for the establishment of cany quotas,
for staffing the canys, for making general provisions for can^p supplies,
and for the supervision of the cany program.
The Assistant to the State Director of Agricultural Extension
has a two-fold responsibility, namely handling financial aspects of
the canylng program and holding responsibility for all cany properties
and their maintenance.
The caretaker of the cany is responsible to the Associate
Agricultural Engineer.
The general policy for the 4-H canylng program is set by the

1Information in this chapter is presented largely from the writer's
observation from ten years of close association with the Junior 4-H
canylng program of Louisiana.
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State 4-H Club committee, which Is composed of the State Director, the
Assistant Director, the State Agents of Agriculture and Home Economics,
three District Agents, three 4-H Program Specialists, and the three
members of the State 4-H Staff.

Each of the above mentioned committee

men are members of the Agricultural Extension Service and has one vote.
The decisions of this committee are subject to approval by the Director
of the Agricultural Extension Service.
The Recreation Specialist counsels with the 4-H Staff on such
matters as camp recreational programming and pre-camp and in-service
training for canp managers and counselors.

Selected specialists and

agents serve as canp managers and counselors, respectively.
The 4-H Junior carping season usually begins in the first week
of June and ends in the last week of July.

Encampments are held each

week during this period with the exception of one week in July at
which time a large percentage of the club members participate in the
annual State 4-H Short Course,
Louisiana State University.

This is a major 4-H function held at

Outstanding club members from most of the

State's sixty-four parishes participate in this competitive program in
agriculture and home economics.

Although only Senior club members may

attend the annual 4-H Short Course, there can be no Junior encampments
because the Agricultural Extension 4-H Club Agents also accompany their
club members to this Short Course.
The Agricultural Extension 4-H Club agents and 4-H Club volunteer
local leaders serve in the capacity of counselors at canp.
there can be no Junior encampment during this week.

Consequently,

In addition,

Senior club members are used as counselors at the Junior encampment.
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The Number, Type and Location of 4-H Camps
Twenty-three separate encashments are conducted during the 4-H
Club cashing season.

These encashsients are divided as follows: fifteen

Junior, four Senior and four special camps.

The 4-H Club members use

the facilities of the State's three permanent cash sites— namely,
Cashs Grant Walker, Cash Garrison and Cash Anacoco.

Cash Grant Walker

and Cash Garrison are owned by Louisiana State University.
Anacoco is owned by the Beauregard Parish School Board.

Cash

In addition,

the 4-H ca&hers use the facilities of the State Recreation and Park
Commission and the State Forestry Commission.
The Junior club members attend regular encashments at Camps
Garrison, Grant Walker, Cash Anacoco and Lake Blstlneau State Park.
Three regular Senior 4-H cashs are held at Cash Grant Walker and one
at Cash Garrison.

The Junior Forestry encashment Is held at Chicot

State Park, the Senior Forestry cash at the State Forestry Cash.

The

remaining two special cashs, Junior Leadership and Wildlife, are held
at Cash Grant Walker.

The special camps are subject matter camps— that

Is, concentrated study Is devoted In one area of Instruction through
out the week.

The special camps are free to the 4-H cainpers.

The

Junior Leadership and Junior Forestry cainps are sponsored by public
utility coshanles.

A portion of the expenses of the Wildlife and

Senior Forestry camps is shared by commercial companies whose products
are allied to these areas of cashing interests.

The Selection of the 4-H Casters
There is no set pattern for selecting the club members for
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regular can^p.

Usually, the selection Is made on the basis o£ awards

received by the club member on Achievement Day.^
given to each parish by the State 4-H Club office.
for establishing the quota was a formula.

A canp quota Is
The original basis

This formula, In essence,

was a base total which represented a percentage of the total enroll
ment plus one additional canp member for every one hundred or more
canpers above a certain total.
The special camps are state-wide and each parish Is given a
quota for these canps.

In order to attend the Junior Forestry encamp

ment, the club member must be enrolled In the Forestry project and
must make the highest score In this project at Achievement Day.

The

degree of Interest held by the club member In Wildlife or Forestry
Conservation also serves as a criterion for Forestry canp consideration.
The Senior Forestry members must be enrolled and also complete a
forestry project In the field In order to attend the Forestry Canp.
One boy and one girl from each parish Is selected to attend the
Junior Leadership canp.

Usually, this selection Is based upon winning

the Junior Leadership Project contest at Achievement Day.

This boy

and girl must be enrolled In the Junior Leadership project and must be
a Senior club member In order to attend the Junior Leadership encanpment.

The 4-H Camp Staff and. Their Responsibilities
All Agricultural Extension Agents who are responsible for the
execution of the 4-H Club program on the parish-level also assist with

^This is another major 4-H function similar to Short Course with
the exception that it is held on a parish basis.
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the camping program.

Selected agents assist with the Junior Leadership,

Junior Forestry and Wildlife encashments.
of counselors.

they serve in the capacity

Agricultural Extension agents delegated to the above

special canps are selected by their respective District Supervisors.
In addition to the regular functions of counselors at can?, Agricultural
Extension agents are given specialized responsibility such as recrea
tion, swimming, sanitation, night programs, vesper services, kitchen
and business manager.
The 4-H Club canp program does not utilize a camp director as
such.

Selected State Agricultural Extension Specialists, the District

4-H Club Program Specialists and members of the State 4-H Club Staff
are used in this capacity and are referred to as "Cash Managers".
Generally, only one Agricultural Extension specialist attends a camp.
However, in some cases the specialist is assisted by one of the Home
Economics Specialists.

The assistance of the specialists is enlisted

by the Associate State 4-H Club Leader.

The acceptance is verbal and

not binding and is based upon a cooperative relationship.
The general responsibilities of the 4-H Club Camp Manager as
outlined by the 4-H Club office are:
1.

For general organization of all the various aspects of the

cash*
2.

For all activities beginning and ending on time.

3.

For working closely with agents, leaders and Junior coun
selors.

4.

For planning observance of rest period.
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5.

For having daily conference with business and kitchen
managers and all other members of the staff when necessary.

6.

For working closely with business manager on camp records
and returning conpleted attendance and financial records to
State 4-H Club office.

7.

For seeing that a food inventory is taken at the end of the
camp and that a copy of this inventory is left in a desig
nated place in the kitchen.

The Camp Fee
The canp fee is $6.50 per club member.
$10.00.

The agents pay a fee of

Local leaders and bus drivers camp free.

The majority of the

canpers are transported to and from the canp via school buses.
come to camp with the leaders and agents.

Some

Junior and Senior club

members attending regular camps generally pay for their own transporta
tion.

However, in some cases the transportation and camp fee are paid

by local sponsoring groups or through a fund-raising drive conducted
by the club members prior to the camping season.

Club members attending

the Junior Forestry, Wildlife and Junior Leadership camps receive this
canping experience free of charge, including transportation to and
from these encampments.
Out of the $6.50 assessed each regular camper must come the
insurance and craft fees and, in some cases, the canp rental fee.
camper is insured to and from home against accidents.
included in the insurance.
per club member.

Each

Sickness is not

The insurance fee amounts to forty cents

The craft fee is twenty-five cents per canper.

The
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canp rental fee ranges from $1.00 per camper per week to thirty-five
cents per canper per day.
the state parks.

The latter amount Is charged for the use of

Each encanpment operates Independently of the other,

financially speaking.

Any surplus money Is returned to the Assistant

to the State Director of Agricultural Extension at the end of each
canp period.

A complete financial report Is also turned In at the end

of the canp.

The business manager Is responsible for this report.

The

canp manager Is responsible for the entire canp Including this report,
and the deficits, If any are made up from the general canp fund.

Organization of the 4-H Camp
As previously mentioned, the Associate Agricultural Extension
State Club Agent selects the canp manager for each encanpment.

The

State Extension specialists serve In the capacity of canp counselors
or "canp managers" as they are referred to In the 4-H canping vernacular.
Two to six parishes are grouped as a canping unit and canp as a unit
at an assigned canp site.

Ifce canp assignments and the canp groupings

are made by the Associate State 4-H Club Agent.

The assignments to

canp groups and to canp sites are made on the basis of geographical
location, the parishes' canp quotas and the number of parishes In the
canp group.
Following the selection and assignment of the canp managers and
the grouping of the parishes by canp groups Is the pre-canp planning
meeting.

The canp manager Is responsible for conducting this meeting.

He contacts the Extension field agents from those parishes In his canp
group for the purpose of selecting a meeting place and a date for this
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meeting.

Generally, the Fover and Light representatives who are to

help with canp meet with their respective camp group.

The assignment

of these representatives Is done by the respective companies.^

They

are not considered canp counselors but their responsibility Is to
teach a class each day on some aspect of use of electricity.

They

generally do assist with special phases of the canp program.
At the pre-canp planning meeting, general policies of the canp
are determined and each agent Is assigned some canping responsibility.
As a result of this meeting, a "master" program plan evolves and serves
as the frame work within which the canp program will operate.
Actually, these are In effect, meetings at which canping respon
sibilities are assigned each counselor.

Very little, If any, training

In canping takes place.
Another planning meeting Is held by this same group on the
first day of canp.

In addition to the agents and the electric power

representatives, the junior and adult leaders, Including the bus
drivers, attend this meeting.

The purpose of this meeting Is to

orientate the leaders and other persons who will help with the program.
In addition, the responsibilities of the agents are reviewed and
modifications to the program are made If needed.

The Junior 4-H Camp Program
Upon arriving at canp the children are registered and assigned
to a cabin.

Generally, the 4-H canpers are assigned to a cabin on a

2The four major public utility conpanles In Louisiana cooperate
with the State 4-H canping program by sending at least one of their
representatives to each encanpment.
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parish basis.

Since most of the Junior encampments have large enroll

ments, several parish groups may be assigned to a single cabin.

The

4-H campers report to their respective cabins to make up their beds,
and unpack their clothes.

Afterwards, they are afforded the opportu

nity to engage in informal recreational activities.
The final step preceding the beginning of the dally program is
the camper orientation meeting which Involves the entire cany group.
This meeting is usually held before the evening meal on the first day
of cany.

The orientation of the canyers is usually the responsibility

of the cany manager.

This Involves the Introduction of the agents and

the leaders and of the instructors, who fire usually the agents; a
discussion of the classes; and a brief discussion which gives the
campers an Insight into the total week's program.
Next, comes the division of the campers into groups.

This is

usually done on the basis of age and sex of the club members.

That is,

equal numbers of boys and girls are assigned to a group or "tribe",
as they are called at 4-H cany.

At most camps they are mixed at

random without any regard for peer considerations.

In some Junior 4-H

canys, the club member is permitted to select a friend whom he would
like to have in his tribe.

This approach seems to be the best, especially

when many youngsters in the lower age bracket are involved.

Following

the group assembly, the children are given an opportunity to go
swimming or play softball or volleyball, or engage in other athletic
activities.
On Monday evening the canyers have about one hour of free time
following the evening meal.

They then attend a Vesper service as a
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group.

After the Vespers the campers go to the place designated as

the recreational area for about two hours of fun.

This recreational

program Is planned and executed by the Extension Agents who were
assigned this canp responsibility during the pre-canp planning meeting.
The first full day of canping for the Junior club members begins on
Tuesday morning.

(See Appendix 3 for a dally schedule of the Junior

4-H camps.)
As can be noted, the 4-H Club member's day begins at 6:30 In
the morning.

Twenty minutes later he reports to the flag raising

ceremony, which Is usually held In close proximity to the dining hall.
Ihe campers "line-up" by tribes, the boys In one line and the girls In
another.

During the raising of the American and 4-H Club flags, the

pledge of allegiance to the American flag and the club pledge, respec
tively, are repeated In unison by the campers.

At some canps, there

Is singing In addition to the recitation of the pledges.
precede the pledges.

Also, If necessary, general announcements are

made following the formalities of the flag raising.
said In unison.

Grace Is then

The campers are then judged according to the stralghtest

lines within each tribe.

They are rated by tribes, either first, second

or third, and are permitted to eat accordingly.
each meal "cafeteria" style.
canpers.

The songs

Hie campers are served

The carp staff serves the meals to the

Each casper Is responsible for furnishing his own eating

utensils at all regular camps.
the special encampments.

The eating utensils are furnished at

The facilities are provided for the canpers

to wash and sterilize their eating utensils after each meal.

Many 4-H

Club members circumvent this washing and sterilizing of their eating
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utensils by bringing paper plates and cups and wooden spoons and forks
and destroying these after each meal.
After breakfast, the canpers return to the cabins to make beds,
sweep the cabins, and clean the grounds within the Immediate area of
their respective cabins.

The entire canp group assists with the clean

ing of the canp grounds.

This Is usually done after breakfast.

Also,

during this time each tribe has the responsibility of furnishing
canpers for special details which are supervised by the Extension
Agents.

One of the most lnportant tasks Is the cleaning of the bath

houses.
In order to provide an attractive Incentive to canpers to assist
with the canp program, a point and award system Is used.

Each canper

Is given points for himself and his tribe for doing various jobs, for
participating In certain activities, and for winning contests.

Each

day the Individual canpers and the tribes are rewarded by ribbons.
These awards are based on the number of points received as of a certain
time each day.
The tribe amassing the greatest total of points for the week Is
awarded the canp flag which Is a large piece of colored cloth.

Usually,

the flag Is torn Into small bits and given to each member of the winning
tribe for souvenirs.

Over and above the points, flags and ribbons

which are awarded at all encampments, some camps select an outstanding
boy and girl canper.

This award Is sponsored by the public utility

conpanies and is based upon the all around performance of the club
members during the week.

The Agricultural Extension agents and the

electric power representatives serve as judges for the award.

The
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winners of this award each receive a reading lamp which has the 4-H
emblem on its base.
The clean-up period is followed by a general canp assembly.
This fifteen minute period is devoted to singing, orienting the campers
on the days' activities, and announcements of general interest.

Mail

is sometimes distributed at this time.
After assembly, the Junior campers are required to attend one
of three thirty-minute classes which are taught concurrently.

The

classes generally consist of instructions or demonstrations in crafts,
use of electricity, and dancing.

When the craft class is taught, the

campers are permitted to complete one craft article.

Usually only one

craft is offered, though some of the canps offer a craft for boys and
one for girls.
the canp fee.

The craft fee is twenty-five cents and is included in
A class in electricity is taught at all regular canps.

At most canps either a dance or craft class is offered.

Sometimes a

game class or some similar class is substituted for either dancing or
crafts.

All classes are taught by agents or leaders except that in

electricity, which is taught by an electric power representative.
Junior classes are taught on a three day basis.
received a 1/3 unit of instruction each day.
class by tribes and on a rotating basis.

All

That is, the campers

The canpers attend each

Between the second and third

class period, the canpers are given a fifteen minute recess.
The Junior Canpers attend two general assemblies.
this first group period is devoted to singing.

Most of

In addition, a series

of general announcements are made pertaining to the forthcoming classes,
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afternoon ball games, and other such program activities.

This assembly

lasts fifteen minutes.
The second group gathering lasts thirty minutes.
time the tribes compete In songs and yells.

During this

This activity is judged

by the adult local leaders or a visitor who happens to be in camp at
the time.

Agents generally do not serve as judges.

The tribes are

given a certain number of points depending upon their rating in the
contest.

Also, the cabins and canp grounds are judged prior to this

meeting.

The winners receive different colored flags depending upon

their placement in this contest.

The boys' and girls' cabins are

judged separately and are rated first, second and third.

The canp

area is hypothetically divided into a boys' side and a girls' side and
is judged accordingly.

The daily winner is awarded a flag which is

especially designed for this contest.
in their area for that day.

Ifce winning side flies the flag

The side winning the contest the last day

of canp, Friday morning, keeps the flag.

The flag, which is made of a

piece of colored cloth, is then cut into small strips and each canper
receives a strip as a souvenir.

The winners of all of the above contests

are announced during this general assembly.
Between the hours of eleven and twelve each day the Junior
canpers are allowed to go swimming.
vise the swimming period.
safety of all swimmers.

Adult and Junior Counselors super**

The buddy system is used to assure the
Under this system, a whistle is blown period

ically at which time every swimmer and his partner must come together,
join hands, raise them over their heads and keep them there until the
whistle blows again.

The Juniors are offered little or no other activity
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during swim time.

Consequently, the majority of them swim during this

period.
Included in the Junior camp program is a rest period which
follows dinner.

In order to encourage the casters to return to their

cabins and rest, there are no activities scheduled during this period.
Generally, the Junior cancers spend most of this time in their cabins
either resting, reading or writing letters.
After the rest period, the Juniors participate in several
conpetitive sports,

these usually Include softball, volleyball, table

tennis, and badminton, and are played on the tournament or elimination
method basis.

The dally winners of these events as well as the camp

champions are given a number of points for their tribe or group, which
ever the case may be.

Customarily, on the last day of canping, the

counselors challenge the canp softball champions to an exhibition game.
At some encanpments, the counselors play an all star canp team rather
than the canp chanpions.
The Junior program includes two swimming periods during the
afternoon.

The first one is devoted to a swimming class for beginners

or non-swimmers.

Hie second period is devoted to recreational swimming

for the entire canp group.

Whether or not to permit the beginning or

non-swimmers to participate in this second period is left to the dis
cretion of the canp manager.

At some encanpments, this decision is

made by the individual Junior canpers.

Those Junior canpers who make

sufficient progress in learning to swim receive certificates at the
end of the week's canp.
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In addition to the activities referred to above, one Junior
tribe meets with counselors to receive instructions concerning the
evening Vesper service and the night program.

In most instances, the

counselors in charge of this phase of the canp program prepare the
general format for these programs din advance of canp.

The Vesper

services at the Junior encanpments are designed to develop the canpers
spiritually.
The night programs of the Junior canp consist of a nightly
talent show and dancing, including square, folk and social.

At some

of the Junior canps a canp-wide talent show is staged the last night
of canp and the parties each night are developed around themes.
Generally, the recreational activities included in the night programs
are directed by the counselors.

The Vesper services are customarily

held before the night program.
Taps at the Junior Canp is sounded between ten and ten-thirty.
The Junior club members are usually permitted to stay up later on the
last night of canp.

After taps is sounded, the canpers are given

thirty minutes to return to their cabins, dress for bed and turn off
the lights.
The Junior encanpment is ended after breakfast on Friday morning.

Summary
The Junior 4-H canping program in Louisiana is administered
by the State 4-H Club Agent.

The general policy for the canping pro

gram is set by the state 4-H Club committee.

The Junior 4-H canping

season usually begins the first week of June and terminates the last
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week of July.
All but four of the fifteen Junior encashments are held at the
state's three permanent canp sites} namely, Grant Walker, Garrison and
Anacoco.

the remainder are held at Lake Blstlneau State Park.

Each

parish receives a canp quota which Is established by the State 4-H Club
office.

Usually, the selection of the canpers within each parish Is

made on the basis of awards received by the club member for outstand
ing project work during the year,

those boys and girls who attend

4-H canp are charged a $6.50 fee for meals, lodging, accident Insurance
and craft materials.

Uils fee does not Include the cost of transpor

tation to and from canp.
Several parishes are combined to form an encanpment.
grouping Is also done by the State 4-H Club office,

this

the Agricultural

Extension specialists and agents assume the responsibilities of the
canp managers (directors) and leaders (counselors), respectively.
Ihe 4-H Junior camp program officially begins on Monday after
noon with a general canp assembly,

this meeting serves a two-fold

purpose, (1) to organize the canpers Into groups; and (2) to acquaint
them with each other, the canp program, the facilities, and the staff.
Generally, the morning program at the Junior canps begins with
reveille at 6i30, followed by the flag raising ceremony, general
assemblies, classes and recreational swimming,

the afternoon program

Is usually devoted to conpetitlve sports, and recreation swimming.
In addition, the "tribes" take turns each afternoon assisting with
the planning of the Vesper services and night programs,

the evening

program consists of a brief spiritual program In addition to the
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usual recreational activities.

Taps Is sounded at 10:30.

All 4-H Junior encashments terminate on Friday morning following
the serving of breakfast.

CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

As mentioned earlier, the subjects for this study were all of
the assistant and associate 4-H Club agents who had camped at least
once as an agent with Junior 4-H campers.

In addition, an 11 per cent

random sample of the 1959 Junior 4-H campers was also included in the
study.

The questionnaires were structured so as to determine certain

individual and social characteristics of the counselors and canpers as
well as to obtain attltudinal data from these respondents.

A summation

of these characteristics appears in the following discussion.

The Informants

The 4-H campers.

The term "4-H canper," as used in this study,

has been defined as those 4-H Club members between the ages of ten and
fourteen who had attended a Junior 4-H canp during the 1959 canping
season.

Two hundred and twenty-five of the 369 Junior canpers (61 per

cent) were females.

Generally, this sex ratio is in line with that of

the state's total club enrollment.

Of the 369 canpers, slightly more

than two out of every five (42 per cent) were 13 years old or over.
One-third of them were 12 years of age; 20 per cent were 11 years old.
Only 5 per cent of the 4-H canpers were in the ten-year-old age group.
It is of interest to note that three-fourths (75 per cent) of the
youngsters were in the upper age limits of the Junior canper
49
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classification.
More than half of the Junior campers (58 per cent) had been in
4-H Club work three years or over.

Most of the remaining campers

(36 per cent) were two-year club members.

Only 6 per cent of them

camped during their first year of club work.

Usually, in most of the

parishes, the camping trips are based on achievements made by the club
members in project work.

Ibis explains, in part, why 58 per cent of

the canpers had been in club work three years or over.
This canping experience was the first for 68 per cent of the
4-H Club members.

One out of every five (21 per cent) had camped

twice previously.

Only 11 per cent had three or more years of 4-H

canping experience.

Seventy per cent of the Junior canpers had never

attended a canp sponsored by any other organization.
Although 4-H Club work is generally associated with farm youth,
only 29 per cent of the 4-H Club members who camped during the 1959
season came from a farm.*’ Noteworthy is the fact that 56 per cent of
the canpers were classified as rural-nonfarm.

Fifteen per cent were

urban boys and girls.
To obtain some indication of the Junior club members' leadership
activities, they were asked to check the number of projects in which
they were enrolled, committees on which they served, organizations to
which they belonged, and organizations other than 4-H in which they
held office.

In addition, the Junior canpers were asked to check the

^Classifications based on the 1950 United States Census definitions.
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grade they made most frequently in school.

Three of every five campers

(60 per cent) were enrolled In three or more 4-H Club projects.
fourth of them (25 per cent) were taking two projects.
cent were enrolled In but one project.

One-

Only 13 per

Sixty-two per cent of the 369

canpers had served on various committees.

Seventy-two per cent of the

campers belonged to one or two organizations

other than the 4-H Club.

One out of five (20 per cent) checked that they held membership In
three or four organizations.
or more organizations.

Seven per cent of them belonged to five

Forty per cent of the Junior 4-H campers held

an office In one organization other than the 4-H Club.
cent held offices In two other organizations.

Fifteen per

Interestingly, 8 per

cent of the 4-H Club members who camped during the 1959 season held
offices In three or more organizations.

To obtain some Indication of

the 4-H campers' scholastic standing, they were asked to check which
grades (A, B, C, or D) they made most often in school.

One-third of

them (33 per cent) said that they made mostly "A's" in school.
half of them (46 per cent) made "B's."

Nearly

Seventeen per cent of the

Junior 4-H canpers Indicated that they made mostly "C's" In their
school work.

Only 2 per cent of the canpers were "D" students.

Half of the Junior 4-H canpers (50 per cent) were of the Catholic
faith.

Forty-eight per cent were Protestants.

interviewers did not respond to this question.

Two per cent of the
Of the 48 per cent who

were Protestants, 29 per cent were Baptist and 12 per cent Methodist.

2The canpers indicated that they belonged to organizations
such as F.F.A.-F.H.A., Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, and
the various school type organizations.
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The remaining 7 per cent professed to be Episcopal, Presbyterian, or
Disciples of Christ.
The following occupational information concerning the canpers
was obtained from answers to the question, "What does your father or
guardian do for a living?"

3

One out of every five Junior canpers (21

per cent) indicated that their father or guardian was employed as a
clerical or sales worker.

Nineteen per cent worked as craftsmen.

Eighteen per cent of the fathers or guardians of the Junior canpers
were farmers.

Twelve per cent were in a profession.

the canpers. did not respond to this question.

Six per cent of

The remaining 24 per

cent of the fathers were enployed as farm laborers, service workers,
operatives, or managers.
Lastly, the canpers were asked to indicate how active their
parents were in club work.

Eleven per cent of them said that their

parents were "extremely" active in club work.
cated that their parents were "very" active.

Eighteen per cent indi
Nearly one-third of the

canpers (31 per cent) felt that their mother and father were only
"fairly" active in 4-H Club work.

Worthy of mention is that nearly

two out of every five parents of the canpers were considered to be but
"slightly" or "not" active in club work.

The 4-H counselors.

The term "4-H counselor" has been defined

as those Agricultural Extension Agents doing club work and who had
assisted with the 1959 Junior 4-H encanpments.

Sixty-one of the JL16

o

Occupational classifications based on the definitions developed
for the 1950 census of population.
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4-H counselors (53 per cent) Included In this study were males.
eight per cent of them were in the 25-29 year age group.

Twenty-

Nearly the

same number of counselors (26 per cent) were in the 30 to 34 age group
ing.

Fifteen per cent of the counselors at Junior canp were 24 years

or less; another 15 per cent were 35 to 39 years old.

Worthy of note

is that 16 per cent indicated that they were 40 years old or over.
Thirteen per cent of the counselors had been in the Extension
Service less than two years.

Nearly half of them (49 per cent) had

two to five years of service.

Over one-fourth of the 4-H counselors

(27 per cent) had been in Extension work from six to 10 years.

Eleven

per cent had been in the Extension Service over 11 years.
Seventeen per cent of the counselors had assisted with less than
two 4-H Junior encanpments.

Over half of them (54 per cent) had

previously canped two to five times as an agent.

Twenty-seven per

cent of the counselors had assisted with six or more Junior 4-H canps.
Eighty-two per cent of the agents had never assisted with canps other
than 4-H.
The counselors were asked to indicate where they had lived most
of their youth.

Nearly four out of every five counselors (78 per cent)

said that they had lived on a farm most of their youth.

Over one-fourth

of them (26 per cent) indicated that they had a rural-nonfarm back
ground.

Only 7 per cent could be classified as living in an urban

area most of their youth.
Twenty-eight per cent of the counselors at the Junior 4-H canps
during the 1959 season were of the Catholic faith.
fourths of them (72 per cent) were Protestants.

Nearly three-

Of the 72 per cent
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Protestants, 40 per cent were Baptists and 20 per cent Methodists.

The

remaining 12 per cent professed to be Episcopal, Presbyterian, Disciples
of Christ, or Lutheran.
It will be the procedure In the remainder of this chapter to
cony are the counselors' attitude, their prediction of the campers1 atti
tude, and the cany era1 own attitude with reference to the various phases
of the Junior 4-H camp program.

Respondents' Attitude Toward Certain Aspects
of the 4-H Camping Program

Reveille.

The counselors at 4-H cany were asked to give their

attitude and to predict the attitude of the campers concerning the
time for reveille at the Junior 4-H cany.

Eighty-one per cent said

that the "getting up" time at cany was "completely satisfactory."
(See Table I)
too early."

Seventeen per cent stated that reveille was a "little
Only 1 per cent of the counselors thought that the time

was a "little too late."
Fifty-six per cent of the 4-H counselors predicted that the
canyers would feel that reveille was "conyletely satisfactory."

Forty

per cent predicted that the canyers would consider it a "little too
early."

Only 1 per cent predicted that the canyers would feel that

reveille was a "little too late."
Xhe 4-H canyers were asked their opinion of the time that they
must arise at Junior cany.

Sixty-five per cent felt that reveille was

"conyletely satisfactory."

Twenty-seven per cent thought it was a

"little too early."

Only 3 per cent considered "getting up" time a
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"little too late."

TABLE I
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS'
ATTITUDE, AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD REVEILLE
AT JUNIOR 4-H GAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Satisfaction

Conpletely
satisfactory
Little too early
Much too early
Little too late
Much too late
Undecided
Total

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

81
17
0
1
0
1

56
40
0
1
0
3

65
27
3
2
0
3

100

100

100

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

tiius while eight out of tea of the counselors (81 per cent)
indicated that reveille time at canp was "conpletely satisfactory" to
them personally, nearer half (56 per cent) predicted that the canpers
were "completely satisfied."

Actually 65 per cent of the canpers indi

cated that they were "completely satisfied" on this point.

Although

more canpers felt that reveille was "too early" than did the counselors—
27 per cent conpared to 17 per cent— the counselors predicted that four
out of every ten canpers (40 per cent) felt that reveille was "too
early" at canp.

It would seem that reveille time is somewhat more

satisfactory to canpers than the counselors realize.
the respondents felt that reveille should be earlier.

Almost none of
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Flag raising and lowering ceremonies.

To determine the attitudes

of the counselors and campers toward the flag ceremonies, the respon
dents were asked to Indicate how inportant to them personally were the
flag raising and flag lowering ceremonies at Junior 4-H canp.

As can

be noted In Table IX, 75 per cent of the counselors felt that these
ceremonies were "very important."

Twenty per cent considered them

"fairly important" while 3 per cent said they were "slightly Important."
Only 1 per cent of the counselors felt that this phase of the canp was
"not too important."

In keeping with the plan of this study, the coun

selors were also asked to predict the attitudes of the campers relative
to this phase of the camping program.

Twenty-three per cent of the

counselors predicted that the canpers would feel that these flag cere
monies were "very important."

Half of the counselors at 4-H canp (53

per cent) further predicted that the canpers would consider it "fairly
inportant" and 14 per cent predicted that the canpers would say that
flag raising and flag lowering was "slightly Inportant."

Seven per

cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers' feel that these
ceremonies were "not Inportant,"
An examination of Table II shows that over half of the canpers
(60 per cent) Indicated that the flag ceremonies were "very Inportant"
while 27 per cent felt that these ceremonies were "fairly inportant."
Five per cent felt that flag raising and flag lowering were "slightly
inportant."

Another five per cent of the canpers thought they were

"not too inportant."
As shown in Table II, a difference exists between the counselors'
prediction of the canpers' attitude and the canpers' personal attitude
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toward this phase of the Junior 4-H canp program.

Although three out

of four counselors (75 per cent) felt that the flag ceremonies were
"very important", only one out of four (23 per cent) predicted that
the canpers would feel that these ceremonies were a "very Inportant"
phase of the day's canping activities.

Actually, 60 per cent of the

canpers felt that the flag ceremonies were "very inportant."

While

only 20 per cent of the counselors felt that these ceremonies were
"fairly inportant", slightly more than one out of two counselors (53
per cent) predicted that the canpers would indicate that the flag
ceremonies were "fairly inportant."

On the contrary, only 27 per cent

of the canpers indicated that this phase of the canp program was
"fairly inportant."

Noteworthy is that only 3 per cent of the coun

selors indicated that these ceremonies were "slightly inportant" and
1 per cent said that they were "not inportant."

However, 14 per cent

predicted that the canpers would feel that these ceremonies were
"slightly inportant" and another 7 per cent predicted the canpers would
indicate that they were "not inportant."

Actually, 5 per cent of the

canpers felt that these ceremonies were "slightly inportant" and only
another 5 per cent indicated that the flag ceremonies were "not impor
tant."
The writer finds it rather difficult to explain the differences
existing in Table II.

These differences take on added importance when

looked at from the patriotic and religious point of view.

In attempt

ing to explain this dissimilarity between the counselors' attitude,
their prediction of the canpers' attitude and the canpers' own attitude
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toward the flag raising ceremonies at Junior camp, the writer would not
overlook the possibility that the 23 per cent response in Table IX
represents a projection of the counselors' own feelings concerning this
aspect of the day's camping activity.

Only a few of the respondents

felt that these ceremonies were "not Inportant."

TABLE IX
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CANPERS' ATTITUDE,
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE FLAG CEREMONIES AT
JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Importance

Very inportant
Fairly inportant
Slightly inportant
Not inportant
Undecided
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

75
20
3
1
1

23
53
14
7
3

60
27
5
5
3

100

100

100

Procedures Included in flag ceremonies.

The 4-H canpers take

part in several activities or customs either prior to or during the
flag raising and flag lowering ceremonies at Junior canp.

Tb obtain

some idea of the relative attitudes of the counselors and canpers and
the counselors' prediction of the canpers' own attitude toward these
activities and customs, the respondents were asked to rate them.

A

three-point scale was used in the rating, namely-«"very good," "fairly
good" and "doubtful or not good."
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As can be seen in Table III, more than one-half of the counselors
(55 per cent) felt that singing was a "very good" activity during flag
ceremonies.

Twenty-seven per cent indicated that it was a "fairly

good" activity, while 18 per cent considered it a "doubtful or not good"
activity.
Slightly more than eight out of ten counselors (84 per cent)
considered saluting the American flag at these ceremonies a "very good"
idea.

Thirteen per cent felt that it was a "fairly good" idea and 3

per cent indicated that it was "not a good" idea or were "doubtful"
about its use at these ceremonies.

Only one-half of the counselors

(50 per cent) felt that reciting the 4-H Club motto was a "very good"
activity for these ceremonies.

While nearly three in ten (27 per cent)

considered reciting the motto a "fairly good" idea, approximately two
in ten (22 per cent) were "doubtful" or did not think it was a good
activity to use during the flag ceremonies at Junior 4-H encanpments.
Eight in ten counselors felt that pledging allegiance to the American
flag during these ceremonies was a "very good" idea.
Indicated that it was a "fairly good" idea.

Fourteen per cent

However, 5 per cent were

either "doubtful" about its use or did not think it was a good idea.
Nearly one hundred per cent of the counselors at casp (97 per cent)
considered saying grace before meals a "very good" idea.

Only 3 per

cent indicated that this was a "fairly good" idea for use during the
flag ceremonies at Junior 4-H canp.
The campers line up by tribes for the flag ceremonies and
following this function their ranks are judged.

Afterwards, they are

permitted to go into the dining hall by tribes in order of those
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having formed the straightest lines.

Seventy-four per cent of the

counselors felt that the custom of lining up by tribes was a "very
good" Idea.

Nineteen per cent felt It was a "fairly good" Idea, and

7 per cent either questioned this procedure or did not think that It
was a good Idea.

Sixty-six per cent of the counselors considered eating

according to the straightest line was a "very good" idea.

Slightly less

than one-fourth of the counselors (23 per cent) Indicated that this
method of eating was a "fairly good" Idea.

Only one In ten counselors

(10 per cent) either felt that It was "not a good" Idea or was "doubt
ful" as to the use of this method.
In addition to the above canp activities and customs during
9

flag ceremonies, the counselors usually take advantage of this canp
assembly for making general announcements and distributing the mail.
Sixty per cent of the counselors felt that making announcements at thlB
time was a "very good" idea.

Twenty-one per cent Indicated that this

was a "fairly good" idea and 18 per cent either considered the making
of announcements at this time "not a good" idea or "doubted" this
custom.

Sixty-four of the counselors felt that the distribution of

mail as part of the flag ceremonies

was a "very good" idea. However,

19 per cent considered it a "fairly

good" Idea while 16 per

cent did

not think It was a good idea.
Zable III discloses that 41 per cent of the counselors predicted
that the canpers would consider singing a
more than four of every ten (42 per

"very good" idea. Slightly

cent) predicted that thecanpers

would think that this activity was a "fairly good" idea.

Seventeen

per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would indicate
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that this activity was "doubtful" or "not good" for use during these
ceremonies.
Over half of the counselors (57 per cent) predicted that the
campers

would consider the saluting of the flag a "very good" Idea.

Thirty-four per cent of them predicted that the campers felt that this
Is a "fairly good" Idea.

Nine per cent predicted that the cancers

would not think that this procedure was a good Idea and would doubt Its
0

use during the camp's flag ceremonies.

With reference to reciting the

club motto as part of the flag ceremonies at canp, 37 per cent of the
counselors predicted that the campers would feel that this was a "very
good" Idea.

Thirty-six per cent predicted that the campers would

consider It a "fairly good" Idea, while 26 per cent predicted that the
campers would be "doubtful" or would consider saluting the flag as "not
a good" Idea.

Six of every ten counselors (61 per cent) predicted that

the cancers would consider pledging allegiance to the flag a "very good"
Idea.

Thirty-four per cent predicted that the campers would feel that

this was a "fairly good" Idea.

As can be noted in Table XXI, 5 per cent

of the counselors predicted that the campers would be "doubtful" or would
"not" consider this a "good" idea.
Eight out of every ten counselors (80 per cent) predicted that
the campers would feel that saying grace was a "very good" idea.

Elght-

teen per cent of them predicted that the campers would consider this
a "fairly good" Idea, while 2 per cent predicted that the canpers would
consider this custom a "doubtful" idea or one that would "not" be
"good" as part of the flag ceremonies at Junior camps. Almost seven
out of ten counselors (69 per cent) predicted that the campers would
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consider lining up by tribes a "very good" idea.

While 23 per cent of

them predicted that the campers would consider this a "fairly good"
idea, 8 per cent predicted that the carpers would consider this custom
"doubtful" or "not a good" idea.

Over half of the counselors (54 per

cent) predicted that the cancers would consider going into the dining
hall according to the straightest line a "very good" idea.

One-third

of them (30 per cent) predicted that the carpers would consider this
activity a "fairly good" idea.

Another 15 per cent of the counselors

predicted that the campers would "not" consider this activity a "good"
idea, or would consider its use a "doubtful" one.
Slightly less than one counselor of every four (39 per cent)
predicted that the carpers would consider the making of announcements
during the flag ceremonies a "very good" idea.

Slightly more than

four of ten (41 per cent) predicted that the carpers would consider
this custom a "very good" idea.

Nineteen per cent of the counselors

felt that the carpers would "doubt" the use of this custom at the flag
ceremonies during 4-H encampments. While 71 per cent of the counselors
predicted that the carpers would feel that distributing mail during
the flag ceremonies was a "very good" idea, only 16 per cent of them
predicted that the carpers would consider this a "fairly good" idea.
Twelve per cent of the counselors predicted that the carpers would
"doubt" the use of this procedure during flag ceremonies at carp.
The carpers were also asked to check their degree of acceptance
of these various activities and customs which are used as a part of the
flag raising and flag lowering ceremonies at all Junior 4-H Club carps.
Forty-four per cent of the carpers felt that singing was a "very good"
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idea.

Thirty-eight per cent considered this activity a "fairly good"

idea, while 18 per cent of them "doubted" the use of this activity as
part of the flag ceremonies at carp.
Three-fourths of the carpers (75 per cent) indicated that salut
ing the flag was a 'Very good" idea.

Slightly less than one-fourth of

them (20 per cent) felt that this was a "fairly good" idea; and 4 per
cent thought it was "not a good" idea or "doubted" the use of this
activity.

Slightly more than seven of every ten carpers (72 per cent)

felt that reciting their club motto as part of the flag ceremonies was
a 'Very good" idea.

While 22 per cent of them indicated that this was

a "fairly good" idea, a noteworthy 5 per cent "doubted" the use of this
activity as a part of the flag raising ceremonies at carp.

Eighty-five

per cent of the carpers considered the pledging of allegiance to the
American Flag a 'Very good" idea; 11 per cent of them indicated that
this custom was a "fairly good" idea and 3 per cent felt that it was a
"doubtful" idea.

Almost nine out of every ten carpers (88 per cent)

felt that saying grace prior to mealtime was a 'Very good" idea.

Eight

per cent of them considered this a "fairly good" idea; and 4 per cent
indicated that this was either "doubtful" or "not a good" idea.
An examination of Table III shows that over one-half of the
carpers (55 per cent) felt that lining up by tribes was a 'Very good"
idea.

fliirty per cent indicated that this custom was a "fairly good"

idea, while 14 per cent considered it "not a good" idea.

More than

one-half of them (54 per cent) considered eating according to the
straightest line a 'Very good" idea.

One-fourth of the carpers (25 per

cent) indicated that this custom was a "fairly good" idea.

Slightly
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more than one in five campers (21 per cent) considered eating according
to the straightest line "not a good" idea, or "doubted" its use as part
of the camp activity.
Ifhile sixty-four per cent of the campers felt that the making of
announcements as part of the flag ceremonies at camp was a "very good"
idea, 27 per cent considered this custom a "fairly good" idea.

Eight

per cent of them either "doubted" this procedure or felt that the
making of announcements discing this time was "not a good" idea.

Seventy-

eight per cent of the campers felt that the distribution of mail during
morning and afternoon ceremonies was a "very good" idea.
cent of them considered this custom a "fairly good" idea.

Sixteen per
Five per

cent of the campers indicated that this was a "doubtful" idea.
The counselors exhibited a substantial homogeneity in their
attitude and their prediction of the campers1 attitudes towards the
flag ceremonies at 4-H camp and certain activities or customs which
are held concurrently.

(See Table III).

Very noteworthy are the coun

selors' attitudes and their prediction of the cancers' attitudes
concerning those customs usually associated with sacredness and
patriotism such as:

(1) saluting the American flag, (2) reciting the

4-H Club motto, (3) pledging allegiance to the flag of the United
States and (4) saying grace before meals.
Although 84 per cent of the counselors felt that it was a "very
good" idea to include the saluting of the flag as part of the flag
ceremonies, less than half as many, 41 per cent, of them predicted
that the campers would concur that it was a "very good" idea.

Actually

three-fourths of the campers (75 per cent) felt that saluting the flag

TABLE III
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD PROCEDURES PRIOR TO FLAG
CEREMONIES AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to Degree of Acceptance
Procedures
Conducted Prior
to Flag
Ceremonies

Counselors'
Attitude

Very Fairly Doubtful N
Good Good
or
R Total
Not Good
________________________________ N-116

Sing
Salute Flag
Say Club Motto
Say Pledge to
American Flag
Say Grace
Line up by Tribes
Eat according to
stralgbtest line
Announcements
Mall Call

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude

Campers1
Attitude

Very Fairly Doubtful N
Good Good
or
R Total
Not Good
N-116

Very Fairly Doubtful N
Good Good
or
R Total
Not Good
N-369

55
84
50

27
13
27

18
3
22

0
0
1

100
100
100

41
57
37

42
34
36

17
9
26

0
0
1

100
100
100

44
75
72

38
20
22

18
4
5

0
1
1

100
100
100

81
97
74

14
3
19

5
0
7

0
0
0

100
100
100

61
80
69

34
18
23

5
2
8

0
0
0

100
100
100

85
88
55

11
8
30

3
4
14

1
0
1

100
100
100

66
60
64

23
21
19

10
18
16

1
1
1

100
100
100

54
39
71

30
41
16

15
19
12

1
1
1

100
100
100

54
64
78

25
27
16

21
8
5

0
1
1

100
100
100

* NR means no response
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was a "very good" Idea.

It is of interest to note that one-half of the

counselors (50 per cent) felt that the reciting of the 4-H Club motto
during the flag ceremonies was a "very good" idea.

Slightly more than

one-third of them (37 per cent) predicted that the campers would feel
that this procedure was a "very good" idea.

As Table III shows, 72 per

cent of the campers indicated that the reciting of their motto was a
"very good" idea.

Not only did the counselors predict that a substan

tial number of caspers felt that this procedure was a "fairly good"
idea, but reference to Table III shows that 26 per cent of them indicated
that the campers considered the saying of their motto "doubtful" or "not
a good" idea.

The fact is that 22 per cent of the counselors personally

"doubted" or felt that this custom was "not a good" idea.
These data, while general, suggest a very small difference
existing between the counselors1 attitude, their prediction of the
calipers1 attitude and the canpers1 personal attitude toward "singing"
and "mail distribution" as a part of the flag ceremonies at Junior 4-H
camp.

The writer finds it difficult to explain those differences

existing with reference to the patriotic and religious procedures.

As

suggested earlier, this may suggest a projection on the part of the
4-H counselors.

Maals.

The times at which meals are served at most camps are

as follows! Breakfast 7:00, Dinner 12:15, and Supper 6:00. The respon4
dents used a three-point scale to indicate their own degree of

4The scale used was "conpletely satisfactory", "partly satis
factory" and "unsatisfactory,"
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satisfaction toward the time for meals at casp.

In addition, the coun

selors were asked to predict the attitudes of the caspers with reference
to this phase of the 4-H Junior camp program. Slightly siore than three
out of four counselors (76 per cent) felt that the

times formeals

were "cospletely satisfactory.11 As can be noted in Table IV, a little
more than one out of five counselors (23 per cent) indicated that the
times for meals were "partly satisfactory."
Sixty-one per cent of the counselors predicted that the caspers
felt the meal times were "cospletely satisfactory."

Moreover, 37 per

cent of them predicted that the caspers would consider the times for
meals "partly satisfactory."
Eight out of ten caspers (81 per cent) personally indicated
that the times for meals were "cospletely satisfactory" to them.

Slightly

less than two out of ten (18 per cent) indicated that the times were
"partly satisfactory,"

Only 1 per cent of them felt that the times

for meals were "unsatisfactory."

Those caspers indicating that the

times for serving meals were either "partly satisfactory" or "unsatis
factory" gave the following explanations:

(1) Dinner was served too

late, (2) Breakfast and supper were too early, (3) The food was cold
by the "time I was served", and (4) Not enough time was allotted
between the afternoon swimming period and supper.
While 76 per cent of the counselors personally felt that the
times for meals were "cospletely satisfactory", only 61 per cent
predicted that the caspers would check that the time for meals were
"cospletely satisfactory."

Actually 81 per cent of the caspers felt

that the time for meals was "cospletely satisfactory."

Only 23 per
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cent of the counselors considered these times "partly satisfactory."
Thirty-seven per cent of the counselors at casp predicted that the
campers felt the times for meals were "partly satisfactory,"

As Table

IV shows, only 18 per cent of the caspers Indicated that they felt the
times for meals as being "partly satisfactory."

The findings with

reference to this phase of the camping program suggests that the coun
selors have underestimated the feelings of the caspers toward the
times for meals at Junior 4-H casp.

All but 1 per cent of the respon

dents were more or less satisfied with the times for meals.

TABLE IV
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE TIMS MEALS ARE SERVED
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Satisfaction

Cospletely
satisfactory
Partly satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided
Total

Counselors1
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Caspers' Attitude
N-116

Caspers'
Attitude
N-369

76
23
0
1

61
37
0
2

81
18
1
0

100

100

100
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The serving of snacks prior to bedtime.
are not served at any of the Junior 4-H casps.

Snacks before bedtime
However, 40 per cent

of the counselors at camp thought It would be a "very good" Idea to
serve a snack prior to lights out.

Twenty-four per cent of them Indi

cated that this would be a "fairly good" Idea while 21 per cent felt
that It would be a "doubtful" Idea.

Fifteen per cent of the counselors

Indicated that the serving of such a snack prior to bedtime was "not a
good" Idea.
As shown In Table V, eight out of ten of the counselors (81 per
cent) predicted that the campers would feel that serving a snack prior
to bedtime would be a "very good" idea.

Nine per cent of the counse

lors predicted that the campers would think this was a "fairly good"
idea, while another 6 per cent predicted that the campers would consider
serving a snack a "doubtful" Idea.

Four per cent of the counselors

predicted that the cancers would feel that it was "not a good" idea.
Seven out of ten campers (70 per cent) considered the proposed
snack prior to bedtime a "very good" idea.

In addition, two out of ten

(20 per cent) indicated that the snack before bedtime was a "fairly
good" idea.

Five per cent of the campers Indicated that the snack idea

was "doubtful", while another 5 per cent felt that It was "not a good"
idea.
While only four out of ten counselors (40 per cent) thought that
the serving of a snack before bedtime was a "very good" idea, eight
out of ten (81 per cent) predicted that the campers would consider it
a "very good" idea.

As can be noted in Table V, 70 per cent of the

calipers thought that the serving of this snack would be a "very good"
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idea.

Many more counselors (21 per cent) than caspers (5 per cent)

considered that the serving of this snack before bedtime a "doubtful"
Idea.

Fifteen per cent of the counselors felt that this Idea was

"not a good" one.

Only 5 per cent of the caspers shared this feeling

with the counselors.

These data seem to suggest that the counselors

consider the serving of a snack before bedtime "not a good" Idea.

TABUS V
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE SERVING OF A SNACK
BEFORE BEDTIME, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Acceptance

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Very good Idea
Fairly good Idea
Doubtful Idea
Not a good Idea
Total

Counselors' Prediction
of Caspers' Attitude
N-116

Caspers'
Attitude
N-369

40
24
21
15

81
9
6
4

70
20
5
5

100

100

100

The rating of meals. All meals at Junior 4-H camps are prepared
by professional cooks.

Generally, at most camps an Extension Home

Demonstration Agent** assists the cooks In keeping an Inventory of the
dally food supplies, gives directions for the preparation of balanced
meals and serves In the capacity of a coordinator between the kitchen

5All Home Demonstration Agents In Louisiana are trained In
Home Economics. This person Is also a member of the camp staff.
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and camp staff*

g
Using a five-point scale , the respondents were asked to rate
the meals at casp.

Also, in keeping with the scheme of this study, the

counselors at 4-H casp were asked to predict the caspers1 attitude
towards breakfast, dinner and supper.
As can be observed in Table VI, nearly one-half of the counselors
(48 per cent) indicated that breakfast was "excellent," 37 per cent
rated it "very good," and slightly more than one out of ten (12 per
cent) felt that this meal was "good,"

Only 3 per cent considered it

"fair."
Twenty-seven per cent of the counselors predicted that the
caspers would rate breakfast "excellent."

Thirty-eight per cent pre

dicted that this meal would be rated "very good" by the 4-H caspers.
One in every three counselors (30 per cent) predicted that the caspers
would rate breakfast "good"; and 5 per cent predicted that they would
rate this steal "fair."
Table VI discloses that one-half of the caspers (50 per cent)
personally felt that breakfast was "excellent."

Approximately one-

third of them (34 per cent) rated this meal 'Very good."

Eleven per

cent of the caspers rated it "good"; 4 per cent "fair" and only one
casper thought that breakfast was "poor,"
The respondents were then asked to rate dinner according to
their degree of acceptance of it.

Furthermore, in keeping with the

^"Excellent," "very good," "good," "fair," and '•poor."
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plan of the study, the counselors were asked to predict the campers'
degree of acceptance*

Slightly less than one-half of the 4-H counse

lors (45 per cent) rated dinner as being "excellent."
one-third (39 per cent) felt that this meal was

More

than

"very good" and 16 per

cent rated It "good."
According to the data In Table VI, 32 per cent of the counselors
at 4-H camp predicted that the campers considered dinner an "excellent"
meal.

While almost one-half (49 per cent) predicted that the campers

would rate this meal "very good," only 16 per cent predicted that this
meal would be rated "good" by the campers.

Only 3 per cent of the

counselors predicted a "fair" rating by the cancers.
Close to six of every ten caspers (58 per cent) said that dinner
was "excellent."

Twenty-seven per cent of the caspers rated this meal

"very good"; 11 per cent "good," and 4 per cent "fair."
Next, the respondents were asked to rate

the evening meal. In

addition, the counselors were asked to predict the caspers* attitude
toward this meal.

Almost one-half of the 4-H casp counselors (49 per

cent) rated supper "excellent."

A little more than one-third (35 per

cent) felt that it was "very good"; 14 per cent rated it "good."

A

very small percentage of the counselors (2 per cent) indicated that
supper was "fair."
Over one-third of the counselors (35 per cent) predicted that
the caspers would rate supper "excellent."

Slightly less than one-

half (46 per cent) predicted that the caspers would feel that this
meal was "very good."

A little less than one-fifth (19 per cent) of

the counselors predicted that the caspers would rate it "fair,"
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Over one-half of the campers (58 per cent) Indicated that supper
was "excellent.11 Thirty-one per cent rated it "very good"} 8 per cent
"good," and only 3 per cent "fair."
While fifty per cent or more of the campers rated each meal
"excellent," slightly less than 50 per cent of the counselors considered
each of the meals at camp "excellent."

Twenty-seven per cent of the

counselors predicted that the campers would rate breakfast "excellent."
Actually, one-half (50 per cent) felt it was "excellent."

Less than

5 per cent of the respondents indicated that any of the meals at cany
were "fair."
"poor."

Only one camper felt that breakfast at easy was generally

These data suggest that the meals at cany were enjoyed by both

the counselors and casyers.

Campers1 suggestions concerning the meals.

The casyers were

given a chance to make suggestions concerning the meals in general at
Junior 4-H cany.

Those having suggestions offered the following.

(1)

Use paper plates instead of the canyer furnishing his own eating utensils}
thus, abolishing dishwashing at easy} (2) Abolish the custom of lining
up by tribes prior to eating} (3) Have better eating and serving facil
ities} (4) Serve better food} (5) Permit the casyers t;o assist with the
preparation and serving of the food.
All but two of the cany sites have dining halls in which the
canyers can eat their meals.

The writer feels that those casyers making

the suggestions relative to the eating and serving facilities were
referring to these two cany sites.

l

TABLE VI
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS1 ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD MEALS AT JUNIOR
4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to Acceptance of Meals at Camp
Degree of
Acceptance

Breakfast

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Total

48
37
12
3
0

Dinner
N-116

45
39
16
0
0

100______ 100

Campers'
Attitude

Counselors' Prediction
of Calipers' Attitude

Counselors1
Attitude
Supper

Breakfast

49
35
14
2
0

27
38
30
5
0

Dinner
N-116

Dinner
N-369

Supper

Supper

Breakfast

32
49
16
3
0

35
46
19
0
0

50
34
11
4
1

58
27
11
4
0

58
31
8
3
0

100______ 100______ 100

100

100

100

100
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Classes.
camps.

Three 30 minute classes are taught at all Junior 4-H

Basically, the subject matter of the classes Includes crafts,

dancing and electricity.

In order to obtain the attitude of the coun

selors, their prediction of the campers' attitude and the campers' own
attitude concerning classes, the respondents were asked to (1) rate the
7

classes according to a five-point scale ; (2) to rate the craft fee
charged at all Junior caiqps; (3) to indicate whether or not they felt
that the campers had an opportunity to make suggestions concerning the
classes prior to or during the camp; (4) to indicate the extent to
which the campers had learned something In these classes that could be
used after returning home; and (5) to suggest lsprovements for future
camp classes.
First, the counselors and canpers were asked to Indicate their
degree of acceptance of the three classes at camp.

The counselors, in

keeping with the plan of the study, were asked to predict the attitudes
of the cancers with reference to these classes.
A study of Table VII shows that slightly more than one-fourth
of the counselors (28 per cent) rated the craft class "excellent."

One

in every three (30 per cent) indicated that this class was "very good";
and 19 per cent said that it was "good."

Nine per cent.of the 4-H

counselors rated the craft class "fair"; and 4 per cent felt that it
was "poor."
Slightly more than one-fourth of the counselors (26 per cent)

7"Excellent," "very good," "good," "fair" and "poor."
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predicted that the campers would rate the craft class "excellent."
Over one-third (35 per cent) predicted that the campers would rate
this class "very good" while slightly more than one-fifth (21 per cent)
predicted that the caspers would rate the class "good," only 5 per
cent predicted they would consider it "fair."

Only 1 per cent of the

counselors predicted that a rating of "poor" would be assessed this
class by the caspers.
More than a third of the campers (37 per cent) rated the craft
class "excellent."

A little less than one-fourth of them (24 per cent)

gave this class a "very good" rating.

One-fifth of the campers (20 per

cent) said that the craft class was "good"; and 9 per cent rated it
"fair."

Only 2 per cent of the campers indicated that it was a "poor"

class.
Next the dancing class was rated by the respondents.

Twenty-

six per cent of the counselors considered this class "excellent."
Thirty-seven per cent gave it a "very good" rating.

One-fourth of the

counselors (25 per cent) indicated that the dancing class was "good."
Ten per cent thought that it was "fair."

Only 1 per cent of the

counselors rated it "poor."
According to Table VII, 29 per cent of the counselors predicted
that the campers would rate the dance class "excellent."

More than

one-third (37 per cent) predicted that the caspers would feel that
the class was "very good."

Over two of every ten counselors (22 per

cent) predicted that the campers would give a "good" rating to this
class.

Another 10 per cent predicted that the caspers would rate the

class "fair."

Only 1 per cent of the counselors predicted that the
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cancers would £eel that the dance classes at Junior 4-H camps were
"poor."
Over four of every ten cancers (42 per cent) said that the
dance class was "excellent."

Twenty-eight per cent rated the class

’Very good," 15 per cent "good," and 8 per cent "fair."

Six per cent

of the canpers indicated that these classes at canqp were "poor."
A Power and Light representative of the major utility companies
of the state teaches three 30 minute classes in electricity each day
at all Junior 4-H encampments.

Slightly over one-fifth of the counse

lors rated these classes "excellent."

A little less than half of them

(48 per cent) Indicated that the electricity classes were "very good."
One-fourth (25 per cent) rated the classes "good"j 3 per cent "fair,"
and 2 per cent "poor."
While only 11 per cent of the counselors predicted that the
cancers would rate this class "excellent," almost one-half of them
(47 per cent) predicted that the cancers would feel that these classes
were "very good."

Twenty-five per cent of

the counselors at 4-H camp

predicted that the campers would give this class a "good" rating, and
15 per cent predicted the caiqpers would rate it "fair."

Only 2 per

cent predicted that the campers would feel that this electricity class
was "poor."
As Table VII shows, slightly more than one-third of the campers
(36 per cent) rated the electricity classes at Junior can$> "excellent."
Less than one-fourth (22 per cent) rated these classes "very good."
Sixteen per cent of the campers rated the classes "good," 14 per cent
"fair," and 12 per cent "poor."

TABUS VII
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF TEE CAMPERS1 ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD SPECIFIC CLASSES CONDUCTED
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to Acceptance of Classes at Camp
Counselors1
Attitude

Degree o£
Acceptance
Craft

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided
No Response
Total

Dance Electricity
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers1 Attitude
Craft

Dance Electricity
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
Craft

Dance Electricity
N-369

28
30
19
9
4
10
0

26
37
25
10
1
1
0

21
48
25
3
2
1
0

26
35
21
5
1
12
0

29
37
22
10
1
1
0

11
47
25
15
2
0
0

37
24
20
9
2
0
8

42
28
15
8
6
0
1

36
22
16
14
12
0
0

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
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Thus, while the counselors rated the craft class as being the
best of the three classes at casp, the campers personally felt that
dancing was the camp's top class.

As can be noted in Table VII, only

29 per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers would rate
dancing as an "excellent" class.
an "excellent" class.

Actually, 42 per cent considered it

A very noteworthy difference is suggested by

these data as they relate to the electricity classes.

While only five

per cent of the counselors rated the electricity classes either "fair"
or "poor," almost two out of every ten (17 per cent) predicted that the
campers would feel that these classes were elgher "fair" or "poor."
Actually over one-fourth of the caspers (26 per cent) considered these
electricity classes either "fair" or "poor."
campers rated these classes "poor."

Twelve per cent of the

These data suggest that the 4-H

caspers accepted these classes much more than the counselors at casp
realized.
It has been observed by the writer that the degree of accept
ance of classes at 4-H casp seem to be in direct ratio to the extent
to which they develop new interests and skills and provide self satis
faction for the casper.

In view of these findings, it might be well

for the counselors at 4-H casp to re-evaluate basic content of the
casp classes.

Craft fee.

Twenty-five cents of the $6.50 fee charged 4-H Club

members to attend Junior casp is used to purchase craft supplies.

Only

1 per cent of the counselors felt that this amount was "too much."
Forty-four per cent of them indicated that this fee was "just right,"
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while 39 per cent of the counselors felt that the fee was "too limited."
Not many of the counselors (3 per cent) predicted that the
cancers would consider this craft fee "too much."

In contrast, 41 per

cent of them predicted that they felt that the cancers would consider
this fee "just right," while only 19 per cent of them predicted that
the caspers would feel that this fee was "too lisiited."
As presented in Table VII, only a very small number of the
caspers (3 per cent) felt that the fee charged for crafts at Junior 4-H
casp was "too much."

Nearly eight out of every ten caspers (75 per

cent) indicated that this fee was "just right."

Only one in ten (10

per cent) indicated that this fee was "too lisiited."
As can be noted in Table VIII, only 1 per cent of the counse
lors at 4-H casp thought that this craft fee was "too much," however 3
per cent of them predicted that the caspers would consider the fee "too
much."

Surprisingly, 3 per cent of the caspers felt that the craft

fee charged at Junior camps was "too much."

Forty-four per cent of the

counselors Indicated that they felt that the craft fee was "just right";
41 per cent of them predicted that the caspers would consider the
craft fee "just right."

Actually, 75 per cent of the campers indicated

that the craft fee charged at Junior casp was "just right."
These data suggest a difference between the counselors' and the
campers' attitudes concerning this craft fee.

Although 39 per cent of

the counselors felt that the craft fee was "too lisiited" and 19 per
cent of them predicted that the camper would feel that the craft fee
was "too limited," only 10 per cent of the caspers actually indicated
that this fee was "too limited."
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These data suggest that the craft fee charged at camp Is much
more satisfactory to the campers than It is to the counselors.

This

attitude Is manifested even though the craft fee limits, to a large
degree, the craft skills taught at the 4-H Junior cang>8.

TABLE VIII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE CRAFT FEE CHARGED
AT JUNIOR 4-H .CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Satisfaction

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Too much
Just right
Too limited
Undecided
No response
Total

Counselors' Prediction
of Caspers' Attitude
N-116

Caspers'
Attitude
N-369

1
44
39
15
1

3
41
19
35
2

3
75
10
10
2

100

100

100

Campers' opportunity for making suggestions concerning classes.
Q

Plans for each Junior 4-H encampment are developed by the Carp Director
and the Agricultural Extension Agents from those parishes Involved In
the encampment.

The 4-H Club members do not participate In the Initial

planning of the camp.

They assist only to a very limited degree vlth

the planning of the vesper services and night programs.
The respondents were asked to Indicate their attitude toward

O

The Agricultural Extension subject matter specialists serve In
this capacity. They are not referred to as caop directors, but as camp
managers.
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the cancers' opportunities for making suggestions concerning classes at
the Junior 4-H camp.

In addition, and in keeping with this study's

plan, the counselors were asked to predict the campers' attitude towards
this aspect of the canp program.

A four-point scale was used to deter

mine the respondents' degree of acceptance of the meals at camp (very
good, some, little and none).

Only 5 per cent of the counselors felt

that the campers had "very much" opportunity for making suggestions
concerning the classes at 4-H canp.

Twenty-eight per cent felt that

the campers had "some" opportunity, while 35 per cent Indicated that
the cancers had "little" opportunity.

Almost one-third of the counse

lors (29 per cent) indicated that the campers did not have any opportunity
for making suggestions concerning classes at Junior 4-H camp.
A very small number of the counselors (4 per cent) predicted
that the campers felt that they had "very much" opportunity to make
suggestions concerning the canp classes.

Twenty-three per cent of the

counselors predicted that the canpers felt that they had "some" oppor
tunity; and 32 per cent predicted that the campers considered that
they had "little" opportunity.

Over one-third (35 per cent) predicted

that the canpers would indicate that they did not have any opportunity
to make suggestions concerning the classes.
One in five canpers (20 per cent) felt that they had "very much"
chance to make suggestions concerning classes at canp.

81ightly more

than one-third (36 per cent) indicated that they had "some" opportunity,
while 18 per cent felt that they had "little" opportunity for making
suggestions concerning classes at canp.

Another 18 per cent said that

they did not have any opportunity for making suggestions concerning
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the classes.
Ifcus, while only 5 per cent of the counselors indicated that the
canpers had an opportunity to offer suggestions for classes, 20 per
cent of the canpers felt that they were given a chance to make sugges
tions.

Reference to Table XX shows that although 35 per cent of the

counselors felt that the canpers had "little" opportunity to make
suggestions, less than two of every ten of the canpers (18 per cent)
indicated that they had "little" opportunity.

While 29 per cent of

the counselors felt that the canpers had no opportunity for making
suggestions concerning the classes at canp, only 18 per cent of the
caspers personally felt that they were deprived of this opportunity.

TABLE IX
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD CAMPERS' OPPORTUNITY FOR
MAKING SUGGESTIONS.CONCERNING CLASSES AT JUNIOR
4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Opportunity

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

5
28
35
29
3

4
23
32
35
6

20
36
18
18
8

100

100

100
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These data suggest that the caspers felt that they had more
opportunity for making suggestions concerning classes than the counse
lors realized.

Since the campers are not involved in the planning of

casp programs including the classes, it is rather difficult to explain
why they felt that they had any degree of opportunity for making
suggestions concerning this phase of the camping program.

Extent of caspers1 learning from classes.

If we accept the

premise that casp evaluation must be in terms of what the specific
activities of the program do to the caspers, then the basic purpose of
the classes at casp should be to teach the caspers new skills which
would contribute to their total development.
With this thought in mind, the respondents were asked to indi
cate the extent to which the campers had learned skills that could be
used after returning home.

In addition, and in keeping with the plan

of this study, the counselors were asked to predict the extent to
which the caspers felt that they had learned new skills that could be
utilized in his own community.
The data in Table X show that a little less than one-fourth of
the counselors (23 per cent) felt that the caspers had learned "very
much" from the classes which were taught at casp,

Mare than six out

of ten (64 per cent) considered that the 4-Hers at casp had learned
"some" from these classes.
learned "little."

Twelve per cent felt that the caspers had

Only 1 per cent Indicated that they felt the caspers

had "not learned" anything.
Fourteen per cent of the counselors predicted that the caspers
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would feel that they had learned "very much" from the classes taught
at canp which could be used after returning home.

Almost three-fourths

of the counselors (72 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel
that they had learned "some."

While no counselors predicted that the

canpers would feel that they did not learn anything, 13 per cent
predicted that the canpers would Indicate that they had learned "little"
that could be used after returning home.
Four of every ten canpers (40 per cent) Indicated that they had
learned "very much" at canp during the class periods that could be
utilized In their home community.

Thirty-nine per cent felt that they

had learned "some," and 11 per cent "little."

Six per cent of the

canpers Indicated that they did not learn anything from the canp classes
that could be used upon returning home.
While slightly more than two of every ten counselors (23 per
cent) Indicated that they felt that the caspers had learned "very
much" during the classes at canp, nearer one of every ten (14 per cent)
predicted that the canpers would feel that they had learned "very much"
as a result of attending the classes at canp.

Actually, 40 per cent

of the canpers Indicated that they had learned "very much" during the
class periods that could be used upon returning home.

Although 64 per

cent of the counselors Indicated that they felt that the canpers had
learned "some" during the classes, 72 per cent predicted that the
canpers would consider that they had learned "some."

To the contrary,

only 39 per cent of the canpers personally Indicated that they had
learned "some" that could be used at home.

As can be seen In Table X,

6 per cent of the canpers Indicated that they had learned nothing as a
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result of attending the three classes at Junior 4-H cany.
Those campers who Indicated that they had learned something that
could be used upon returning home were asked to list the skill learned.
Most of them said that they had learned a skill relative to whatever
was taught In any given class.

However, a few of the campers Indicated

that they learned such things as good sportsmanship, manners, and how
to follow a time schedule.

TABLE X
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD EXTENT OF CAMPERS LEARNING
FROM CLASSES AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Extent of
Learning

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canyers' Attitude
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
N-369

23
64
12
1
0

14
72
13
0
1

40
39
11
6
4

100

100

100

Campers' suggestions concerning classes.

The campers were also

given the opportunity to make suggestions concerning improvements for
future craft classes at Junior 4-H camps.

The suggestions made by the

campers appear In rank order as follows (1) Plan a craft program that
Is more Interesting; (2) Give more time to work on crafts; (3) Offer
better crafts and a choice of crafts; (4) Offer crafts at times other
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than the morning classes.

The following observation made by one of the

4-H cancers in response to this question should be of specific Import
to the counselors at the Junior camps.

The camper observed, "I wish

that we could go to the craft classes only if we wanted to."

Extent of campers' orientation on first day of camp.

The 4-H

Club members, the Agricultural Extension Agents (counselors) and other
members of the camp staff arrive at the camp site on Monday afternoon.
Prior to supper on this first day, everyone attends a camp assembly
which is called by the camp manager (Director).

The purpose of this

assembly is to assist the cancers in becoming better acquainted with
each other, the camp facilities, the program and with the counselors
and other adults assisting with the encampment.
In order to determine the attitudes of the respondents toward
the extent to which the canpers were oriented as a result of this first
camp assembly, the writer used a five-point scale ("extremely well,"
'•very well," "fairly well," "slightly well," and "not at all").

In

keeping with the scheme of this study, the counselors were asked to pre
dict the campers' attitude toward the extent to which they were oriented
during this first camp assembly.
While slightly more than one out of every ten of the counselors
(11 per cent) felt that the cancers were "extremely well" oriented,
nearer five of every ten (45 per cent) indicated that the campers were
"very well" oriented as a result of the canp's first general assembly.
A third of the counselors (33 per cent) considered that the cancers
were "fairly well" oriented.

Another 10 per cent felt that they were
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"slightly well" oriented.
Data presented In Table XI disclose that 10 per cent of the
counselors predicted that the camper would Indicate that they were
"extremely well" oriented at the first assembly on Monday afternoon.
Not quite half (46 per cent) predicted that the caspers would feel that
they were "very well" oriented.

Thus, while over one-third of the

counselors (36 per cent) predicted that the campers would consider that
they were "fairly well" oriented during the first assembly at camp,
only 8 per cent predicted that the campers would feel that they were
"slightly well" oriented during this meeting.
Thirty-one per cent of the campers felt that they were "extremely
well" oriented by the first assembly.

Thirty-eight per cent Indicated

that they were "very well" oriented, and slightly less than one-fourth
(24 per cent) considered that they were "fairly well" oriented by the
assembly.

Only 5 per cent felt that they were "slightly oriented" as

a result of the over-all camp get together.

One canper Indicated that

he did not become acquainted during the camp's first general assembly.
The writer has observed that the success of the 4-H camping
programs as measured by the effect of the program upon the child and
his reaction to It is dependent, in part, upon the extent to which the
individual campers relate themselves through their respective groups
to the total camp group and how well they have been acquainted with
the canp— Its program, facilities and objectives.

With this point In

mind, those campers (30 per cent) who Indicated that they were less
than "very well" oriented during the first camp assembly should be of
grave concern to our counselors at 4-H Junior camps.
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TABLE XI
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS1 ATTITUDE TOWARD THE EXTENT TO WHICH
CAMPERS WERE ORIENTED* AS A RESULT OF THE FIRST
ASSEMBLY AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Extent Canpers
Oriented

Extremely well
Very well
Fairly well
Slightly well
Not at all
Undecided
Total

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Counselors1
Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

11
45
33
10
0
1

10
46
36
8
0
0

31
38
24
5
1
1

100

100

100

*Extent to which campers became better acquainted with each other, the
cany facilities, the program and with the agents and leaders.

General cleaning of the camp.

General clean-up time at all

Junior 4-H camps is scheduled after breakfast.

Each campers is respon

sible for making his bed, putting away of his clothing, and assisting
with the cleaning of the respective cabin areas.

The cleaning of the

rest rooms is a group responsibility, supervised by a counselor and
usually done on a parish basis.

The cleaning of the cany grounds is

the responsibility of all campers.
Since work at canp is generally regarded as essential by most
canp directors and counselors, the respondents were asked how lnportant
did they consider the major cleaning responsibilities at canp.

A
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four-point scale

9

was used to determine the counselors' attitude and

the campers' own attitude toward the general cleaning of specific areas
at Junior 4-H camp.
As presented in Table XII, nearly nine out of every ten coun
selors (87 per cent) felt that the cleaning of the cabins was "very
important."

While one in ten indicated that cleaning the cabins at

canp was "fairly important," only 3 per cent considered this activity
as being "of some importance."
Slightly more than one-fourth (26 per cent) of the counselors
predicted that the canpers would consider the cleaning of the cabins
as being "very lnportant."

Over one-third of the counselors (37 per

cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that cabin cleaning at
Junior 4-H canp was "fairly lnportant."

One-third (33 per cent) pre

dicted that the canpers would indicate that this task was of "some
inportance."

Four per cent predicted that the canpers would consider

the task of cleaning cabins "not lnportant."
Over three-fourths of the canpers (85 per cent) personally felt
that cleaning the cabins at canp was "very lnportant."

Thirteen per

cent of the canpers thought that this task was "fairly lnportant."
per cent said that it was "of some inportance."

One

Another 1 per cent

Indicated that this responsibility was "not lnportant."
Another essential responsibility at camp is keeping the bath
houses clean.

Over nine out of ten counselors (92 per cent) felt that

^"Very important," "fairly lnportant," "of some inportance" and
"not lnportant."
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the cleaning of this specific area of canp vas "very lnportant."

Eight

per cent Indicated that this task was "fairly lnportant."
Seventeen per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would consider the cleaning of the bathhouses 'Very lnportant."

Almost

forty per cent (38 per cent) of the counselors predicted that the
canpers would feel that this responsibility was "fairly lnportant."
Not quite three In ten (28 per cent) predicted that the canpers would
Indicate that the cleaning of the bathhouses was "of some Inportance."
Sixteen per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would
consider this cleaning task as being "not lnportant."
According to the data In Table XII, a little less than threefourths of the canpers (74 per cent) felt that cleaning the bathhouses
was 'Very lnportant."

Not quite two of every ten canpers (18 per cent)

said that this responsibility was "fairly lnportant."

Five per cent

indicated that it was "of some inportance," while only 1 per cent
thought it was "of no Inportance."
The canp grounds was the last general cleaning area studied.

As

can be noted In Table XIX, 82 per cent of the counselors at 4-H canp
indicated that the cleaning of the grounds was 'Very lnportant."
Seventeen per cent of them considered this task "fairly lnportant."
Only 1 per cent felt that the cleaning of the grounds was "not lnportant."
Nine per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would
feel that cleaning the grounds was 'Very lnportant."

While slightly

less than three of every ten counselors (28 per cent) predicted that
the canpers would indicate that this task was "fairly lnportant,"
slightly more than four of every ten (44 per cent) predicted that they
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would feel that it was "of some importance."

Nineteen per cent predicted

that the cancers would say that cleaning the grounds at camp was "not
important."
Seven out of every ten (70 per cent) cancers felt that the
cleaning of the grounds at 4-H can?) was "very Important."

Not quite

one-fourth (23 per cent) indicated that this task was "fairly impor
tant."

A very few of the canpers (4 per cent) indicated that this

responsibility was "of some inportance" and 2 per cent considered it
"not lnportant."
As is shown in Table XII, there exist several striking differences
between the canpers' attitude and the counselors' prediction of their
attitude toward the general cleaning of specific areas at Junior 4-H
canp.

While almost nine out of every ten counselors (87 per cent)

thought that cleaning of cabins was "very lnportant," only 26 per cent
of them predicted that the canpers would concur on this point.

Actu

ally, 85 per cent of the canpers felt that this responsibility was
"very important."

A difference exists with reference to the counselors'

prediction of the campers' attitude toward the cleaning of the bath
houses.

Although only 17 per cent of the counselors predicted that the

canpers would consider cleaning the bathhouses 'Very lnportant,"
nearly three-fourths of the canpers (74 per cent) indicated that this
task was 'Very lnportant."

Ninety-two per cent of the counselors felt

that cleaning the bathhouses was "very lnportant."
Even though none of the counselors felt that cleaning the bath
houses was "of some inportance" or "not lnportant," close to half of
them (48 per cent) predicted that the canpers would consider this task
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"of some Inportance" or would indicate that it was "not important."
Actually, only 6 per cent of the canpers felt as such.
All but one of the counselors thought that the cleaning of the
canp grounds at Junior 4-H canp was either "fairly" or "very important."
However, a striking 63 per cent of them predicted that the canpers
would feel

that this activity was either "of some inportance" or "not

lnportant."

Actually, this feeling was shared by

only 6per cent of

the canpers.
It is rather difficult to explain the differences existing
between the counselors1 attitude and their prediction of the canpers1
attitude toward the cleaning of the cabins, bathhouses and grounds at
canp.

These data certainly suggest that the canpers consider the

cleaning of these specific areas much more lnportant than the counse
lors realize.

Campers' suggestions concerning the cleaning of camp.

The

canpers were asked for suggestions which they thought would improve the
general cleaning of the canp.
offered by the canpers.

Following is a summation of the reasons

They are not necessarily presented in their

order of inportance.
1.
2.

Clean canp by tribe or parish groups.
Have more trash and garbage containers around groundsand
in cabins.

Make available more cleaning equipment.

3.

Insist upon everyone at canp doing his share of cleaning.

4.

Devote more time to the cleaning of the canp.

5.

Do not allow canpers to take drinks or food from concession
stand.

TABLE XII
COUNSELORS’ ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE,
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE GENERAL CLEANING OF
SPECIFIC AREAS AT JUNIOR 4-H .CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to General Cleaning at Camp
Degree of
Importance
Cabins

Very lnportant
Fairly lnportant
Some inportance
Not lnportant
Undecided
Total

87
10
3
0
0

100

Counselors 1
Attitude
Bathhouses Grounds
N-116

26
37
33
4
0

17
38
28
16
1

100______ 100_____ 100

100

92
8
0
0
0

82
17
1
0
0

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
Cabins Bathhouses Grounds
N-116

Cabins

Caspers'
Attitude
Bathhouses
N-369

Grounds

85
13
1
1
0

74
18
5
1
2

70
23
4
2
1

100_____ 100

100

100

9
28
44
19
0
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6.

Have canpers clean the canp for reasons other than points.
If points are awarded, they should be given on the basis of
the amount of work done by the Individual camper or group.

Reason Number Six, which was offered by several canpers, Is
thought provoking.

Unfortunately, In our present society work Is looked

upon as something unpleasant.

Most counselors at Junior 4-H canp are

aware of the amount of work there Is to be done at each encanpment and
the tasks to be done at 4-H camps are generally within the ability of
all canpers.

Counselors at Junior 4-H canps should be ever cognizant

that work at canp Is essential to the operation of successful canps.
Work at canp therefore, can be used as both a means and an end Instead
of just a means to an end.

Dally camp assembly programs.
held at all Junior 4-H encanpments.
the morning.

Two general assemblies are usually
Both assemblies are scheduled In

The purpose of the early morning assembly (8:30) Is for

group singing and to make announcements of general interest such as
class schedules, area assignments for the afternoon recreation program,
and tribe responsibilities.

The late morning assembly (11:00 or 11:15)

Is called to have song and yell contests and to recognize the daily
winners of the cleanest cabins and grounds contest.
In addition, when guests are at canp they are usually introduced
to the group at these assemblies.
The respondents were asked to rate these activities of the
general assembly programs according to their degree of acceptance of
them.

Moreover, the counselors were asked to predict the attitudes of
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the canpers toward these general assembly activities.

The respondents

rated these activities on a three-point scale ("very good," "fairly
good," and "doubtful" or "not good").
One of the activities during the morning assembly Is group
singing.

As shown In Table XIII, slightly more than eight out of

every ten counselors (83 per cent) Indicated that this activity was
"fairly good."

Fifteen per cent rated it "fairly good," and only 2 per

cent considered it "doubtful" or "not good."
Almost half of the counselors (49 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would rate singing "very good."

More than four out of every

ten counselors (46 per cent) predicted that the canpers would consider
this activity as being "fairly good."

Only 5 per cent predicted that

the canpers would rate singing as part of the general assembly programs
"doubtful" or "not good."
Announcements of special interest to all canpers are usually
made during the morning assemblies or the flag ceremonies.

The respon

dents were asked how they felt about the custom of making announcements
at general assembly.

Ninety-one per cent of the counselors rated this

custom "very good"; and 8 per cent thought that it was a "fairly good"
idea.

Only 1 per cent considered it "doubtful" or "not a good" idea.
Table XIII discloses that 47 per cent of the counselors predicted

that the canpers would rate the making of announcements at assembly
periods a "very good" idea.

Almost half (49 per cent) predicted that

the canpers would indicate that this custom is a "fairly good" idea.
Only 4 per cent predicted that the canpers would consider it "doubtful"
or "not a good" idea.
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Each cabin group is responsible for the cleanliness of their
respective cabin.

Also, an imaginary line is drawn which divides the

canp grounds into a boy's side and a girl's side.

The cabins and the

grounds are inspected after the morning cleanup period, and first,
second, and third place flags are given to the boys' and girls' cabin
groups having the cleanest cabins.

Also, a flag is given to the side

(boys or girls) having the neatest grounds.

These awards are presented

to the various canp groups during the late morning assembly.

In order

to find the degree of acceptance of the respondents, they were asked
how they felt toward having this custom as a part of the late morning
assembly.
Almost all of the counselors (94 per cent) felt that the naming
of these winners during the late morning assembly was a "very good"
idea.

Only 6 per cent indicated that it was a "fair" idea.
Ninety-four per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers

would feel that this custom was a "very good" idea.

Six per cent pre

dicted that the canpers would indicate that the naming of these winners
at this assembly program was a "fairly good" idea.
Close to nine out of every ten canpers (87 per cent) felt that
this activity was a "very good" idea.
"fairly good" idea.

Eleven per cent considered it a

A very small percentage of the canpers (2 per cent)

said that the naming of these winners was either "doubtful" or "not a
good" idea.
Generally, the song and yell contest is the highlight of the
late morning assembly.

Each tribe is responsible for presenting one

tribe song and yell during these assemblies.
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Almost two-thirds of the counselors (65 per cent) predicted that
the canpers felt that this custom was a "very good" Idea.

Slightly

less than one-third (32 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel
that the song and yell contest was a "fairly good" Idea.

Only a few of

the counselors (3 per cent) predicted that the canpers would consider
this activity as either a "doubtful" or "not a good" Idea.
More than two-thirds of the canpers (69 per cent) Indicated that
the naming of these winners during the late morning assembly at Junior
4-H canp was a "very good" Idea.
custom a "fairly good" Idea.

One-fourth of them considered this

Only 6 per cent felt that It was either

a "doubtful" or "not a good" Idea.
Guests or visitors to Junior 4-H canp are usually Introduced to
the group during one of the morning assemblies.

Over three-fourths of

the counselors (78 per cent) felt that this was a "very good" Idea,
while 16 per cent Indicated that this custom was a "fairly good" Idea.
Only 6 per cent considered It either a "doubtful" or "not a good" Idea.
Slightly more than one-third of the counselors (31 per cent)
predicted that the canpers would feel that the Introducing of guests
during general assemblies was a "very good" Idea.

Almost one-half (47

per cent) predicted that the canpers would consider this custom a
"fairly good" Idea.

Sixteen per cent predicted that the canpers would

Indicate that It was either a "doubtful" or "not a good" Idea.
While close to two-thirds of the canpers (63 per cent) felt that
the Introducing of guests during general assembly programs was a "very
good" idea, slightly less than one-third (31 per cent) considered it a
"fairly good" idea.

Only 6 per cent indicated that this custom was

TABLE XIII
- COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE,
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD CERTAIN CONTENT OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS AT JUNIOR
4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, I960

Percentage According to Degree of Acceptance
Content of
General Assembly
Program

Group singing
.Announcements
Name winners
Song and Yell Contest
Introduce guests

Counselors'
_________Attitude_________
Very Fairly Doubtful Tbtal
Good Good
or
Not good
N-116
83
91
94
81
78

15
8
6
19
16

2
1
0
0
6

100
100
100
100
100

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
Very Fairly Doubtful Total
Good Good
or
Not good
N-116
49
47
94
65
37

46
49
6
32
47

5
4
0
3
16

100
100
100
100
100

Campers'
_________ Attitude
Very Fairly Doubtful Total
Good Good
or
Not good
____ N - 3 6 9 __________
54
69
87
69
63

34
28
11
25
31

12
3
2
6
6

100
100
100
100
100

VO
VO

100
either a "doubtful" or "not a good" Idea.
As can be seen in Table XIII, the counselors were more in favor
!

of the activities during the general assemblies than were the campers.
12 per cent of the canpers considered singing at assemblies either
"doubtful" or "not a good" idea.

Hhlle 47 per cent of the counselors

predicted that the canpers would consider making announcements during
assemblies a "very good" idea, almost seven out of every ten canpers
(69 per cent) felt that it was a "very good" idea.

Even though 63 per

cent of the canpers felt that the introduction of guests during assembly
programs was a "very good" idea, only 37 of the counselors predicted that
the canpers enjoyed being recognized during the assemblies.

Rest periods.

At all of the Junior 4-H canps, following the

noon meal the canpers return to their cabins for a rest period.

The

respondents were asked to indicate their choice between remaining in
the cabins or participating in quiet activities during this period.
The counselors, in addition, were asked to predict the canpers' attitude
toward "resting" or "quiet activities" during the period following the
noon meal.
One-fourth of the counselors (24 per cent) felt that the canpers
should remain in the cabins and rest after lunch.

Slightly less than

one-fifth (19 per cent) predicted that the canpers would prefer
"resting in the cabins."

Forty-two per cent of the canpers indicated

that they would prefer "resting in the cabins."
More than three-fourths of the counselors (76 per cent) indica
ted that the canpers should be allowed to participate in "quiet
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activities" during the period following the noon day meal.

Slightly

more than eight out of every ten counselors (81 per cent) predicted
that the campers would prefer "quiet activities."

More than half the

canpers (58 per cent) indicated that they would rather engage in
"quiet activities" than rest after lunch.
These data seem to suggest an inverse correlation between the
counselors' and the canpers' attitude with respect to the choices for
this afternoon period at Junior 4-H canp.

While only 24 per cent of

the counselors felt that the canpers should rest after lunch, over
three-fourths of them (76 per cent) thought that the canpers should
be allowed to participate in quiet activities.

However, 42 per cent

of the canpers preferred "resting in the cabins," and only 58 per cent
indicated they would prefer to engage in "quiet activities."

TABLE XIV
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OP THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE,
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD RESTING OR QUIET
ACTIVITIES DURING THE REST PERIOD AT JUNIOR
4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA., 1960

Per Cent
Choices for
Rest Period

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors* Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

Rest in cabins

24

19

42

Quiet activities

76

81

58

100

100

100

Total
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Suggested rest period activities.

Next, those centers who

preferred "quiet activities" over "resting in the cabins" at Junior
4-H cany were asked to indicate their preference for specific types of
cany activities in which they could engage at future encanyments.

The

counselors were instructed to assume that the canyers would enjoy
"quiet activities" over "resting in the cabins."

Basing their judge

ment upon this assumption, they were asked to indicate their own
preference for these specific activities (see Table XV) as well as to
predict the canyers' preference for these activities.

As presented in

Table XV, 213 of the 369 canyers indicated a preference for quiet
activities.

The respondents were asked to check as many of the speci

fic activities as they felt would be suitable for this period at cany.
A little less than one-half of the counselors (48 per cent)
Indicated a preference for "reading" as an activity to be used during
rest period at future encanyments.

Not quite two-thirds (62 per cent)

of the counselors' choice was "letter writing."

More than one-half

(51 per cent) thought that the canyers should be permitted to "visit
other canyers" during the period.

Six out of every ten counselors

(61 per cent) preferred "crafts" being offered during the rest period
at 4-H cany.

Over two-thirds (66 per cent) felt that "playing quiet

games" would be suitable for use during the rest period at future
canyings.

Only 37 per cent of the counselors indicated that "confer

ences with the counselors" would be appropriate during this period.
Less than two of every ten counselors (18 per cent) predicted
that the canyers' preference would be "reading."

One-third (33 per

cent) predicted that the canyers would prefer "writing letters" during
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rest period at Junior 4-H camp.

More than eight counselors out of

every ten (83 per cent) predicted that the canyers would prefer "visit
ing with other canyers" during this period.

Fifty-eight per cent

predicted that the canyers1 choice would be "crafts."

Almost three-

fourths of the counselors (73 per cent) predicted that the canyers
would choose "quiet games" as a rest period activity.

Only 6 per cent

predicted that the canyers would prefer to "confer with counselors"
during this afternoon period at Junior 4-H cany.
Of the 213 canyers who indicated a choice of "quiet activities"
over "resting In the cabins," nearly one-half (46 per cent) Indicated
a preference for "reading" as a rest period activity.

More than half

of these canyers (57 per cent) selected "writing letters" as their
choice for this afternoon period.

More than one-half indicated a

preference for "visiting other canyers."
on a craft" during rest period.

One-third preferred to "work

Almost two-thirds (63 per cent) felt

that "quiet games" would be a good activity in which to engage during
the rest period at cany.

Slightly less than one-fifth (18 per cent)

indicated a preference for "conferring with counselors" during the rest
period after the noon meal.
Generally, "reading" is not considered a 4-H cany activity.
However, while only 18 per cent of the counselors predicted that the
canyers would prefer this activity, almost half of the canyers (46 per
cent) who selected "quiet activities" indicated a preference for "read
ing."

Although over four-fifths (83 per cent) of the counselors

predicted that the canyers would indicate a preference for "visiting
other canyers," only one-half (54 per cent) of those who chose the
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"quiet activities" over "resting in the cabins" during rest period
indicated such a preference.

While six counselors of every ten (61

per cent) preferred "crafts" as a rest period activity, only one of
every three of these campers (31 per cent) indicated such a choice.
Worthy of note is that 18 per cent of the 213 campers who preferred
"quiet activities" over "resting in the cabins" indicated a desire to
"confer with counselors" during rest period at canp.

The largest

percentage of both counselors and campers indicated a preference for
"quiet games."

TABLE XV
COUNSELORS' PREFERENCE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' PREFERENCE,
AND THE CAMPERS' PREFERENCE FOR CERTAIN ACTIVITIES SUGGESTED
. FOR REST PERIOD AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Suggested
Activities
for Rest Periods

Per Cent*
Counselors1
Preference
N-116

Read
Write letters
Visit other canpers
Work on a craft
Play quiet games
Confer with counselor

48
62
51
61
66
37

Counselors’ Prediction
of Canpers' Preference
N-116

Canpers1
Preference
N-213**

18
33
83
58
73
6

46
57
54
31
63
18

★Per Cent columns add to more than 100 because respondents could
check more than one activity.
★★Percentage is based on the 213 canpers who indicated that they would
prefer "quiet games" instead of resting in the cabins.
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Tribal grouping of campers.

On the first day of Junior 4-H

camp, following registration and assignment to cabins, the 4-H Club
members are assigned to one of three groups (tribes).
from fifty to one hundred campers.

The counselors select a boy and

girl camper to provide leadership for each tribe.
chiefs and squaws, respectively.

Each tribe has

They are called

These leaders are not Junior coun

selors but are members of the Junior camp group.
Using a five-point scale^ the respondents Indicated their
attitude toward grouping according to this tribal method at
canp.

Junior 4-H

The counselors, in keeping with the plan of this study, were

also asked to predict the canpers' attitude relative to this method of
grouping at canp.
Eighty-four per cent of the counselors felt that this method of
grouping the 4-H Club members at canp was an "excellent" idea.
per cent considered It a "very good" idea.

Fifteen

Only 2 per cent thought it

was a "good" idea.
More than two-thirds of the counselors (69 per cent) predicted
that the canpers would feel that grouping by tribes at Junior 4-H canp
was an "excellent" idea.

Slightly more than one-fourth (28 per cent)

predicted that the canpers would consider this method a "very good"
idea.

A very small percentage of the counselors (2 per cent) predicted

that the canpers felt that grouping by tribes at canp was a "good" idea.
Only one counselor predicted that the canpers would feel that the
method of grouping the boys and girls was a "fair" idea.

^"Excellent," "very good," "good," "fair," "poor."
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As can be noted In Table XVI, 38 per cent of the cancers felt
that tribal grouping at 4-H camp was an "excellent" idea.

Twenty-seven

per cent indicated that this method was a 'Very good" idea, while 15 per
cent considered it a "good" idea.

As can be seen in Table XVI, 8 per

cent of the campers felt that the method of grouping was "fair."

9 per

cent considered it "poor."
These findings point up divergent degrees of acceptance of
tribal grouping at camp between the counselors and campers.

While more

than eight out of ten counselors (84 per cent) felt that grouping the
campers in tribal units was an "excellent" idea, only slightly less
than four out of ten campers (38 per cent) concurred with the counselors
on this point.
Furthermore, almost one of ten canpers (9 per cent) considered
this method of grouping a "poor" idea.

Worthy of note is that 32 per

cent of the canpers rated tribal grouping at 4-H canp in the lower
third of the five-point scale.
Unfortunately, Mass camping is necessary in the present 4-H
program because of the lack of trained leadership and facilities.

This

mass canping approach, along with the lack of resources, brings about
the need for large canp groups.

Canping in large groups seems to

minimize the effect of the canping experience upon the individual
camper.

These large groups may deny the camper the chance for self-

expression and suppress leadership talents.

In attempting to assess

the import of the differences existing between the counselors' and

11Ibid.
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campers' attitudes toward grouping at 4-H camp, the counselors should
not overlook the Implications of the above point with reference to
large tribal grouping at 4-H camps.

Campers' suggestions concerning camp groupings.

The campers

were afforded the opportunity to make suggestions concerning the group
ing of the 4-H Club members at canp.
frequently were:
groups.

(1)

The two suggestions offered most

Group by parishes.

(2)

Group by friendship

Several of the campers made the following observations concern

ing the grouping of the canpers according to friendship groups:

"It Is

not any fun to beat your friends," and, "Canpers cannot work well with
other canpers they do not know."

The other suggestions offered by the

canpers are as follows (These are not necessarily In order of frequency):
1. Do not have tribal groupings.
2. Group the girls In one tribe and boys In another.
3. Group canpers according to size.
4.

Divide the parish groups and friends by placing them In
different tribes.

5.

Permit canpers to select the tribe of their choice.

6.

Permit canpers to select their own chief and squaw.

7. Group canpers according to age groups.
8. Use groups at canps but do not call them tribes.
9.

Use smaller groups at canp.
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TABLE XVI
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE,
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD GROUPING ACCORDING TO
TRIBES AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Acceptance

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided
No response
Total

Point system.

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

84
14
2
0
0
0
0

69
28
2
1
0
0
0

38
27
15
8
9
2
1

100

100

100

The Junior 4-H canper Is given points for himself

and his tribe for doing various jobs and as recognition for participa
tion in the program activities or for praiseworthy performance at camp.
This procedure constitutes the major motivational device at most Junior
4-H canps.

The respondents were asked to indicate their degree of

acceptance of this point system.

The counselors were also asked to

predict the canpers' attitude toward this method of motivation at canp.
The writer utilized a four-point scale to obtain these responses.
("Very good," "fairly good," "doubtful" and "not good.")
An analysis of

Table XVII shows that 40 per cent of the counse

lors felt that the point system used at 4-H canp was a "very good" idea.
Slightly more than 40 per cent (43 per cent) indicated that this system
was a "fairly good" idea.

Only 9 per cent considered it a "doubtful"
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Idea.

A small percentage of the counselors (4 per cent) felt that It

was "not a good" Idea.
One-third of the counselors (33 per cent) predicted that the
campers would Indicate that the point system used at the Junior 4-H
canps was a "very good" Idea.

Over half of them (52 per cent) predicted

that the canpers would feel that this system was only a "fairly good"
Idea.

Eleven per cent predicted that the canpers would rate It as a

"doubtful" Idea.

Only 1 per cent of the counselors predicted that the

canpers would consider the point system at canp "not a good" Idea.
Two-thirds of the canpers (66 per cent) personally felt that the
point system used at canp was a "very good" Idea.

One-fourth (25 per

cent) Indicated that It was a "fairly good" Idea.

Five per cent con

sidered the system a "doubtful" Idea.

Only 3 per cent said that It was

"not a good" Idea.
A difference exists between the attitudes of the respondents
relative to the point system used at the Junior 4-H encanpments.

As

can be seen In Table XVII, 40 per cent of the counselors felt that the
point system was a 'Very good" Idea.

However, while only one-third of

them (33 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that the
system was 'Very good," two-thirds of the canpers (66 per cent) person
ally Indicated that this system was a "very good" Idea.

These findings

suggest that the canpers were more receptive to the point system than
were the counselors.

Nine out of ten canpers (91 per cent) Indicated

that they felt this point system was either a 'Very good" idea or one
that was "fairly good."
Although a high percentage of the canpers felt that the point
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system was acceptable, the writer feels that the motivation of the
child at Junior 4-H canp is not being given sufficient attention.
Furthermore, as a result of working with and observing counselors in
canping situations for several years, the writer feels that there is
evidence that the 4-H counselors associate the point system with
competition rather than motivation of an intrinsic nature.

That is,

the basic function of the point system seems to be one in which the
canpers or groups of canpers are encouraged to equal or go beyond the
skills of their fellow canpers.

TABLE XVII
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE,
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE POINT SYSTEM USED AT
JUNIOR CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Acceptance

Very good
Fairly good
Doubtful
Not good
Undecided
•Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

40
43
9
4
4

33
52
11
1
3

66
25
5
3
1

100

100

100
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Individual opportunity for making points.

In addition to

obtaining the attitudes of the respondents concerning their acceptance
of the point system, they were also asked to indicate whether or not
they felt that all campers had the same opportunities for making points
under this system.

Moreover, In keeping with the plan of this study,

the counselors were asked to predict the campers' feeling toward this
aspect of the Junior 4~H camp program.

More than three-fourths (78 per

cent) of the counselors felt that the campers had equal opportunities
to "make points" at the Junior camp.

Slightly less than one-fourth

(22 per cent) indicated that they felt the campers did not have the
same chance to "earn points" under this system.
Nearly seven out of ten counselors (69 per cent) predicted that
the campers would feel that they had the same opportunities to "make
points" at camp.

Not quite one-third (31 per cent) predicted that the

campers would feel that they did not have equal opportunities to "make
points" at camp.
The data presented in Table XVIII show that over four-fifths
of the campers (86 per cent) felt that they were given equal chance to
"earn points" during the Junior 4-H encampments.

Only 14 per cent

indicated that they did not have equal opportunities as other campers
to "make points" at camp.
Thus, while 78 per cent of the counselors felt that the 4-H
campers had equal opportunities to "earn points," 69 per cent predicted
that the campers would Indicate that they were afforded an equal chance
to "make points."

Actually 86 per cent of the campers personally felt

that they were given the same chance for earning points under this
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system.

It seems that the campers are more satisfied with this sytem

of recognition and awards than the counselors realize.

However, 14

per cent of the canpers felt that they did not have an equal opportu
nity to earn points at canp.

TABLE XVIII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE, AND
THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD WHETHER OR NOT THE INDIVIDUAL
CAMPERS HAD EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR MAKING POINTS
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Did Campers
Have Same
Opportunities?

Yes
No
Undecided
Total

Per Cent
Counselors1
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
N-369

78
22
0

69
31
0

86
14
0

100

100

100

Group opportunities for making points. As stated earlier, each
camp group Is called a tribe.

Besides obtaining the attitudes of the

respondents concerning the opportunity of the Individual for making
points, they were also asked to Indicate whether or not, In their
opinion, the camp groups (tribes) had the same opportunities for "making
points" at camp.

3fce counselors were also asked to predict the careers'

attitude toward this aspect of the camp program.
T&ble XTX discloses that nearly nine out of ten counselors (88
per cent) felt that the tribes had equal opportunities for "making
points" under the system used at Junior 4-H camp.

Slightly more than
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one out of ten counselors (12 per cent) Indicated that these groups did
not have equal opportunities for "making points."
Eighty-six per cent of the counselors at Junior 4-H camp predicted
that the cancers would feel that their tribe had as good an opportunity
as any other to earn points.

Fourteen per cent predicted that the

canpers would not feel that their tribes had an equal chance to make
points under this system of recognition.
More than eight out of ten campers (87 per cent) personally felt
that the groups at canp had equal opportunity for earning points.

Only

13 per cent felt otherwise.
As can be observed in Table XIX, the homogeneity of the counse
lors' attitude, their prediction of the campers' attitude, and the
campers' own attitude toward this aspect of the point system is signif
icant.

Although these data indicate a pronounced similarity in the

attitudes of the respondents, the 13 negative responses by the campers
should not be disregarded.

Campers' suggestions concerning the point system.

The canpers

were asked to offer suggestions concerning the point system used at all
Junior 4-H canps.

The purpose in obtaining this information from the

canpers was to obtain constructive criticism relative to this aspect
of the 4-H canp program.

Such suggestions could be used as a basis

for inproving this system of recognition and awards at future 4-H
encanpments.

The following suggestions are not necessarily in their

frequency of importance.
1.

Explain the point system in more detail to the canpers.
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2.

Standardize the point system and permit only a minimum
number of counselors to sign the point sheets.

3.

12

Afford more opportunities for all canpers to earn points for
themselves and their respective tribes.

4.

Award points to canpers according to their size and ability.

5.

Abolish the point system at Junior 4-H canps.

Several of the 4-H canpers may have had suggestion number five
In mind when making the following observations, "Too much emphasis Is
placed on points at canp.

Some canpers work just for points and miss

the enjoyment of canplng," and "Canpers are not interested in making
points but in having fun."

TABLE XIX
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE,
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD WHETHER OR NOT THE CAMP
GROUPS HAD EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR MAKING POINTS AT
JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Did Canp Groups
Have Same
Opportunities ?

Yes
No
Undecided
Total

12

Per Cent
Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

88
12
0

86
14
0

87
13
0

100

100

100

Mimeographed forms issued to each 4-H camper for recording
his points earned through various acconplishments at Junior canp.
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Concession stand schedule.
stand at all Junior 4-H camp sites.
cream are sold.

There Is some type of concession
Usually, only soft drinks and Ice

These stands are generally opened three times a day,

during the morning recess period, following the competitive games in
the afternoon, and during the night program.
Using a three-point scale
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the respondents were asked to Indicate

their degree of satisfaction toward the "opening times" of the concession
stand.

Also, the counselors were asked to predict the campers1 attitude

with reference to these "opening times."
According to the data In Table XX, nearly four-fifths of the
counselors (79 per cent) indicated that the "opening times" of the
concession stand were "completely satisfactory."

One-fifth of them

(20 per cent) considered the times for opening "partially satisfactory."
Twenty-one per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would be "completely satisfied" with the opening and closing hours of
the concession stand at their respective canps.

Nearly two-thirds (62

per cent) predicted that the canpers would be "partially satisfied"
with the opening schedule.

Sixteen per cent predicted that the canpers

at Junior 4-H canp would consider the opening times of the stand
"unsatisfactory."
Over half of the canpers (55 per cent) were "completely satis
fied" with the concession stand schedule.

Slightly less than one-third

(31 per cent) were "partially satisfied" with the schedule for the
concession stand.

^"Completely satisfactory," "partially satisfactory" and
"unsatis factory."
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Eleven per cent of the canpers said that they were "unsatisfied"
with the opening times of the concession stand.
While nearly four-fifths of the counselors (79 per cent) felt
that the operating schedule of the concession stand at canp was
"completely satisfactory," only one-fifth (21 per cent) expected that
the canpers would be "completely satisfied."

Actually, over half of

the canpers (55 per cent) personally considered the schedule "conpletely
satisfactory."

Although nearly two-thirds of the counselors (62 per

cent) predicted that the canpers would be "partially satisfied," only
one-third (31 per cent) actually considered the concession hours
"partially satisfactory."

11 per cent of the canpers were not satis

fied with the "opening times" of the concession stand.

TABLE XX
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS1
ATTITUDE AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE
OPENING TIMES OF THE CONCESSION STAND AT
JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960 .

Per Cent
Degree of
Satisfaction

Conpletely
satisfactory
Partially
satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

79

21

55

20
0
1

62
16
1

31
11
3

100

100

100
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Campers' suggestions concerning the concession stand.

The

campers were asked for suggestions concerning the operation of the
concession stand.
were:

The suggestions offered In order of their frequency

(1) Open for longer periods of time.

(2) Sell a larger variety.

(3) Improve the general facilities of the concession stand.

Afternoon program. At all Junior 4-H camps a nlmlmum of an hour
and a half Is devoted to sports and games during the afternoon.

However,

these activities usually last a longer time on an Informal basis.
Unfortunately, the development of skills through the use of this
athletic program at 4-H canps Is Incidental to the conpetitive aspect.
This situation may have been fostered through the years because of the
short-term nature of 4-H camping.

This one factor has had a profound

Influence upon 4-H canp programming and the objectives to be attained
at these canps.
With these points In mind, the writer asked the respondents to
rate the afternoon activities (see Table XXI) according to how much
they added to the canpers1 enjoyment of his canplng experience.

In

keeping with the study's scheme, the counselors were asked to predict
the canpers' attitude toward these activities.
scale was used.

A four-point rating

(Very good, much, some and little or none.)

Over nine-tenths (94 per cent) of the counselors felt that
swimming added "very much" to the childrens' enjoyment of canp.

Four

per cent felt that It added "much," while only 1 per cent of them felt
that swimming added "some" to the canpers' enjoyment.
Nine out of ten counselors (91 per cent) predicted that the
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campers would feel that swimming added "very much" to their enjoyment
of 4-H canp.

Five per cent predicted that the canpers would feel that

this activity would add "much" to their enjoyment.

Four per cent

predicted that the canpers would consider that this activity added
"some" to their enjoyment of canp.
Nearly four**fifths of the canpers (79 per cent) indicated that
swimming added "very much" to their enjoyment while at canp.

Seven

per cent felt that this activity added "much" to their enjoyment.

Nine

per cent said that it added "some" to their enjoyment, while 5 per cent
thought that it added "little or none" to their enjoyment.
As shown In Table XXI, seven out of ten counselors (70 per cent)
felt that softball playing added "very much" to the enjoyment of the
childrens1 canping experience.

About one**fourth of the counselors

(23 per cent) thought that this activity added "much" to the enjoyment
of the canpers.

Two per cent Indicated that this activity added

’"little or none" to the canpers1 enjoyment of canp.
Almost one-half of the counselors (47 per cent) predicted that
the canpers would feel that softball added "very much" to their enjoy
ment of canp.

Four out of ten counselors (40 per cent) predicted that

the canpers felt that this activity added "much" to their enjoyment of
canp.

Slightly less than one out of ten counselors (9 per cent)

predicted that the danpers would feel that the softball games added
"some" to their enjoyment.

Four per cent predicted that the canpers

would consider that softball added "little or none" to their enjoyment
of canping.
Four out of ten canpers (40 per cent) personally felt that
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softball added "very much" to their enjoyment of camp.

Nearly one-

fifth (19 per cent) Indicated that softball added "much" to the
enjoyment of their camping experience.

Worthy of note is that 38 per

cent of the campers said that this activity added only "some" or
"little or none" to their enjoyment of the 4-H canping experience.
More than one-fourth of the counselors (28 per cent) felt that
the volleyball games added 'Very much" to the campers1 enjoyment of
canp.

One-third (33 per cent) felt that this activity added "much" to

the children's enjoyment of canp.

Over one-fourth of the counselors

(27 per cent) felt that volleyball added "some" to the enjoyment of
the canpers.

Six per cent indicated that they felt this activity

added "little or none" to the enjoyment of campers.
Sixteen per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would indicate that volleyball added 'Very much" to their enjoyment
of canp.

Not quite one-third (31 per cent) predicted that the canpers

would feel that volleyball added "much" to their enjoyment.

A, little

less than four out of ten counselors (38 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would rate this activity as contributing only "some" to their
enjoyment of canp.

One out of ten counselors (10 per cent) predicted

that the canpers would feel that the volleyball games added "little or
none" to their enjoyment while at canp.
Nearly two-thirds of the canpers personally indicated that
playing volleyball added "very much" to their enjoyment of canp.
Eighteen per cent felt that this activity added "much" to their enjoy
ment.

Seventeen per cent indicated that volleyball contributed "some"

to their enjoyment of the canp.

It is of interest to note that 16 per
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cent: of the campers felt that this activity added "little or none" to
their enjoyment.
A very few of the counselors (4 per cent) felt that croquet
added "very much" to the enjoyment of the canpers while at canp.

Fifteen

per cent of them felt that this game contributed "much" to the enjoy
ment of the canpers.

Slightly less than one out of three counselors (29

per cent) felt that croquet added "some" to the enjoyment of the canpers.
About one-fifth of the counselors (21 per cent) felt that croquet added
"little or none" to the enjoyment of the canpers while attending 4-H
Junior canp.
A very few of the counselors (5 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would feel that they had received "very much" enjoyment from
playing croquet while at canp.

Six per cent predicted that the canpers

would consider that they had received "much" enjoyment from this game
while at canp.

As Table XXI discloses, over half of the counselors

(58 per cent) predicted that the boys and girls would indicate that
they had received "some" or "little or no" enjoyment from participating
in the croquet games at Junior canp.
Less than two out of ten canpers (16 per cent) felt that they
had received 'Very much" enjoyment from playing croquet at canp.
Slightly more than one out of every ten (13 per cent) indicated that
they received "much" enjoyment from playing croquet.

Fourteen per cent

of them said that the playing of croquet at canp added "some" to their
enjoyment of the encampment.

Interestingly, 20 per cent indicated that

they received "little or none" enjoyment from playing this game.
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Slightly less than one out of three counselors (28 per cent)
felt that the canpers had received 'Very much" enjoyment from playing
table tennis at canp.

Thirty per cent felt that table tennis playing

added "much" to the children's canping experience.

Slightly less than

one-fourth of the counselors (23 per cent) felt that table tennis
playing added "some" to the enjoyment of the canper.
Table XXI shows that nearly one-fifth of the counselors (19 per
cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that table tennis added
"very much" to their enjoyment of canp.

Slightly more than one out of

three counselors (31 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel
this activity added "much" to their enjoyment of canp.

Almost two-

thirds of the counselors (32 per cent) predicted that canpers would
feel that the playing of table tennis added some to their enjoyment.
Four out of every ten canpers (40 per cent) personally felt
that table tennis added "very much" to their enjoyment of canp.

Nearly

one-fifth (19 per cent) Indicated that this activity added "much" to
the enjoyment of their canping experience.

Fourteen per cent of the

canpers felt that this canp activity added "some" to their canping
enjoyment.

Worthy of note is that 12 per cent indicated that the

playing of table tennis added "little or none" to their enjoyment of
the 4-H canping experience.
The data In Table XXX disclose that 15 per cent of the counse
lors felt that the playing of checkers at canp added "very much" to
the canpers1 enjoyment of his canping experience while at canp.

Over

one-fourth of the counselors (26 per cent) thought that checker playing
added "much" to the canpers1 enjoyment.

More than one-third (38 per
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cent) personally felt that this activity added "some" to the campers'
enjoyment.
Thirteen per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would feel that checker playing added "very much" to their enjoyment
of 4-H canp.

One-fifth (20 per cent) predicted that the canpers would

feel that this activity added "much" to their enjoyment.

Almost half

of the counselors (49 per cent) predicted that the campers would feel
that this game added only "some" to their enjoyment at canp.

A note

worthy 15 per cent predicted that the canpers would feel that checkers
added "little or none" to their enjoyment while at Junior 4-H canp.
Over one-fourth of the canpers (27 per cent) personally Indicated
that checkers added "very much" to their enjoyment while at canp.
Seventeen per cent said that this activity added "much" to their
enjoyment.

Slightly less than one-fifth (19 per cent) felt that the

game of checkers added "some" to their enjoyment, while another onefifth (20 per cent) said that It added "little or none" to their
enjoyment of canp.
An analysis of the data In Table XXI reveals that 13 per cent
of the counselors felt that the playing of dominoes added "very much"
to the enjoyment of the childrens' canping experience.

Twenty two per

cent of the counselors thought that this activity added "much" to the
enjoyment of the camper.

More than one-third (36 per cent) felt that

the playing of dominoes at 4-H canp added "some" to the canpers'
enjoyment.

Another 22 per cent indicated that this activity added

"little or none" to the canpers' enjoyment of canp.
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Nine per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers would
Indicate that dominoes added "very much" to their enjoyment of camp.
Fifteen per cent of them predicted that the campers would feel that
the playing of dominoes added "much" to their enjoyment.

A little more

than four out of ten counselors (44 per cent) predicted that the
campers would say that this activity added "some" to their enjoyment
of canp.

Noteworthy Is the fact that slightly over one-fourth of the

counselors (25 per cent) predicted that the campers would feel that
domino playing added "little or none" to their enjoyment while at
canp.
One-fifth of the canpers (20 per cent) personally felt that
domino playing at canp added "very much" to their enjoyment.

Fifteen

per cent Indicated that this activity added "much" to their enjoyment.
Seventeen per cent felt that the playing of dominoes at canp added
"some" to this experience.

More than one-fourth of the canpers (25 per

cent) said that playing dominoes while at Junior canp added "little or
none" to their enjoyment.
Table XXI further discloses that 14 per cent of the counselors
personally felt that the playing of badminton at canp added "very much"
to the canpers1 enjoyment.

Slightly more than one-fourth (28 per

cent) felt that this activity added "much" to their enjoyment.

A

little more than one-third of the counselors felt that the playing of
badminton added "some" to the canpers1 enjoyment while at canp.
Twelve per cent felt that this activity added "little or none" to the
enjoyment of the children at 4-H Junior canp.
Eight per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
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would feel that the playing of badminton added "very much" to their
enjoyment of 4-H canp.

Slightly less than one-fourth of the counselors

(24 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that this activity
would add "much" to their enjoyment.

More than one-third of the

counselors (39 per cent) predicted that the canpers would consider
this activity added "some" to their enjoyment of canp.

Moreover, 15

per cent predicted that the canpers would indicate that this activity
added "little or none" to their enjoyment while at canp.
Nearly four out of ten canpers (39 per cent) said that the
playing of badminton added "very much" to their enjoyment while at
canp.

Fifteen per cent felt that this activity added "much" to their

enjoyment.

Only 10 per cent felt that badminton added "some" to their

enjoyment, and 16 per cent thought that it added "little or none" to
their enjoyment of canping.
Several inportant differences exist between the counselors' and
canpers1 attitudes toward the degree of enjoyment from the various
afternoon activities at canp.

Also, these data seem to indicate

differences between the counselors' prediction of the canpers' own
attitude with reference to this phase of the 4-H canp program.
Thus, while over nine-tenths (94 per cent) of the counselors
felt that swimming would add "very much" to the canpers' enjoyment and
nine-tenths (91 per cent) of them further predicted that the canpers
would concur on this point, only 79 per cent of the canpers personally
indicated that it would add "very much" to their enjoyment at canp.
The fact that there are no swimming facilities at the Junior 4-H canp
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sites other than shallow streams except at one camp s l t e ^ may explain
in part this disparity between the attitudes of the respondents concern
ing the enjoyment of swimming.
Seventy per cent of the counselors felt that softball would add
"very much" to the canpers1 enjoyment.

However, only 40 per cent of

the canpers indicated that it added "very much" to their enjoyment
while at canp.

Also worthy of mention is that while only 7 per cent of

the counselors felt that this activity added "some" or "little or none"
to the canpers' enjoyment, almost four out of ten canpers (38 per cent)
indicated that softball only added "some" or "little or none" to their
enjoyment.
Although 28 per cent of the counselors felt that volleyball
added "very much" to the enjoyment of the camper, only 16 per cent of
them predicted that thecanpers would
enjoyment.

feel that it did add to their

Actually, 32 per cent of the canpers Indicated that this

activity added to their enjoyment while at canp.
There are significant differences in the counselors' attitudes,
their prediction of the canpers' attitudes and the canpers' own
attitudes toward the degree of enjoyment from croquet, table tennis,
checkers, dominoes and badminton (See Table XXI).

Twenty-eight per

cent of the counselors felt that table tennis added "very much" to the
canpers' enjoyment, and 19 per cent predicted that the canpers would
share the same feeling.

Actually,40 per cent of the canpers felt that

^Camp Bisteneau
State Park is used for four regular Junior 4-H
encampments. These facilities include a large swimming pool.
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this activity added "very much" to their camping experience at Junior
4-H canp.
Even though 56 per cent of the counselors felt that playing
checkers at canp would add "some" or "little or none" to the enjoyment
of the children, only 39 per cent of the canpers shared this feeling.
Of further interest is that while 14 per cent of the counselors indicated
that

they personally felt that badminton had added "very much" enjoyment

to the childrens' experience at canp, only 8

per cent of them predicted

that

the canpers would concur. Actually, 39

per cent of the canpers

felt

that this game added "very

much" to their enjoyment

at canp.

These data seem to suggest that games such as croquet, table
tennis, checkers, dominoes and badminton added more to the enjoyment
of the canpers than the counselors realized.

On the other hand, however,

such activities as swimming, softball and volleyball fell short of the
enjoyment potential the counselors felt and predicted they would have
upon the canpers.

Campers' suggestions concerning the afternoon program.

Finally

in keeping with the scheme of this study the canpers were asked to
offer suggestions concerning the afternoon program at Junior 4-H canp.
The following is a summation of the numerous suggestions offered by
the canpers.

They are not necessarily presented in their order of

importance.
1. Teach us how to play the games.
2.

Furnish us with more playing equipment.

3.

Plan more small type games.

TABLE XXI
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE AND THE
CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE DEGREE OF ENJOYMENT FROM SELECTED
AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to Selected Afternoon Activities
Degree of Enjoyment
Swimming

Soft
ball

Volley
ball

Croquet

Table
Tennis

Checkers

Dominoes

Badmli

Counselor
Very much
Much
Some
Little or none
Undecided
Tbtal

94
4
1
0
1
100

70
23
5
2
0
100

28
33
27
6
6
100

4
15
29
21
31
100

28
30
23
9
10
100

15
26
38
18
3
100

13
22
36
22
7
100

Counselors' Prediction
Very much
Much
Some
Little or None
Undecided
No response
Tbtal

91
5
4
0
0
0
100

47
40
9
4
0
0
100

16
31
38
10
5
0
100

5
6
34
24
31
0
100

19
31
32
7
11
0
100

13
20
49
15
3
0
100

9
15
44
25
7
0
100

79
7
9
5
0
0
100

40
19
20
18
3
0
100

32
18
17
16
14
3
100

16
13
14
20
32
5
100

40
19
14
12
13
2
100

27
17
19
20
14
3
100

20
15
17
25
20
3
100

14
28
34
12
12
100

8
24
39
15
14

1
100

Camper
Very much
Much
Some
Little or none
Undecided
No response
Total

39
15

10
16
16
4

100
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4.

Give us a chance to play those games we want to play.

5.

Plan a greater variety of games.

6.

Plan more games for girls.

In summary of this section, it is most appropriate to quote the
thought provoking comment projected by several of the canpers in
response to this question asking for suggestions.

They observed, "It

(the afternoon program) was most boring to those of us who are not
interested in sports and other strenuous activities."

Campers* opportunities for making suggestions concerning after
noon programs.

The afternoon canp program is planned by the canp

manager (Canp Director) and the Agricultural Extension Agents from
those parishes involved in the encampment.

There are no canpers at

this meeting which is usually held several weeks prior to the canping
date.
The counselors and canpers were asked to indicate their attitude
toward the degree of opportunity which was afforded the canper to make
suggestions concerning the afternoon program.

Moreover, in keeping

with the plan of this study, the counselors were asked to predict the
canpers1 attitude with respect to this phase of the afternoon program.
A four-point scale was used to obtain these data (very much, some,
little and none).
As shown in Table XXII, 11 per cent of the counselors felt that
the canpers had "very much" opportunity to make suggestions concerning
the afternoon program.

Slightly more than four out of ten (42 per

cent) Indicated that the canpers had "some" opportunity to make
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suggestions concerning this phase o£ the canp program.

Nearly three

out of ten (29 per cent) felt that the campers had "little1* chance to
offer suggestions.

Seventeen per cent Indicated that the canpers did

not have any opportunity to make suggestions concerning the afternoon
programs at Junior canp.
Eight per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would feel that they had "very much" opportunity to make suggestions
concerning the afternoon programs.

Forty-four per cent predicted that

the canpers felt that they had "some chance" to make suggestions.
Twenty-eight per cent predicted that the canpers would Indicate that they
had "little" opportunity to make suggestions concerning the afternoon
program at canp.

In view of the limited opportunity afforded the

canpers to make suggestions, it is of Interest to note that only 19
per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would feel that
they did not have any opportunity to make suggestions concerning the
program.
One-fourth of the canpers (25 per cent) indicated that they had
"very much" opportunity to make suggestions concerning the afternoon
program at canp.

Over one-third of them (37 per cent) said that they

had "some" opportunity, while slightly less than one-fifth (19 per
cent) considered that they had "little" opportunity to offer suggestions
concerning this program.

Fifteen per cent felt that they were not

afforded the opportunity to make suggestions relative to this program
at Junior 4-H canp.
It is very noteworthy and at the same time rather difficult to
explain the unanimity of the respondents1 attitudes relative to the
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opportunity for making suggestions concerning the afternoon programs.
Eighty-two per cent of the counselors felt that the campers had at
least a "little" or more opportunity to make suggestions concerning
this program.

Four-fifths (80 per cent) predicted that the campers

would indicate that they had at least a "little" or more opportunity
to make suggestions.

As a matter of fact, 81 per cent of the campers

did indicate that they had at least a "little" opportunity to make
suggestions concerning the afternoon program at Junior camp.

Seventeen

per cent of the counselors felt that the campers did not have any opportu
nity for making suggestions concerning the afternoon program at Junior
4-H caiqp.

The campers' attitude with reference to this phase of the

afternoon program may be explained in part by the fact that some campers
could have been Involved in minor decisions concerning some of the
sports and games.

These may have been interpreted by them as making

suggestions concerning these activities.

TABLE XXII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD CAMPERS' OPPORTUNITY FOR
MAKING SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Degree of
Opportunity

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Per Cent
Counselors'
Attitude
N-116
11
42
29
17
1

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
N-369

8
44
28
19
1

25
37
19
15
4

100

100

i

Total

100
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Extent to which campers had a choice of activities.

The writer

is aware of the fact that interest alone in any camping activity cannot
assure the canper of a rich cashing experience.

However, the camp

directors' best chance of providing the canpers with an experience
that will contribute to their total development lies in those opportu
nities afforded the children to participate in canping activities in
which they are most interested.
The respondents were asked to indicate their attitude toward
the extent to which the canpers had a choice to participate in those
afternoon activities in which they were interested.

Hie counselors

were also asked to predict the canpers1 attitude relative to partici
pating in the activities of their choice.
through the use of a four-point scale.

These data were obtained

(Very much, some, little and

not at all).
Thirty-nine per cent of the counselors indicated that the
canpers had "very much" opportunity to participate in those afternoon
activities in which they were most interested.

Slightly more than one

half of the counselors (51 per cent) felt that the canpers were given
"some" opportunity, while 9 per cent indicated that they personally
felt the canpers had "little" opportunity to take part in activities
in which interested them.

Only 1 per cent of the counselors felt that

the canpers did not have any chance to take part in the activities
which interested them.
A fourth of the counselors (25 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would feel that they had "very much" opportunity to take part
in the activity that interested them.

About two out of three (61 per
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cent) predicted that the campers would consider that they were afforded
"some" opportunity.

One of ten counselors (10 per cent) predicted that

the campers would Indicate that they had "little" opportunity to play
the games In which they were Interested,

Three per cent of them

predicted that the canpers would feel that they did not have the chance
to participate In the afternoon activities that Interested them.
Forty-three per cent of the canpers personally Indicated that
they had "very much" of a choice to take part In the afternoon activities
that Interested them.
had "some" choice.

More than one-third (38 per cent) felt that they

Thirteen per cent Indicated that they had "little"

choice of activities that Interested them.

Only 4 per cent of the

canpers felt that they did not have any choice to take part In the
activity In which they were Interested.
While nearly two out of five counselors (39 per cent) felt that
the canpers had "very much" choice to participate In activities that
Interested them, only one out of four (25 per cent) predicted that
the canpers would feel that they were afforded "very much" opportunity
to participate In the afternoon activities.

Actually, 43 per cent of

the canpers Indicated that they were given "very much" choice to
participate In the activities that Interested them.

Although 61 per

cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would feel that they
had "some" choice, 38 per cent of them concurred with this prediction.
Only 4 per cent of the canpers Indicated that they were not given a
choice of activities that interested them.
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TABLE XXIII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OP THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD EXTENT TO WHICH CAMPERS'
HAD A CHOICE TO TAKE PART IN ACTIVITIES OF INTEREST
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Choice

Very much
Some
Very little
Not at all
Undecided
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

39
51
9
1
0

25
61
10
3
1

43
38
13
4
2

100

100

100

Suggested afternoon activities.

The afternoon recreation program

at most Junior 4-H canps consists mainly of sports and a limited number
of small games.*"*

The major emphasis of this program Is on softball.

In order to obtain an Indication of their Interest In some other
possibilities for this phase of the Junior canp program, the respondents
were asked to select first, second, third and fourth choices from a
list of ten possibilities (See Table XXIV).

Moreover, in keeping with

the pattern of this study, the counselors were asked to predict the
first, second, third and fourth preferences they felt the canpers would
have.

In order to evaluate the responses to each of the ten selected

activities, it was decided to arbitrarily assign a value of four, three,

^ T h e equipment for playing volleyball, croquet, table tennis,
checkers, dominoes and badminton Is issued to all Junior 4-H Club
members.
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two and one, respectively, to the respondents' first, second, third
and fourth choices.

The responses were first converted to percentages

and then were multiplied by the above mentioned values.

(See Appendix 3

for detailed percentage distribution for each of the ten activities.)
These new values were then added to form the composite scores presented
In Table XXIV.
An examination of the data In Table XXIV shows a pronounced
difference In composite scores between the counselors' preference (72)*^
for "horseback riding" at canp, their prediction of the canpers'
preference (227) for this activity and the canpers' own preference
(314) for "horseback riding" as an afternoon activity at the Junior 4-H
encanpments.

The counselors rated "canping skills" as their first

preference (186) for an afternoon activity.

However, the canpers

rated this activity sixth with a composite score of 67.

Furthermore,

the counselors predicted that this activity would be one of the canpers'
first four choices.

It is Interesting to note that "archery" was

ranked as a second choice by both counselors (185) and canpers (121).
Table XXIV discloses that the canpers' third choice of an afternoon
activity was "target shooting" (112).

In contrast, the counselors

said that It was their fifth choice (89).

Interestingly, the counselors'

third choice— "nature hiking" (142)— was the canpers' fifth choice (78).
A study of Table XXIV shows that the counselors indicated that
"crafts" (140) were their fourth choice as an afternoon canp activity.
However, It Is interesting to note that the canpers ranked this activity

^These numbers Indicate the composite scores given each activity
by the respondents.
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(59) as their seventh preference for the afternoon program.

Table XXIV

reveals that there exist a noticeable difference between the counselors'
preference, their prediction of the campers' preference and the canpers'
personal preference toward "reading" as an afternoon activity at Junior
4-H canp.

The counselors gave this activity a composite score of 12

as compared to the canpers' rating of 54.

Moreover, in predicting the

canpers' preference for this activity, they gave it a score of only 7.
In summarizing, the counselors' first four choices of activities
for the afternoon program at canp, In order of their preference are
(1) canping skills; (2) archery; (3) nature hikes; and (4) crafts.

In

contrast, they predicted that the canpers* preference would be as
follows (1) horseback riding; (2) canping skills; (3) target shooting;
and (4) archery.

An examination of the data in Table XXIV reveals

that the canpers' personal choices

for the afternoon program at Junior

4-H canp are (1) horseback riding; (2) archery; (3) target shooting;
and (4) trips to explore.

It should be noted that the degree of

difference in the scores of the counselors' and canpers' preferences
is rather large with the exception of two activities (touch football
66-55 and photography 62-54).

It is also of interest to note the

similarity between the counselors' prediction of the canpers' first
four choices and the canpers' own preferences for these activities.

As

shown in Table XXIV, "archery" was the second choice of both groups of
respondents.

These data, while general, seem to suggest the need for

a re-evaluation of the afternoon program of the Junior 4-H encampments.
Lastly, in keeping with the plan for this study the canpers
were given the opportunity to suggest other activities that might be
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included in the afternoon programs of the Junior 4-H camps.

The two

activities most frequently mentioned by the cancers in order of their
choice were (1) basketball and (2) swimming.

Other suggested activities

mentioned five times or less by the campers were (1) bike riding; (2)
tennis; (3) the study of animals; (4) music study; (5) fishing; (6)
boating; (7) sketching; and (8) pool.

TABLE XXIV
COUNSELORS' PREFERENCE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' PREFERENCE,
AND THE CAMPERS' PREFERENCE FOR SUGGESTED AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Selected
Afternoon
Activities

Horseback riding
Archery
Target shooting
Trips to explore
Nature hikes
Camping skills
Crafts
Touch football
Reading
Photography

Composite Score*
Counselors'
Preference
N-116
72
185
89
46
142
186
140
66
12
62

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Preference
N-116

Caspers'
Preference
N-369

227
118
135
55
90
138
105
79
7
49

314
121
112
86
78
67
59
55
54
54

*Rank order of activities is according to cancers' preference.

Vesper programs. A major phase of the 4-H camping program are
the inspiritional programs (vesper services) which are held each
evening at all Junior 4-H camps.

This phase of the camping program is

usually scheduled between seven-thirty and eight o'clock each evening
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and lasts for about fifteen minutes.

These programs Include prayers,

scripture reading and the singing of hymns and are designed to be nondenominational.
The writer Is cognizant that the program of any canp cannot be
evaluated solely on the basis of what activities It Includes.

Certainly

most canp directors would agree that this evaluation must also be In
terms of what the activities do to the canpers and how they react to
these activities.
In view of the Importance given the vesper services at camp and
Inorder to obtain

some Indication of the respondents' reaction to

theseservices, the counselors were asked to Indicate their own

attitude

and to predict the campers' attitude toward the following aspects of
the vesper services at Junior 4-H camp.

The campers were also asked

to Indicate their own attitude toward these aspects of the vesper services
A.

How do you feel about spiritual enphasis as a part of the
Junior 4-H camp program?

B.

How would you rate the vesper service held at your canp?

C.

Did the

campers have much chance to make suggestions concern

ing the vesper services?
D.

If so, how much?

To what extent did you participate in the vesper services?

Hie respondents were also asked to react to some ways in which
other calipers have handled vesper services.

The respondents reaction

to these new approaches to the vesper services will be reported later in
this discussion.
Close to eight out of every ten counselors (77 per cent) felt
"very strongly for" spiritual emphasis at 4-H Junior canps.

Seventeen
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per cent Indicated that they were "fairly strongly for" spiritual
emphasis at camp.

Only 1 per cent of the counselors were "fairly

strongly against" such a spiritual emphasis as a part of a regular
camping program.
Hearly one-fourth of the counselors (24 per cent) predicted
that the campers would feel "very strongly for" a spiritual emphasis
at camp.

Over half (52 per cent) predicted that the campers would

Indicate that they were "fairly strongly for" such an emphasis at camp.
Only 1 per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers would feel
"fairly strongly against" this type of emphasis at camp.
Forty-five per cent of the campers Indicated that they felt
"very strongly for" a spiritual emphasis at camp.

Three out of ten (30

per cent) of them felt "fairly strongly for" this spiritual emphasis at
Junior camp.

A four-point scale was used to obtain this data— "very

strongly for," "fairly strongly for," "fairly strongly against" and
'Very strongly against."

While 4 per cent of the campers felt "fairly

strongly against" a spiritual emphasis at camp, 2 per cent indicated
that they were "very strongly against" such an emphasis as a part of
the Junior 4-H camping program.
Table XXV shows that while 77 per cent of the counselors felt
"very strongly for" a spiritual emphasis at camp, only 24 per cent
predicted that the campers would feel the same.

Actually, 45 per

cent felt "very strongly for" a spiritual emphasis as a part of the
Junior 4-H camping program.

As can be seen In Table XXV, 94 per cent

of the counselors felt "strongly for" such a spiritual emphasis as
compared to 75 per cent of the campers.

Worthy of note is that 6 per
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cent of the cancers were to some degree "against" this spiritual
empkas is at Junior camps.

TABLE XXV
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARDS SPIRITUAL EMPHASIS AT
JUNIOR 4-H CAMPS, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Acceptance

Very strongly for
Fairly strongly for
Undecided
Fairly strongly
against
Very strongly
against
No response
Total

Counselors1
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
N-369

77
17
3

24
52
21

45
30
16

1

1

4

0
2

0
.2

2
3

100

100

100

Evaluation of the vesper programs. After the respondents had
Indicated how they felt toward the spiritual emphasis at camp, they
were then asked to rate the inspirational program (vesper service) held
at their respective encampments.

A five-point rating scale was used

to obtain this data (excellent, very good, good, fair and poor).
The data in Table XXVI shows that slightly more than one of
five counselors (21 per cent) rated the vesper service at their cany
"excellent."

Forty-four per cent of them indicated that their vesper

service was "very good."

The vesper services at some of the camps

were rated "good" by 21 per cent of the counselors.

Eleven per cent
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of the counselors rated the vesper services "fair"} and 1 per cent
rated them "poor."
Seventeen per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers
would rate the vesper services "excellent."

Almost two out of five

(39 per cent) predicted that the campers would feel that the vesper
services were 'Very good."

Slightly more than one-fourth (28 per cent)

predicted that the vespers would be rated "good" by the campers.

Twelve

per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers would feel that
the vespers at camp were "fair."

Only 1 per cent of the counselors

predicted that the campers would rate the vespers "poor."
Nearly one-fourth of the campers (24 per cent) felt that the
vespers were "excellent."
good."

Twenty-eight per cent rated them "very

Sixteen per cent Indicated that they were "good."

Thirteen

per cent of the campers rated the vesper services at their encampment
"fair," while 15 per cent felt that they were "poor."
As can be noted in Table XXffl, 65 per cent of the counselors
rated the vesper services at their respective encampments "very good"
or higher as compared to only 52 per cent for the campers.

Fifty-six

per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers would rate
these vespers "very good" or higher.

Worthy of mention is the fact

that 15 per cent of the cancers rated the vesper services "poor."
These data suggest that the counselors rate this aspect of the Junior
4-H camp program much higher than the campers.

In attempting to

explain this difference, the writer would not overlook the religious
factor.
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TABLE XXVI
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD RATING THE VESPER SERVICES
JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Satisfaction

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided
No response
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

21
44
21
11
1
0
2

17
39
28
12
1
1
2

24
28
16
13
15
2
2

100

100

100

Campers' opportunities for making suggestions concerning vespers.
Following Che respondents' rating of the vesper services at Junior
canp, they were asked to Indicate the degree of opportunity the campers
had to make suggestions concerning this spiritual emphasis at canp.
As has been done previously In the scheme of this study, the counselors
were also asked to predict the canpers' attitude toward how much chance
they felt they had with respect to this phase of the 4-H canp program.
Slightly less than one out of every four counselors (24 per
cent) felt that the canpers had "very much" chance to make suggestions
concerning the vesper programs at canp.

Over half (51 per cent)

Indicated that they felt the canpers had "some" opportunity.

Fourteen

per cent of the counselors thought that the canpers had "little"
chance, while 6 per cent Indicated that they had no chance to make
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suggestions concerning the vesper programs at camp.
As can be seen In Table XXVII, 17 per cent of the counselors
predicted that the canpers would say that they had "very much" chance
to make suggestions concerning the vesper programs.

Over half (56 per

cent) predicted that the canpers would check that they had "some"
opportunity.

Almost one of five (18 per cent) predicted that the

canpers would feel that they had "little" chance to make suggestions.
Five per cent predicted that the canpers would feel that they did not
have any chance to make suggestions concerning the vesper programs at
Junior 4-H canp.
Table XXVII discloses that slightly over one out of five canpers
(21 per cent) felt that they had "very much" chance to make suggestions
concerning the vesper programs at canp.

Twenty-eight per cent considered

that they were given "some" opportunity for making suggestions; and 16
per cent of the canpers felt that they had "little" opportunity to
make suggestions.

Worthy of note Is that 28 per cent of them personally

felt that they did not have any chance to offer suggestions concerning
this phase of the 4-H Junior camping program.
Very little difference seems to exist between the counselors'
attitude, their prediction of the canpers' attitude and the campers'
own attitude with reference to the canpers having "very much" opportu
nity to make suggestions concerning the vesper programs at canp.

However,

while over half of the counselors (51 per cent) felt that the canpers
had "some" opportunity to make suggestions and more than half of them
(56 per cent) predicted that the canpers would have "some" chance,
only 28 of the canpers personally felt that they had "some" opportunity
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to offer suggestions concerning the vesper programs.

Twenty-eight per

cent of the canpers Indicated that they did not have any opportunity to
offer suggestions concerning the vesper programs at Junior 4-H canp.
As can be noted In Table XXVII over one of four canpers (44 per cent)
felt that they had "little" or "no" chance to make suggestions concern
ing this phase of the 4-H canp program.
The canpers were also asked whether or not they had helped plan
the vesper programs and to what extent did they participate In the
vesper programs.

Only 15 per cent of the canpers Indicated that they

had helped to plan the vesper programs at canp.

The writer finds this

somewhat difficult to explain because each evening a different tribe
Is responsible for assisting with this program.

TABLE XXVII
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS'. ATTITUDE TOWARD.CAMPERS' OPPORTUNITY FOR .
MAKING SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING VESPER SERVICES
AT JUNIOR.4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Degree of
Opportunity

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided
No response
Total

Per Cent
Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

24
51
14
6
3
2

17
56
18
5
2
2

21
28
16
28
5
2

100

100

100
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Only 16 per cent of the centers Indicated that they had
participated 'Very much'1 In the vesper services.

Nearly one out of

four (23 per cent) Indicated that they had participated "some" In the
programs.

Fourteen per cent said that they participated "little,11

while over two of five (45 per cent) Indicated that they did not
participate at all In the vesper services at Junior 4-H cany.

Suggested vesper programs.

To get some Indication of the

respondents' degree of acceptance of other types of vesper programs,
they were asked to Indicate their feeling toward the following five
different methods of programming the vesper service at Junior 4-H cany.
Method 1:

A non-denomlnational inspirational service for the

entire cany group In a place designated as the cany chapel.
Method 2:

Meeting of the entire cany group for a quiet period

of Bible reading and religious songs led by the campers.
Method 3:

Meeting of the entire cany group to sing songs and

hear readings without any religious enyhasls, but done In such a way
that It would promote spiritual growth.
Method 4:

Small group meetings, such as tribes or Individual

cabin groups, getting together for a quiet period to express friendli
ness, tolerance and respect for others.
Method 5:

A candle lighting ceremony held on the last night

of cany.
The counselors, din keeping with the plan of this study, were
also asked to predict the canyers1 feeling toward these methods of
programming.

A three-point scale was used to obtain this Information

from the respondents (very well, fairly well and not so well).
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Sixty-nine per cent of the counselors felt that Method One (See
methods listed above and also in Table XXVIII) would work "very well"
into the present 4-H camping program.

One of every five counselors

(20 per cent) indicated that this method would work "fairly well."
Only 8 per cent felt that it would work "not so well" into the Junior
camp program.
Sixty-five per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers
would feel that Method Number One could be used "very well" at caoqp.
Slightly less than three out of ten counselors (29 per cent) predicted
that the canpers would rate this method "fairly well."

Four per cent

of them predicted that the canpers would feel that this method would
work "not so well" at canp.
Nearly two of every five canpers (38 per cent) personally felt
that Method Number One would work "very well" at canp.

Slightly more

than one of three (35 per cent) indicated that it would work "fairly
well."

One out of four (25 per cent) felt that this method would "not"

work "so well" at the Junior 4-H camps.
tfiirty-two per cent of the counselors felt that Method Number
Two (See Table XXVIII) could be employed "very well" at canp.

Thirty-

one per cent indicated that they felt this method would work "fairly
well," 32 per cent felt that this method would "not" work "so well"
into the camp's vesper program.
As can be noted in Table XXVIII, a little less than one-fourth
of the counselors (23 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel
that Method Number Two would work "very well" into the canping program.
One-third of them (33 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel
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that this method would fit "fairly well" Intothe program.
two out of five counselors (42 per cent) predicted

More

that the

than

canpers would

not feel that this method would work Into a Junior canp program.
Thirty-seven per cent of the canpers personally Indicated that
Method Number Two would work "very well" Into the present 4-H Junior
canp program.

Thirty per cent thought that this approach would work

"fairly well" at canp.

Worthy of note Is that about the same percentage

(31 per cent) Indicated that they felt it would "not" work "so well."
Almost two of every five counselors (39 per cent) felt that
Method Number Three (See Table XXVIII) could be employed "very well"
at Junior 4-H canps.
well" at canp.

Forty-two per cent felt

that It would

work "fairly

Sixteen per cent did not feel

that it would

workso

well at the Junior canps.
Two of every five counselors (40 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would indicate that this approach would work "very well" Into
the canp program.

Forty-five per cent of them predicted that the

canpers would feel that this method would work "fairly well" at canp.
tfiirteen per cent predicted that the canpers would feel that this
approach would "not" work "so well" at the Junior canps.
Forty per cent of the canpers said that Method Number Three
would work "very well" as a vesper program at Junior canp.

Thirty-

four per cent Indicated that this method could be employed "fairly
well" at canp.

One-fourth (25 per cent) felt that this method would

"not" work "so well" as a vesper program at Junior canp.
3fcirteen per cent of the counselors felt that Method Number
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Four (See Table XXVIII) would work "very well" into the present 4-H
camping program.

One-third (33 per cent) Indicated that this method

would work "fairly well" Into the camp program.

Almost one-half of

the counselors (49 per cent) said that it would "not" work "so well"
into the Junior 4-H camp program.
Nine per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would feel that Method Number Four could be used "very well" at canp.
More than two out of five counselors (44 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would rate this method "fairly well."

About the same number

of counselors (45 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that
this method would "not" work "so well" at the Junior 4-H canp.

Close

to 50 per cent of the canpers (47 per cent) felt that Method Number
Four would work "very well" at canp.

Slightly more than one-third of

the canpers (39 per cent) Indicated that It would work "fairly well."
Twelve per cent of the canpers felt that this method would not work so
well at the Junior 4-H canp.
A little less than four out of five counselors (78 per cent)
felt that Method Number Five (See Table XXVIII) could be employed
"very well" at canp.

Fifteen per cent Indicated that this method

would work "fairly well."

Four per cent felt that this method would

"not" work "so well" into the canp's vesper program.
A little less than four out of five of the counselors (77 per
cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that Method Number Five
would work "very well" Into the canping program.

Seventeen per cent

predicted that the canpers would indicate that this method would fit
"fairly well" into the program.

Four per cent of the counselors
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Four per cent of the counselors
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predicted that the canpers would not feel that this method would work
Into a Junior canp program
Slightly less than seven out of ten canpers (69 per cent)
personally Indicated that Method Number Five would work "very well"
Into the present Junior 4-H camping program.

Eighteen per cent of the

canpers felt that this approach would work "fairly well" at canp.
Eleven per cent Indicated that they felt that this method would "not"
work "so well" Into the 4-H canping program.
As can be noted on Table XXVIII, the respondents seem to
recognize vespers as having a definite place in the balanced program
of a Junior 4-H canp.

However, these data suggest that they are not In

agreement as to the type of program best suited to 4-H canps or the
degree of spiritual enphasls desirable for these 4-H encanpments.
While 69 per cent of the counselors felt that a non-denominational
Inspirational service (Method One) would work "very well" into a 4-H canp
program and 65 per cent predicted that the canpers would concur in their
thinking, only 38 per cent of the canpers personally indicated that
this approach would work "very well" into their canping program.

Of

interest is the fact that one-fourth of the canpers (25 per cent) felt
that this approach would "not" work "so well" at canp.
The respondents seemed to be in general agreement relative to
Methods Two and Three as far as their own attitudes toward these
approaches were concerned.

Thirty-two per cent of the counselors as

compared to 37 per cent of the canpers Indicated that the reading of
the Bible and the singing of religious songs would work "very well"
into the Junior 4-H camp program.

Likewise, 39 per cent of the
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counselors as compared to 40 per cent of the cancers felt that nonreligious songs designed to promote spiritual emphasis could be enyloyed
"very well" at Junior 4-H cany.

Worthy of mention is the fact that

while only 13 per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers
would indicate that Method Number Three would "not" work "so well" at
cany, one-fourth of them (25 per cent) personally felt that this
approach would "not" work "so well" at the 4-H Junior encanyments.
A very important difference exists between the respondents atti
tude toward Method Number Four.

This approach is designed to foster

friendliness, tolerance and respect for others.

However, only 13 per

cent of the counselors felt that this method would work "very well" in
cany.

Furthermore, only 9 per cent of them predicted that the campers

would feel that this approach could be employed "very well" in cany.
Actually, nearly one-half of the campers (47 per cent) said that they
felt this method would work "very well" into a cany vesper program.
This difference is somewhat hard to account for, especially when camping
is usually associated with fostering friendliness, consideration and
respect for others, helpfulness and good will.
A substantial number of counselors (78 per cent) and canyers
(69 per cent) indicated that some type of candle lighting ceremony would
work "very well" into the 4-H canys1 vesper programs.
These findings, as presented in Table XX7IIX, indicate a need
for further study designed to explain the basis for these addltudinal
differences concerning the vesper programs at canys.

In doing such an

inquiry, the writer would suggest that the possible association between
certain "addltudinal sets" and religious preferences be explored.
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Campers' suggestions concerning vesper programs.

In keeping

with the plan of this study, the carpers were asked for suggestions
concerning the vesper services held at their respective encampment.
The following are the suggestions made most by the carpers.

The list

is not necessarily in order of frequency of Importance.
1.

Explain the purpose of the vespers to the carpers.

2.

Permit the carpers to plan and execute the vesper program
at carp.

3.

Have vesper services both in the morning and in the afternoon.

4.

Have better organized vesper programs.

5.

Permit each religious denomination to worship separately.

In making suggestions, the carpers also offered several signif
icant observations with reference to the vesper programs at the Junior
4-H encarpment.
1.

They are as follows:

"Hie vesper services were the same ones we have been using
each year."

2.

"I think the vesper services were all right (sic) but I
don't think anyone liked to practically have church."

3.

"Carpers should have more voice in the planning of the
vesper services."

4.

"Many of us are of different religions and X don't want to
take part in anyone elses religious services."

TABLE XXVIII
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE AND
THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD SUGGESTED TYPES OF VESPER PROGRAMS
FOR JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to Degree of Acceptance
Suggested Types of
Vesper Programs

Counselors'
Counselors' Prediction
Canpers'
Attitude______________ of Campers' Attitude______________ Attitude_________
Very Fairly Not So N Total Very Fairly Not So N Total
Very Fairly Not So N Total
Well Well
Well R*
Well Well
Well R
Well Well
Well R
________________________________________ N-116________________________N-116________________________N-369__________
A non-denominatlonal
inspirational service for
the entire canp group in a
place designated as the canp
chapel.

69

20

8

3

100

65

29

4

2

100

38

35

25

2 100

Meeting of the entire canp
group for a quiet period of
Bible reading and religious
songs led by the canpers.

32

31

32

5

100

23

33

42

2

100

37

30

31

2 100

Meeting of the entire canp
group to sing songs and hear
readings without any reli
gious enphasls but done in
such a way that would promote
spiritual growth.
39

42

16

3

100

40

45

13

2

100

40

34

25

1

100

(continued)
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TABUS XXVIII (CONTINUED)

Percentage According to Degree o£ Acceptance
Suggested Types of
Vesper Programs

__________________

Counselors'
Counselors1 Prediction
Attitude
of Campers' Attitude
Very Fairly Not So N Total Very Fairly Not So N Total
Well Well
Well &*
Well Well
Well R
N-116
N-116

Canpers1
Attitude
Very Fairly Not So N Total
Well Well
Well R
N-369_______ .

Small group meetings, such as
tribes or Individual cabins,
getting together for a quiet
period to express friend
liness, tolerance and
respect for others.

13

33

49

5

100

9

44

45

2

100

47

39

12

2 100

A candle lighting ceremony
held on the last night of
camp.

78

15

4

3

100

77

17

4

2

100

69

18

11

2 100

*NR means no response.

G
K3
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Night programs. A camp-wide night program follows the vesper
service at each of the 4-H Junior canps.

Generally, at most of the

encampments this nightly program consists of limited group singing, a
talent show and square dancing.

However, last year at some of the canps

this program was expanded somewhat to Include movies, various social
games, and parties.

Each tribe Is responsible for one of the talent

shows during the weeks' encanpment.

The night programs are usually

planned and directed by the counselors— that Is, the counselors (usually
one man Extension Agent and one woman Extension Agent) who have been
assigned this responsibility.

In order to obtain from the counselors

and canpers their reaction to the night programs, the counselors were
asked to Indicate how much enjoyment they personally felt that the
various night activities added to the canpers1 experience while at
canp.

Likewise, In keeping with the plan of this study, the counselors

were also asked to predict how they felt the canpers .would rate these
activities In terms of how much they added to their enjoyment while at
the Junior 4-H canp.
The percentages are based only on those respondents who Indicated
that these activities were Included In their respective canp programs.
A four-point scale was used to obtain these data (very much, much,
some, and little or none).
According to the data presented In Table XXIX, 9 out of every
ten counselors (90 per cent) felt that the "talent shows" added "very
much" to the canpers1 enjoyment while at canp.

More than four out of

five (86 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that this
activity would add "very much" to their canping enjoyment.

Actually,
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less than four out of every five canpers (79 per cent) personally
Indicated that the "talent shows" added "very much" to their enjoyment
while at canp.

Ten per cent said that these activities added "much"

to their enjoyment.

Two per cent of the counselors as compared to

three per cent of the canpers felt that the "talent shows" added
"little or none" to the enjoyment of the canpers at Junior 4-H Club
canp.
As can be noted In Table XXIX, It was the feeling of half of the
counselors (50 per cent) that "group singing" would add "very much" to
the canpers1 enjoyment of canp.

Twenty-six per cent of them further

observed that this activity would add "much" to the enjoyment of the
boys and girls at canp.

Twenty-two per cent of them said that this

activity would add "some" to the enjoyment of the canpers.

Slightly

less than one-third of the counselors (34 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would feel that this activity added "very much" to their canping
experience.

Nearly two out of five counselors (38 per cent) predicted

that the canpers would Indicate that this activity added "much" to
their enjoyment at canp.

More than one-fourth of them (27 per cent)

predicted that the canpers would rate it as providing "some" enjoyment
to their stay at canp.

Nearly one-half of the canpers (49 per cent)

indicated that "group singing" added "very much" to their enjoyment of
the 4-H Junior canp program.

Slightly more than one out of five (22

per cent) felt that It added "much" to their enjoyment.

As Table XXIX

shows, 12 per cent of the canpers said that this activity added "little
or none" to their enjoyment of their respective 4-H encampment programs.
More than two out of five counselors (42 per cent) felt that
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the "movies" added ’Very much" to the enjoyment of the campers while at
camp.

Twenty-two per cent of them Indicated that they felt movies would

add "much" and another 22 per cent felt that this activity added "some"
to the canpers1 enjoyment of the camp program.

Fourteen per cent of

the counselors personally felt that the "movies" added "little or none"
to the canpers1 enjoyment while at canp.

One-third of the counselors

(33 per cent) predicted that the canpers would Indicate that the "movies"
added "very much" to their enjoyment.

Slightly less than one-third of

them (32 per cent) predicted that the canpers would say that this
activity added "much" to their enjoyment.

Over one-fourth (27 per

cent) predicted that the canpers would say that this activity added
"some" to their enjoyment.

Three out of every five canpers (60 per

cent) personally said that the "movies" added 'Very much" to their
canping enjoyment.

Only 9 per cent Indicated that this activity added

"little or none" to their enjoyment.
The data presented In Table XXIX show that 77 per cent of the
counselors as compared to 80 per cent of the canpers felt that "dancing"
added 'Very much" to the enjoyment of the boys and girls at canp.
Eighty-one per cent of the counselors predicted that this activity
would add "very much" to the canpers1 enjoyment.

Only 6 per cent of

the canpers Indicated that this activity added "little or none" to
their canping enjoyment.
Ihree out of every five counselors (60 per cent) felt that the
"games" in which the canpers participated added 'Very much" to their
enjoyment.

More than one out of five (21 per cent) said that this

activity added "much" to the boys and girls enjoyment at canp.

Sixteen
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per cent said that It added "some" to their enjoyment of camp.

Over

half of the counselors (52 per cent) predicted that the cancers vould
indicate that this activity added "very much" to their enjoyment at
canp.

A little more than one-fourth (28 per cent) indicated that the

canpers would feel that these social "games" added "much" to their
enjoyment.

It was the feeling of one out of five counselors (20 per

cent) that these social "games" would add "some" to the canpers' enjoy
ment.

Nearly three out of five canpers (59 per cent) personally

Indicated that these games added "very much" to their enjoyment of
canp.

More than one-fifth of them (21 per cent) said that these games

added "much" to their enjoyment.

Only 7 per cent indicated that the

"social games" added "little or none" to their enjoyment at canp.
Sixty-two per cent of the counselors as conpared to 67 per cent
of the canpers personally felt that the parties used during the night
programs added "very much" to the enjoyment of the boys and girls at
the Junior encampment.

Twenty-six per cent of the counselors as

conpared to only 14 per cent of the canpers felt that this activity
would add "much" to the 4-H canpers1 enjoyment of canp.

Two per cent

of the counselors predicted that the canpers would feel that this
activity added "little or none" to their enjoyment.

Actually, 10 per

cent personally Indicated that this activity added "little or none" to
their enjoyment of camp.
An examination of the data in Table XXIX reveals that the
counselors felt that the canp "talent show" added more to the canpers1
enjoyment than the other night program activities at Junior 4-H canps.
However, it was the consensus of the canpers that "dancing" was the

TABLE XXIX
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS1 ATTITUDE, AND
THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE DEGREE OF ENJOYMENT FROM
SELECTED NIGHT PROGRAM ACTIVITIES AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP,
LOUISIANA, I960

Percentage* According to Selected Night Activities

Degree of Enjoyment

Talent Show
N-110

Group Singing
N-113

Movies
N-100

Dancing
N-116

Games
N-94

Parties
N-68

Counselor
Very much
Much
Some
Little or none
Total

90
4
4
2
100

50
26
22
2
100

42
22
22
14
100

77
17
5
1
100

60
21
16
3
100

62
26
10
2
100

Counselors' Prediction
Very much
Much
Some
Little or none
Total

86
10
4
0
100

34
38
27
1
100

33
32
27
8
100

81
16
3
0
100

52
28
20
0
100

61
25
12
2
100

N-349
79
10
8
3
100

N-336
49
22
17
12
100

N-247
60
17
14
9
100

N-349
80
8
6
6
100

N-316
59
21
13
7
100

N-198
67
14
9
10
100

Camper
Very much
Mich
Some
Little or none
Total

*The percentages are based only on tbose respondents who Indicated that these activities were Included In
their respective canp program.
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most enjoyable night activity.

It is of interest to note that vhile

half of the counselors personally indicated that "group singing" would
add "very much" to the cancers' enjoyment, only one-third (33 per cent)
predicted that the 4-H boys and girls would concur with reference to
this night activity.

Actually, nearly half of the canpers (49 per cent)

who indicated that "group singing" was Involved in the night programs
said that it added "very much" to their enjoyment of canp.
Table XXIX reveals a noticeable difference in the attitudes of
the respondents with reference to "movies."

While slightly more than

two out of every five counselors (42 per cent) felt that this activity
would add "very much" to the canpers' enjoyment, three of every five
canpers (60 per cent) personally indicated that the "movies" added
"very much" to their enjoyment of the Junior 4-H canp programs.

Worthy

of note also is that in terms of enjoyment the counselors' first three
choices were the "talent show," "dances" and "parties" as contrasted
to the canpers' preferences which were "dancing," "talent shows" and
"parties."

Campers' opportunity for making suggestions concerning night
programs.

As was mentioned earlier, the canp program Including the

night program is generally planned prior to canp by the canp manager
(canp director) and the counselors.

The canpers' opportunity to assist

with the planning of the program is very limited.

In view of the

canpers’ limited opportunity, the respondents were asked to indicate
the degree of opportunity they felt that the canpers had to make
suggestions concerning the night programs at Junior 4-H canp.

Also,
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In keeping with the study's plan, the counselors were asked to predict
the campers' attitude with reference to this point.

A four-point scale

was used to obtain this Information (very much, some, little and none).
As can be seen In Table XXX, more than two-thirds of the
counselors (36 per cent) felt that the campers had "very much" opportu
nity to make suggestions concerning the night programs at canp.
per cent Indicated that the canpers had "some" chance.

Forty-three

Nearly one out

of five counselors (17 per cent) felt that the canpers had "little"
opportunity to offer suggestions concerning this phase of the canp
program.

Three per cent felt that the canpers did not have any opport-

nlty to make suggestions.
More than one-fourth of the counselors (28 per cent) predicted
that the canpers would feel that they had "very much" chance to make
suggestions concerning the night programs at canp.

Slightly less than

half (47 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that they had
"some" opportunity.

Close to one of five counselors (19 per cent)

predicted that the canpers would Indicate that they were afforded "little"
chance, while three per cent predicted that the canpers would feel that
they did not have any opportunity to make suggestions concerning the
night programs at Junior 4-H canp.
Thirty-seven per cent of the canpers personally felt that they
had "very much" opportunity to offer suggestions concerning the night
program.

A little more than two out of three (35 per cent) Indicated

that they had "some" opportunity to make suggestions.

Twelve per cent

of the canpers felt that they were given "little" opportunity to offer
suggestions concerning this phase of the 4-H canp program.

Worthy of
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note Is that 13 per cent felt that they were not given any opportunity
to make suggestions.
Table XXX reveals that 28 per cent of the counselors predicted
that the canpers would indicate that they were afforded "very much"
opportunity to make suggestions relative to the night program.

Actually,

37 per cent personally felt that they had "very much" opportunity to
make suggestions.

Xt is of interest to note that over one-fourth of

the campers (25 per cent) felt that they were given "little" of "no"
opportunity to make suggestions concerning this phase of the 4-H camp
program.

TABLE XXX
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD CAMPERS' OPPORTUNITY
FOR MAKING SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING NIGHT PROGRAMS
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Opportunity

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers1 Attitude
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
N-369

36
43
17
3
1

28
47
19
3
3

37
35
12
13
3

100

100

100
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Ease with which campers learned night program activities.

To

ascertain whether or not any of the activities were beyond the abilities
of the campers, the respondents were asked to Indicate If they considered
any of the songs, dances or games used at camp "too hard" to learn In
such a short time.

Again, In keeping with the scheme of this study,

the counselors were asked to predict the campers attitude concerning
this point.
Twelve per cent of the counselors personally felt that the
activities used at Junior 4-H cany were "too hard" to learn In such a
short time and predicted that some of the canyers would feel as they
did.

Thirteen per cent of the counselors felt that the activities

were "not too hard" to learn In such a short time, but this group of
counselors predicted that some of the campers would Indicate that they
were "too difficult."
Only 3 per cent of the counselors personally felt that the
activities were "too hard," however, these counselors predicted that
some of the campers would Indicate that the activities used at cany
were "not too hard" to learn In such a short time.

Almost three out

of every four counselors (72 per cent) felt that the activities used
at cany were "not too difficult" to learn during the campers' three-day
canying experience.

This same group of counselors also predicted that

the canyers "would not" feel that the activities were "too hard" to
learn.
Fourteen per cent of the canyers personally felt that some of
the activities used at cany were too hard to learn In the time allotted.
However, over four of every five canyers (85 per cent) indicated that
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the songs, dances and games used at canp were "not too hard" to learn
In the three days of 4-H camping.
Those campers (14 per cent) indicating that some of the activities
were "too hard" to learn while at camp were asked

to explain why they

felt the way they did concerning these activities.

Besides pointing

out the specific activities that were too difficult for them, most of
these campers observed that the counselors did not do a good job of
teaching the songs, games and dances.

Campers' suggestions concerning night programs.

In keeping with

the plan for this study, the campers were afforded the opportunity to
make suggestions concerning the night programs of the Junior 4-H
encampments.

The following is a summary of their suggestions which is

not presented in order of their frequency of importance:
activities that are less difficult to "learn to do."
facilities for dancing.

(1) Include

(2) Improve

(3) Have more of a variety of activities

during the night programs such as singing, games and parties.
There seemed to be a difference of opinion among the campers
with reference to the length of the night programs at camp.

Some of

them felt that they were too long, while others indicated that more
time should be allotted to these programs.
Worthy of consideration are the three following observations
made by several of the campers concerning this aspect of the Junior 4-H
r«mp program:
them."

(1) "The square dances were too long— we got tired of

(2) "We were not given enough chance to take part in the

programs."

(3) "They (the counselors) did not permit us to go to bed

earlier at night if we wanted to."
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Extent of campers* learning from night programs.

Certainly most

cany directors would agree that the justification for any particular cany
program activity can be based, In part, upon the extent to which It
contributes to the canyers1 home and community life,

fiiat Is, the

specific activity should contribute to the total cany program In provid
ing the child an opportunity to acquire knowledge and skills and to
develop positive attitudes for a satisfying home and community life.
With this point In mind, the writer asked the counselors to Indicate
their own attitude and, In addition, to predict the canyers1 attitude
toward the extent to which the canyers1 had learned something from
the night programs at cany that could be used at home.

The canyers

were asked to Indicate their personal attitude toward the above learning
opportunities.

A four-point scale was used to obtain these data (very

much, some, little and none).
A study of Table XXXI shows that one out of ten counselors (10
per cent) felt that the canyers learned "very much" during the night
programs at Junior 4-H cany that could be used back home.

One-half

(50 per cent) Indicated that the canyers had learned "some" during
these programs.

Slightly more than one out of three counselors (36 per

cent) felt that the canyers had learned "little" as a result of the
night programs that could be used back home.

Two per cent felt that

the canyers had "not" learned anything during the night programs at
cany that could be used back home.
Five per cent of the counselors predicted that the canyers
would feel that they had learned "very much" at cany during the night
programs that could be used at home.

More than one-half predicted
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that the canpers would Indicate that they learned "some" from the night
programs at Junior canp that could be used at home.

A little more than

one out of three counselors (35 per cent) predicted that the canpers
would feel that they learned "little" during this phase of the canplng
program.

Three per cent predicted that the canpers would feel that

they had not learned anything that could be used at home.
Over one-fourth of the canpers (26 per cent) Indicated that they
had learned "very much" from the night programs at Junior 4-H canp that
could be of some value to them upon returning home.

More than one out

of every three canpers (36 per cent) felt that they had learned "some"
from these programs.

Fifteen per cent of the canpers Indicated that

they had learned "little" while 17 per cent felt that they had "not
learned" anything from these programs that could be used back home.
Thus, while 10 per cent of the counselors felt that the canpers
had learned "very much" from the night programs at canp that could be
used back home, only 5 per cent of them predicted that the canpers
would Indicate that they had learned "very much."

Twenty-six per cent

of the canpers personally felt that they had learned "very much" from
these programs.

Fifty per cent of the counselors, compared to only 36

per cent of the canpers, felt that the night programs furnished "some"
learning that could be transferred Into useful application at home.
As can be noted In Table XXXI, nearly one out of three canpers
(32 per cent) rated the extent of their learning as "little" or "none."
These data would seem to suggest that the night programs are not
structured to foster any transfer of learning Into the canpers1 home
or community life.

Moreover, these findings seem to Indicate that the
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campers learned less from the night programs that could be used at home
than the counselors realize.
Those canpers who indicated that they had learned something that
could be used back home were asked to specify what they had learned
that could be used upon their return home.

Ihe majority of them stated

that they had learned such skills as dancing, singing and new games.
However, a few of the canpers indicated that they had learned "how to
get along with people" and "more about friendship" as a result of the
night programs at Junior 4-H canp.

TABLE XXXI
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD EXTENT OF CAMPERS'
LEARNING FROM NIGHT PROGRAMS AT JUNIOR
4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Extent of
Learning

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided
No response
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
N-369

10
50
36
2
2
0

5
55
35
3
2
0

26
36
15
17
5
1

100

100

100
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Suggested night program activities.

The respondents were asked

to rate eight different activities (See Table XXXII) that could be used
In conjunction with the night program at Junior 4-H Club camp.

First,

counselors were asked to Indicate their attitude and to predict the
cancers' attitude toward the suggested activity.

Next, the campers

were asked to Indicate their personal attitude toward these activities.
A three-point scale was used to obtain this data (very well, fairly well,
not so well).
Table XXXII discloses that nearly two out of three counselors
(64 per cent) felt that "parties planned around themes" would work
"very well" as a part of the night programs at Junior 4-H canp.

Twenty-

nine per cent Indicated that this activity would work "fairly well."
Over two-thirds of the counselors (67 per cent) felt that "canpflre"
programs would work "very well" Into the night programs at canp.
Slightly more than one-fourth of them (28 per cent) Indicated that
this type of program would work "fairly well" at Junior 4-H canp.

Only

5 per cent felt that "campfire" programs would "not" work "so well" at
canp.
One out of every five canpers (20 per cent) felt that "crafts"
would work "very well" as a part of the night program at the Junior
4-H encanpment.

Slightly more than one-fourth (26 per cent) Indicated

that this activity would work "fairly well" as a part of the evening
program.

Over half of the counselors (54 per cent) said that this

activity would "not" work "so well" as a part of the evening program
at Junior 4-H canp.

Slightly less than one-fourth of the counselors

(23 per cent) indicated that "astronomy" would work "very well" as a
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part of the night program at camp.

A little more than one-third of the

counselors (35 per cent) Indicated that they felt that this activity
could be used "fairly well" during the night program.

It Is of Interest

to note that slightly more than two out of five counselors (42 per cent)
felt that "astronomy" would "not" work "so well" as a part of the night
program at canp.
Thirty-six per cent of the counselors felt that an "evening walk
and cook-out" could be used "very well" as part of the night program
at canp.

Thirty-four per cent Indicated that this activity would work

"fairly well" at canp.

ttiirty per cent of the counselors felt that

this activity would "not" work "so well" as part of the evening program
at the Junior 4-H canp.

Thirteen per cent of the counselors felt that

"quiet games" such as checkers, dominoes and darts could be used "very
well" as part of the night program at Junior canp.

Slightly more than

one-third of the counselors (34 per cent) Indicated that these quiet
games would work "fairly well" as part of the night programs at canp.
Worthy of note is that more than one-half of the counselors (53 per
cent) considered the "quiet games" as "not" working "so well" during
the night programs.
Five per cent of the counselors felt that "reading" would work
"very well" as part of the night program at Junior canp.

Thirteen per

cent Indicated that this activity would work "fairly well."

Slightly

more than four of every five counselors (82 per cent) felt that reading
would "not" work "so well" as part of the night program at the Junior
4-H encampment.

Fifteen per cent of the counselors felt that "hiking"

would work "very well" as a night program activity.

Thirty-six per

cent of them indicated that this activity would work "fairly well" as
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part of the night programs at canp.

Almost half of the counselors (48

per cent) felt that "hiking" would "not" work "so well" as a night
program activity at Junior 4-H camp.
Over half of the counselors (54 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would feel that "parties planned around themes" would work
'Very well" into the night program at Junior 4-H canp.

Thirty-eight

per cent of them predicted the canpers would say that these activities
would work "fairly well" while 8 per cent predicted the boys and girls
would feel that this party idea would "not" work "so well" as part of
the night program at canp.

Over one-half of the counselors (54 per

cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that "parties planned
around themes" would fit 'Very well" into the night program activities
at Junior 4-H canp.

Thirty-eight per cent of them predicted that the

canpers would feel that these activities would work "fairly well" during
the evening program.

Fifty-five per cent of the counselors predicted

that the canpers would feel that "canpflre" programs would work 'Very
well" as a part of the night programs at canp.

Forty-three per cent

of them predicted that the canpers would rate this activity "fairly
well."

Only 2 per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers

would "not" feel this activity would work into the night programs at
canp.
The data presented in Table XXXII show that 19 per cent of the
counselors predicted that the canpers would indicate that "crafts" would
work 'Very well" as part of the night programs at canp.

Thirty per cent

of them predicted that the campers would feel that this activity would
work "fairly well" at carp.

Slightly over half of the counselors (51
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per cent) predicted that the canpers would "not" feel that this activity
would work into the night programs at camp.

Sixteen per cent of the

counselors predicted that the canpers would feel that "astronomy"
would work "very well" as a part of the camp's night program.

Slightly

more than one out of three counselors (35 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would feel that this activity would work "fairly well."

Nearly

fifty per cent of the counselors (49 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would feel that "astronomy" would "not" work "so well" as a
part of the night programs at Junior 4-H canp.
Forty-four per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would feel that "evening walks and cook-outs" would fit "very well"
into the night program activities.

Forty-two per cent of them predicted

that the canpers would say that this activity would work "fairly well"
and 14 per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would feel
that "evening walks and a cook-out" would "not" work "so well" as a
part of the night programs at canp.

Ten per cent of the counselors

predicted that "quiet games" such as checkers, dominoes and darts
would be rated "very well" by the canpers as activities that would fit
into the night program.

Forty-two per cent of the counselors predicted

that the canpers would feel that these activities would work "fairly
well" into the night program.

Nearly one-half of the counselors (48

per cent) predicted that the canpers would consider that these activities
would "not" work "so well" into the night programs at canp.
Only one per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would feel that "reading" would work "very wel1" as a night program
activity.

Sixteen per cent of them predicted that the canpers would
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rate this activity "fairly well."

More than four out of every five

counselors (83 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that
this activity would "not" work "so well" as a night program activity
at Junior 4-H canp.
Nearly one-fourth of the counselors (24 per cent) predicted
that the canpers would feel that "hiking" would work "very well" as a
night program activity.

Over one-third of the counselors (39 per cent)

predicted that the canpers would indicate that this activity would
work "fairly well."

Thirty-seven per cent of the counselors predicted

that the canpers would consider that hiking would "not" work "so well"
as part of the night program at Junior 4-H canp.
An analysis of Table XXXII reveals that almost one-half of the
canpers (48 per cent) felt that "parties planned around themes" would
work "very well" as a part of the night programs at Junior 4-H canp.
One-third of the canpers (33 per cent) personally felt that these
activities would work "fairly well" into the program.

Eighteen per

cent said that these activities would "not" work "so well" as part of
the night program at canp.

Slightly less than two-thirds of the

canpers (65 per cent) indicated that "campfire" programs would work
'•very well" as part of the night program.

Twenty-seven per cent of

them indicated that "canpfire" programs would work "fairly well" at
canp.

Only 8 per cent felt that this type of program would "not" work

"so well" as part of the Junior camp's night program.
Thirty-two per cent of the canpers indicated that "crafts" would
work "very well" as a part of the night program at canp.
cent said that this activity would work "fairly well."

Forty-six per
Twenty-one per
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cent of the canpers felt that this activity would "not" work "so well"
as part of the night program activity.

One-third of the canpers (33

per cent) felt that "astronomy" would work "very well" as part of the
night programs at canp.

Slightly more than one-third of the canpers

(35 per cent) felt that this activity would work "fairly well."

Thirty-

one per cent of the canpers felt that this activity would "not" work
"so well" as

partof the night program at Junior 4-H camp.

Almost two out of three canpers (65 per cent) indicated that
"evening walks and cook-outs" would work "very well" as a part of the
night program at camp.

One-fourth of the canpers (25 per cent) indicated

that this activity would work "fairly well."
canpers felt

Nine per cent of the

thatan "evening walk and a cook-out" would "not" work

"so well" atJunior 4-H canp, if these
part of the night program.

activities were Included as a

A little less than one-third of the canpers

(32 per cent) felt that "quiet games," such as checkers, dominoes and
darts, would work "very well" into the canp's night program.

Thirty-

nine per cent of the canpers indicated that these "quiet activities"
would work only "fairly well" as part of the night program.

Twenty-

eight per cent of the canpers felt that these "quiet games" would "not"
work "so well" as part of the night program at Junior 4-H canp.
Worthy of note is that slightly more than one-fourth of the
canpers (26 per cent) felt that "reading" would work "very well" as
part of the night programs at canp.

More than two-thirds of the canpers

(36 per cent) felt that this activity would work "fairly well" at canp.
Thirty-seven per cent of the canpers felt that this activity would "not"
work "so well" as a part of the camp's night program.

Six. out of ten
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campers (61 per cent) felt that "hiking" would work "very well" as a
night program activity.

One-fourth of the canyers (25 per cent) felt

that this activity would work "fairly well."

Thirteen per cent of the

canyers felt that hiking would "not" work "so well" as a part of the
night program at Junior 4-H cany.
As can be noted in Table XXXII, 64 per cent of the counselors,
as compared to only 48 per cent of the canyers, indicated that "parties
planned around themes" would fit "very well" into the general scheme
of the night programs at Junior 4-H cany.

Worthy of note is the homo

geneity of the respondents' attitudes relative to cany fire type programs.
It is of interest that 46 per cent of the counselors, as conyared to
78 per cent of the canyers, felt that "crafts" would work either "very
well" or "fairly well" as a part of the Junior cany's night program
activities.
While almost half of the counselors (49 per cent) predicted that
the canyers would indicate that "astronomy" would "not" work "so well"
as part of the night programs at cany, only 31 canyers actually felt
that this activity would "not" be suited as a night program activity.
Thirty-six per cent of the counselors, as conyared to 65 per cent of
the canyers, indicated that an "evening walk and cook-out" would be
"very well" suited as a night program activity.

While only 13 per cent

of the counselors felt that "quiet games" (checkers, dominoes and darts)
would work "very well" as a night program activity.

More than three

out of ten of the canyers (32 per cent) personally indicated that these
activities would work "very well."
A striking difference seems to exist between the counselors' and

TABLE XXXII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE AND
THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD SUGGESTED TYPES OF NIGHT PROGRAMS
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to Degree of Acceptance
Suggested Types
of Night Programs

Counselors'
Attitude
Very Fairly Not So N Total
Well Well
Well R*
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
Very Fairly Not So N Total
Well Well
Well R
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
Very Fairly Not So N Total
Well Well
Well R
N-369

Parties planned around themes
giving the canpers a chance
to decorate and vear
costumes.
64

29

7

0

100

54

38

8

0

100

48

33

18

1

100

Activities such as singing,
contests, stunts, skits
planned for the out-of-doors
and held around a canp fire.

67

28

5

0

100

55

43

2

0

100

65

27

8

0

100

Crafts

20

26

54

0

100

19

30

51

0

100

32

46

21

1

100

Astronomy

23

35

42

0

100

16

35

49

0

100

33

35

31

1

100

Evening walk & cook-out.

36

34

30

0

100

44

42

14

0

100

65

25

9

1

100

Quiet games such as checkers,
13
dominoes, darts, etc.

34

53

1

100

10

42

48

0

100

32

39

28

1

100

(continued)

TABLE XXXII (CONTINUED)

Percentage According to Degree of Acceptance
Suggested types
of Night Programs

Reading
Hikes

*NR means no response.

Counselors1
Attitude
Very Fairly Not So N Total
Well Well
Well R*
N-116

Counselors1 Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
Very Fairly Not So N Ttotal
Well Well
Well R
N-116

Caspers'
Attitude
Very Fairly Not So N Total
Well Well
Well R
N-369

5

13

82

0

100

1

16

83

0

100

26

36

37

1

100

15

36

48

1

100

24

39

37

0

100

61

25

13

1

100
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campers' attitude with reference to reading.

Eighteen per cent of the

counselors, as compared to 62 per cent of the campers, Indicated that
reading would either work "very well" or "fairly well" as a night program
activity.

Furthermore, while only 15 per cent of the counselors felt

that "hiking" would work "very well" as a night program activity, nearly
two out of three campers (61 per cent) Indicated that this activity
would work "very well" Into the night programs at Junior 4-H camps.
These data would seem to suggest that the Junior campers would enjoy
activities other than dancing each evening at canp.

These findings

seem to suggest further that the 4-H Club members should be Included In
the pre-planning of their own encanpments.

Acceptability of night activities to campers' parents.

The

counselors were asked to Indicate their attitude and to predict the
canpers' attitude toward whether or not any aspect of the night program
or any other part of the camping program would not have been acceptable
to the canpers' parents.

Likewise, the canpers were also asked to

Indicate their own attitude concerning whether or not their parents
would have accepted the various activities of the night programs and
the camping program In general.
Sixteen per cent of the counselors personally felt that some
aspects of the night program and some parts of the canplng program would
not have been acceptable to the campers^ parents and they further predicted
that the canpers would concur with that thinking on this point.

Five

per cent of the counselors felt that some phases of the night program
and some parts of the canplng program in general would not have been
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acceptable to the calipers' parents.

However, they further predicted

that the canpers would not concur with that thinking on this point.
Only 2 per cent of the counselors felt that some aspects of the
night program and some parts of the camping program In general would
not have been acceptable to the campers' parents and they also predicted
that the canpers would feel the same way they did In respect to this
point.

Seventy-seven per cent of the counselors felt that the canpers1

parents would not have objected to any aspect of the night program nor
any other part of the canplng program.

This same group of counselors

predicted that the canpers would also share this same view with respect
to this point.
Actually, only five per cent of the canpers felt that some
aspects of the night program and some parts of the canplng program In
general would not have been acceptable to their parents.

Almost nine

out of ten of the canpers (87 per cent) Indicated that the entire
canplng program would have been acceptable to their parents.
Those canpers who Indicated that they felt that their parents
would object to some aspects of the canplng program were asked to
explain their point of view.

The majority of these canpers stated that

their parents would object to their dancing at canp.

In answer to this

Inquiry one camper observed, "Dancing, because It Is against my
religion."
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Lights out.
attitude

17

The counselors at 4-H canp were asked to give their

and to predict the attitude of the campers concerning the

time for "lights out" at Junior 4-H camp.

The usual time for "lights

out" at most of the Junior encampments Is 10:30.

Seventy-three per

cent of the counselors felt that the time for "lights out" at camp was
"completely satisfactory" (See Table XXXIII).

Seventeen per cent

Indicated that the time for "lights out" was a "little too early."

Two

per cent of the counselors thought that the time for "lights out" was
"much too early" and 8 per cent thought that this time was a "little
too late."
As can be noted In Table XXXIII, 23 per cent of the 4-H counse
lors predicted that the casters would feel that the time for "lights
out" at camp was "completely satisfactory."

Slightly less than two

out of three counselors (61 per cent) predicted that the campers would
consider this time a "little too early."

Eleven per cent predicted

that the campers would indicate that "lights out" at Junior 4-H canp
was "much too early."

Only four per cent of them predicted that the

canpers would feel that this time was a "little too late."
In keeping with the scheme of this study, the 4-H canpers were
asked their opinion of the time for "lights out" at Junior 4-H encanpments.

Forty-three per cent felt that 10:30 was "completely satisfactory."

Thirty-one per cent Indicated that this time was a "little too early."
Twenty-one per cent thought that the time was llmuch too early."

Only

four per cent of the canpers considered the time for "lights out" at

A five-point scale was used--"conpletely satisfactory,"
"little too early," "much too early," "little too late" and "much too
late."
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Junior 4-H cany a "little too late."

It Is of Interest to note that 1

per cent felt that this time was "much too late."
While nearly three out of every four of the counselors (73 per
cent) indicated that the time for "lights out" at Junior cany was
"conyletely satisfactory" to them personally, only 23 per cent of them
predicted that the canyers would be "conyletely satisfied."

Actually,

43 per cent of the canyers Indicated that they were "conyletely satis
fied" on this point.

Although more canyers thought the time for

"lights out" at cany was a "little too early" than did the counselors—
31 per cent as conyared to 17 per cent— the counselors predicted that
six out of every ten canyers (61 per cent) would feel that the time for
"lights out" at cany was "too early."

As can be noted in Table XXXIII,

TABLE XXXIII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD LIGHTS OUT AT JUNIOR 4-H
CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Satisfaction

Conyletely
satisfactory
Little too early
Much too early
Little too late
Much too late
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
N-116

Canyers'
Attitude
N-369

73
17
2
8
0

23
61
11
4
0

43
31
21
4
1

100

100

100
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while only 2 per cent of the counselors felt that the time for "lights
out" was "much too early," nearly one-fourth of the campers (21 per
cent) felt that this time was "much too early."

Worthy of note is that

4 per cent of the caiqpers indicated that this time was a "little too
late" and 1 per cent felt that the time for "lights out" at canp was
"much too late."

These data would seem to indicate that the time for

"lights out" at Junior canp is somewhat more satisfactory to the
counselors than to the canpers.

Free time afforded campers.

The Junior 4-H canpers usually have

the following amount of free time during a day's camping activity:
fifteen minutes between the second and third class period in the mornlngj
one hour after dinner; about one hour after the ball games in the after
noon, and one hour after supper.

To obtain some indication of the

respondents' attitudes concerning the amount of available free time at
canp the counselors were asked how they personally felt about the
amount of free time that was afforded the canpers' during the day and
also to predict how they felt most of the campers would feel about the
amount of free time available to them during a day's canplng activity.
Likewise, the canpers were asked how they personally felt about the
amount of free time available to them.

A three-point scale was used to

obtain this information ("conpletely satisfactory," "partly satisfactory,"
and "unsatisfactory").
The data presented in Table XXXIV disclose that slightly more
than four out of every five counselors (81 per cent) indicated that
they felt that the amount of free time afforded to the canpers during
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the day was "completely satisfactory."

Seventeen per cent of them felt

that the amount of free time afforded to the campers was "partly
satisfactory."

Only 2 per cent felt that the amount of time was

"unsatisfactory" to the campers.
Forty-one per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers
would feel that the amount of free time available to them during the
day was "completely satisfactory."

More than half (54 per cent)

predicted that the campers would feel that this amount of time was
"partly satisfactory."

Four per cent of the counselors predicted that

the casters would feel that the amount of free time available to them
was "unsatisfactory."
Fifty-eight per cent of the campers were "completely satisfied"
with the amount of free time available to them at Junior 4-H camp.
Thirty-seven per cent indicated that they were "partly satisfied" with
this amount of free time.

Only 5 per cent felt that this amount of

time was "unsatisfactory."
Eighty-one per cent of the counselors, as compared to only 58
per cent of the campers, were "completely satisfied" with the amount
of free time available at camp.

Worthy of note is that 2 per cent of

the counselors as compared to 5 per cent of the campers indicated that
the amount of time available to the campers was "unsatisfactory."
These data seem to indicate that the amount of free time available to the
canpers at Junior 4-H camp was more satisfactory to the counselors than
to the campers.

Once again the findings of this study may seem to

suggest the need for including the campers in the pre-planning of the
Junior encampment.
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TABLE XXXIV
COUNSELORS* ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD FREE TIME AT
JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Satisfaction

Conp letely
satisfied
Partly satisfied
Unsatisfactory
No response
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

81
17
2
0

41
54
4
1

58
37
5
0

100

100

100

Campers' suggestions concerning free time at canp.

In keeping

with the plan, of this study, the canpers were afforded the opportunity
to offer suggestions concerning the amount of free time they had at
canp.

Very few of the 125 canpers (34 per cent) making suggestions

indicated that they had enough free time while at canp.

However, the

majority of these canpers suggested that more free time should be made
available to the 4-H canpers during the encanpment.

Specifically, these

canpers felt that they should be allowed more free time between classes,
after each meal and the swimming period and during the night program.
The following observations were made by several of the canpers:
"Permit us to do what we would like to do during our free time" and "We
should have more free time to enjoy camping."

This last observation

seems to suggest that some of the canpers would like to be left alone
or with a few friends to enjoy the natural beauty of the canp site.
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Freedom to participate In camp activities.

Some indication of

the canyers1 feelings with regard to participating willingly in the
cany activities is presented in Table XXXV.

Also, the counselors were

asked to indicate their attitude and to predict the canyers1 attitude
toward whether or not the canyers felt forced into any activity at the
Junior 4-H cany.
Slightly more than one-third of the counselors (34 per cent)
indicated that they felt that the canyers were forced into certain
activities while attending Junior 4-H encanyment.

Slightly more than

two-thirds of the counselors (65 per cent) felt that the canyers were
not forced into any activities at cany.
Over half of the counselors (58 per cent) predicted that the
canyers would feel that they were forced into certain activities at
cany.

Forty-six per cent of them predicted that the canyers would

indicate that they were not forced into certain activities while attend
ing the Junior 4-H Club encanyment.
A study of Table XXXV 6hows that one out of every five canyers
(20 per cent) indicated that they felt that they were forced into
certain activities while attending Junior cany.

On the other hand,

four out of five of the canyers (80 per cent) said that they did not
feel that they were forced into any activities while attending Junior
cany.
While 34 per cent of the counselors personally felt that the
canyers were forced into some aspects of the cany program against their
wishes and 53 per cent of them predicted that the canyers would feel
that they were forced into some of the cany activities, only 20 per
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cent of the canpers actually Indicated that they felt that they were
forced Into any of the camp activities.

As can be noted in Table XXX?,

65 per cent of the counselors, as compared to 80 per cent of the
canpers, did not feel that the canpers were forced into any of the
Junior canp activities.

It may be noted, however, that 20 per cent of

the canpers felt that they were forced into some of the activities while
attending canp.

It is rather difficult to explain why such a large

percentage of the counselors (65 per cent) personally indicated that
the canpers were not forced into any activities at canp, while actually
the canpers are given no other choice but to attend classes and to
participate in the afternoon and evening activities.

TABLE XXX?
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD WHETHER OR NOT THE
CAMPERS' FELT FORCED INTO ANY ACTIVITIES AT
JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Were Caspers
Forced Into
Any Activities?

Yes
No
No response
Total

Per Cent
Counselors1
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

34
65
1

53
46
1

20
80
0

100

100

100

Those canpers who indicated that they were forced into certain
activities at canp were asked to indicate the activities in which they
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were forced.

These canpers felt that they were forced to (1) drink

milk, (2) remain in cabins during rest period, (3) dance, (4) play
baseball, (5) line up for dinner, (6) clean up the camp grounds, (7)
swim and (8) stay up too late at night.

The mere fact that the canpers

indicated that they were forced into certain canp activities suggests
a need to re-evaluate the present 4-H canp leadership.

Camp fee.

The canp fee for all Junior 4-H canps is $6.50.

fee includes food, lodging and accident Insurance.
transportation to and from canp.

This

It does not Include

The counselors were asked to indicate

their attitude and to predict the attitude of the canpers toward the
fee charged for Junior 4-H canp.

Also, the canpers were asked to

indicate their personal attitude toward this fee.
Only 3 per cent of the counselors felt that this fee was "too
high."

Nine out of every ten (90 per cent) considered it "reasonable"

while 7 per cent felt that the fee was "too low."
None of the counselors predicted that the canpers would feel
that the canp fee was "too high."

However, 97 per cent of them

predicted that the canpers would feel that this fee was "reasonable."
Only 1 per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would
consider the fee for Junior canp "too low."
Table XXXVI shows that 6 per cent of the canpers considered the
canp fee "too much."

More than eight out of ten (88 per cent) felt

that the fee was "reasonable" and 3 per cent considered the canp fee
"too low."
Three per cent of the counselors, as compared to 6 per cent of
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the campers felt that the fee charged for 4»H Junior camps was "too
high."

While 7 per cent of the counselors Indicated that this fee was

"too low," only 3 per cent of the campers personally felt that It was
"too low."

These data seem to suggest that the counselors and the

campers are reasonably satisfied with the Junior 4-H camp fee.
Next, the respondents were asked to Indicate whether or not
they knew of any club member who could not attend camp because of the
fee charged to club members.

Nineteen per cent of the campers stated

that they knew of club members who could not attend because of the camp
fee charged for these encampments.

Forty-four per cent of the counse

lors Indicated that they knew of some club members that could not come
to camp because of the $6.50 fee.

TABLE XXXVI
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD THE FEE OF
JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree of
Acceptance

Too high
Reasonable
Too low
Undecided
No response
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Campers' Attitude
N-116

Campers'
Attitude
N-369

3
90
7
0
0

0
97
1
1
1

6
88
3
3
0

100

100

100
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Information received prior to camp.

The experience the 4-H Club

member Is to have at camp will depend in part upon the information
about the canp the child receives prior to his arrival at the canp site.
Consequently, the campers were asked to indicate their attitude toward
whether or not they received sufficient information about the Junior
4-H camp prior to their encanpment.

Also, in keeping with the scheme

of this study, the counselors were asked to indicate their attitude and
to predict the campers' attitude with regard to this aspect of canping.
Table XXXVII shows that more than nine out of every ten counselors
(93 per cent) felt that the canpers did receive sufficient information
concerning the camp prior to their arrival.

On the other hand, 7 per

cent of the counselors indicated that they did not feel that the
camper received enough information before camp.
Ninety-three per cent of the counselors predicted that the
canpers would feel that they received a sufficient amount of information
prior to their arrival at the Junior 4-H canp.

Six per cent of the

counselors predicted that the campers would not feel that they received
enough information before arriving at canp.
Interestingly, nine out of every ten caspers (90 per cent)
indicated that they had received enough information about the canp to
do a good job of packing and preparing for this experience.

Worthy of

note is that 10 per cent of the canpers felt that they did not receive
enough information about the Junior 4-H camps.
The attitudes of the counselors, their prediction of the canpers
attitude, and the campers' own attitude seems to be analogous relative
to whether or not the canpers received sufficient data prior to the
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Junior encanpment.

Ninety-three per cent of the counselors, as compared

to 90 per cent of the canpers, Indicated that the canpers did receive
enough Information prior to canp.

Worthy of note, however, Is that 10

per cent of the canpers felt that they did not receive enough Informa
tion before canp time.
Those canpers (10 per cent) who stated that they did not receive
enough Information prior to canp were asked to Indicate the type of
Information they would have liked to receive before leaving for Junior
canp.

These respondents Indicated that they would have liked to know

what clothes to bring and whether or not bedding and eating utensils
were needed.

Several of the canpers said they would have liked to

receive more Information about "what canping Is like."

This observation

seems to suggest a need for an educational program designed especially
for 4-H canpers prior to their arrival at the canp sites.

TABLE XXXVII
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS1 ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD WHETHER OR NOT CAMPERS'
RECEIVED ENOUGH INFORMATION PRIOR TO JUNIOR 4-H
CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Did Canpers
Receive
Sufficient
Information?

Yes
No
Undecided
Total

Per Cent
Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

93
7
0

93
6
1

90
10
0

100

100

100
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Adult authority.

The Junior 4-H campers were asked to rate the

part played by most counselors) leaders, bus-drlvers and any other
adult who might have assisted with their respective encanpment.

They

were asked for their opinion as to whether or not these adults had
taken on "too much" authority) "assumed the proper amount" of authority;
or "assumed too little" authority.

Xn keeping with the plan of this

study, the counselors were also asked to Indicate their personal feeling
concerning the role played by most adults at their encanpment and to
predict the attitude of the campers with regard to this point.
The data presented In Table XXXVIII show that while only 3 per
cent of the counselors Indicated that the adults at canp had assumed
"too much" authority, slightly more than nine out of every ten counse
lors (92 per cent) felt that the adults had taken on the "proper amount"
of authority.
Seven per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would feel that the adults at camp had taken on "too much" authority.
Slightly more than four out of five counselors (82 per cent) predicted
that the canpers would Indicate that the adults had assumed the "proper
amount" of authority while at canp.
Sixteen per cent of the canpers personally felt that the adults
had taken on "too much" authority at the Junior 4-H encampment.

It Is

of Interest to note that three out of four of the canpers (75 per cent)
Indicated that these adults had assumed the "proper amount" of authority.
While only 3 per cent of the counselors personally indicated
that they felt that the adults had taken on "too much" authority at
canp, 7 per cent predicted that the canpers would feel that the adults

\
V '"
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had taken on "too much" authority during the 4-H encanpment.

Actually,

16 per cent of the canpers felt that the adults had taken on "too
much" authority during the canps.

Ninety-two per cent of the counselors,

as conpared to 75 per cent of the canpers, felt that the'adults at canp
had assumed the "proper amount" of authority.

Worthy of note is that

only 16 per cent of the canpers felt that the adults had assumed "too
much" authority at canp. This seems to be unusual for this age group
(10-14 years).

These canpers are generally group centered and are more

likely to rebel openly against authority or certain rules by which
they must abide.

TABLE XXXVIII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD AUTHORITY ASSUMED BY
ADULTS AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Degree of
Authority
Assumed

Too much
Proper amount
Undecided
No response
Total

Per Cent
Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

3
92
5
0

7
82
10
1

16
75
8
1

100

100

100
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Leadership roles for campers,

there are many leadership respon

sibilities at Junior 4-H canp that could be assigned to the canpers.
However, the majority of these duties are assigned to and carried out
by the adults at canp.

To get some Indication as to whether or not

the canpers would accept these responsibilities, they were asked to
check those activities (See Table XXXIX) they would be willing to do at
Junior 4-H canp.

The counselors were asked to Indicate those activities

which they personally felt the canpers should be willing to do and
predict those activities the canpers would be willing to do.
It was the consensus of almost all of the counselors (97 per
cent) that the canpers should be willing to "raise the flag" at Junior
4-H Club canp.

Likewise, nearly all (97 per cent) predicted that the

canpers would be willing to "raise the flag."

Actually, 46 per cent

of the canpers indicated that they would be willing to "raise the flag"
at the Junior encanpment.

More than nine out of every ten counselors

(95 per cent) felt that the canpers should be willing to "lead the
various canp groups" and "to lead the 4-H Club pledge and motto."
Eighty-nine per cent of them predicted that the canpers would be willing
to assume this Junior canp responsibility.

However, only slightly more

than one-third of the canpers (35 per cent) said that they would be
willing to be responsible for this particular canp duty.

Over two-

thirds of the counselors (67 per cent) felt that the canpers should be
'willing to "lead the canp groups In singing."

Nearly half of them

(48 per cent) predicted that the canpers would be willing to "lead the
groups In singing" at Junior canp.

One out of five canpers (20 per

cent) indicated that they would be willing to accept this responsibility
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at canqp.
Table XXXIX discloses that over half of the counselors (51 per
cent) Indicated that the canpers should be willing to "make announce
ments" at the various canp assemblies during 4-H encanpment.

Slightly

less than two out of five counselors (38 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would be willing to accept this duty.

Actually, less than

one-fourth of the canpers (24 per cent) stated that they would be willing
to "make announcements" during the various canp assemblies.

Ninety-one

per cent of the counselors felt that the canpers should be willing to
"take part on the canp talent show."

Eighty-six per cent of them

predicted that the canpers would be willing to accept this responsibility.
In contrast, only 51 per cent of the canpers Indicated that they would
be willing to appear on the canp's various talent shows.

More than

half of the counselors felt that the canpers should be willing to "lead
group games" at canp.

More than one-third of them (35 per cent) pre

dicted that the canpers would want to "lead group games" while at canp.
Actually, only 28 per cent of the canpers Indicated that they would be
willing to "lead group games" at canp.
While nearly two out of five counselors (38 per cent) felt that
the canpers should be willing to "lead folk and square dances" at canp,
only 15 per cent predicted that the canpers would be willing to accept
this duty.

Only one out of five canpers (19 per cent) said that they

would be willing to "lead folk and square dancing."

Nearly nine out

of ten counselors (88 per cent) felt that the canpers should be
willing to "be on the vesper program" at canp.

Seventy-eight per cent

predicted that the canpers would be willing to assist with the vesper

■
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program.

However, only 31 per cent of the canpers Indicated that they

would assist with this program at Junior 4-H canp.

Slightly less than

four out of five counselors (78 per cent) felt that the canpers should
be willing to "serve as a tribe leader" at canp.

The same number of

counselors (78 per cent) predicted that the canpers would be willing
to accept the responsibility of being a tribe leader at canp.

It Is

Interesting to note that only 57 per cent of the canpers said that they
would accept the responsibility of being a tribe leader at canp.

Thirty-

seven per cent of the counselors felt that the canpers should be willing
to "lead group discussions" at Junior canp.

Twenty-one per cent

predicted that the canpers would be willing to accept this responsibil
ity.

Actually, only 18 per cent of the canpers Indicated that they

would lead group discussions at the Junior encanpment.
As can be hoted In Table XXXIX, most of the counselors (97 per
cent) personally felt that the canpers should be willing to "assist
with flag raising and lowering" at canp.

TO the contrary, the first

choice of the canpers was to serve In the capacity of a "tribe leader."
Fifty-seven per cent of them Indicated this preference.

Of Interest

Is the fact that less than half of the canpers (46 per cent) Indicated
that they would be willing to "assist with flag raising."

Almost all

of the counselors (95 per cent) felt that the canpers should be willing
to lead the canp groups In the 4-H Club motto and pledge.

Actually,

only 35 per cent of them indicated that they would be willing to accept
this responsibility.
As shown in Table XXXIX, 67 per cent of the counselors, as
conpared to only 20 per cent of the canpers, indicated that the canpers

TABLE Tmrrx
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS* ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD ACTIVITIES CAMPERS
WOULD BE WILLING TO DO AT JUNIOR 4-H
CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent*
Activities Caspers Could do At Canp

Raise flag
Lead club pledge and motto
Lead group singing
Make announcements
Be on talent show
Lead group games
Lead folk-square dance program
Be tribe leader
Be on vesper program
Lead group discussion

Counselors1
Attitude
N-116
97
95
67
51
91
58
38
78
88
37

Counselors' Prediction
of Caspers' Attitude
N-116
97
89
48
38
86
35
15
78
78
21

Caspers1
Attitude
N-369
46
35
20
24
51
28
19
57
31
18

*Per Cent column adds to more than 100 because respondents could check more than one activity.
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would be willing to "lead group singing" at Junior camp.

While nearly

nine out of ten counselors (88 per cent) felt that the casters should
be willing to participate In the vesper programs at camp, only three
out of ten campers (31 per cent) personally Indicated a willingness to
be on the vesper programs at Junior 4-H camp.

Only 18 per cent of the

canpers stated that they would "lead a group discussion" at camp
willingly.
The fact that the canpers were not willing to do the various canp
activities to the degree that the counselors Indicated Is not surprising
to the writer.

With the exception of one or possibly two of these

activities, the canpers have always associated the major leadership
roles of these activities with adults.

Ihe canpers have not been given

sufficient leadership training to assume the responsibility for these
canp activities.

There is a pronounced need for more skilled personnel

in the 4-H canping program.

In view of this situation and since leader

ship is of vital lnportance to the canp program, It would seem that the
4-H canp directors and counselors would want to make some effort to
augment Its leadership through In-service training programs such as
these during the Junior 4-H encampments.

Time campers spend In various size groups.

The formation of

various groups in canping Is Inevitable, therefore the lnportance of
grouping the 4-H Club members at Junior canp cannot be over-emphasized.
Moreover, since the size and type of the group affects its Influence
upon the Individual member, the canpers were asked to Indicate their
attitude toward the amount of time they had spend in various size
groups during the recent Junior encanpment.

Also, in keeping with the
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scheme of this study the counselors were asked to indicate their attitude
and to predict the campers' attitude toward the amount of time they had
spent in these various groups at camp.

Specifically, the respondents

were asked to Indicate whether they would prefer spending "more time,"
"about the same time" or "less time" with the "entire canp group,"
"In smaller groups," "in groups of two or three" or "more time alone."
Ihe data presented In Table IL show that 11 per cent of the
counselors felt that the canpers would prefer to spend "more time" with
the "entire canp group."

Nearly four out of five counselors (78 per

cent) felt that the campers would prefer spending "about the same"
time with this group.

It was the feeling of only 9 per cent of the

counselors that the campers would like to spend "less" time with the
over-all canp group.
Six per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would
choose to spend "more time" with the entire group.

Slightly less than

eight out of ten counselors (78 per cent) predicted that the canpers
would prefer spending about the "same" time with this group.

Twelve

per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would rather
spend "less" time with the entire group at future Junior 4-H encanpments.
One out of every three canpers (30 per cent) Indicated that they
would prefer spending "more" time with the entire canp group at future
Junior encanpments.

Almost half (49 per cent) said that they would

like to spend about the "same" time with the entire canp group.

It

was the preference of 12 per cent of the canpers to spend "less" time
with this large group.
The respondents were asked to react to the time spent in smaller
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groups at the Junior 4-H encampments.

Slightly less than two out of

five counselors (39 per cent) personally felt that the casters would
prefer to spend "more time" within a smaller size group.

More than

half (52 per cent) Indicated that the campers would prefer spending
"about the same time" as they had spent In this size group.

Eight per

cent of the counselors felt that the campers would rather spend "less
time" In smaller groups at Junior camp.
Table IL further discloses that 41 per cent of the counselors
predicted that the Junior canpers would feel that they would prefer to
spend "more time" In smaller groups at canp.

Nearly half of the

counselors (47 per cent) predicted that the canpers would Indicate that
they would like to spend about the "same" time within this size group.
Only 7 per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would
feel that they would rather spend "less time" In smaller groups.
Slightly more than one-fourth of the canpers (27 per cent)
personally felt that they would rather spend more time In smaller
groups at the Junior encanpment.

Over half (56 per cent) said that

they would prefer spending "about the same" time within this size
group.

Nine per cent of the canpers personally felt that they would

like to spend "less time" within smaller groups at canp.
Twenty-nine per cent of the counselors felt that the canpers
would prefer spending "more time" In groups of two or three.

Half of

them (50 per cent) felt that the canpers would like to spend the "same"
amount of time In this size group.

Only 10 per cent of the counselors

felt that the canpers would rather spend "less" time In "groups of two
or three" at the Junior encanpments.
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Slightly less than one-third of the counselors (30 per cent)
predicted that the casters would Indicate that they would like to
spend "more11 time In "groups of two or three" at camp.

Forty-five per

cent of the counselors predicted that the campers would feel that they
would prefer spending about the "same" time within this size group.
Only 8 per cent predicted that the canpers felt that they would prefer
to spend "less" time In "groups of two or three" at canp.
As can be noted In Table IL, slightly more than one-fourth of
the canpers (27 per cent) Indicated that they personally would like to
spend "more" time in "groups of two or three" at the Junior encampment.
A little less than half (47 per cent) indicated that they would choose
to spend about the "same" time within this size group.

A little more

than one out of ten canpers (12 per cent) said that they would like to
spend "less" time In "groups of two or three" at canp.
Nine per cent of the counselors personally felt that the canpers
would prefer spending "more" time alone at canp.

Nearly half (47 per

cent) felt that the canpers would rather spend about the "same" time
alone as had been spent at canp.

Thirty-one per cent of the counselors

felt that the canpers would choose to spend less time alone at canp.
Eight per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would .
Indicate that they would prefer spending "more" time "alone" at canp.
Forty-five per cent predicted that the canpers would Indicate that
they would rather spend about the "same" time "alone" at canp.

Slightly

less than one-fourth of the counselors (22 per cent) felt that the
canpers would Indicate that they would like to spend "less" time
"alone" at canp.
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Sixteen per cent of the campers Indicated that they would prefer
spending "more" time alone at the Junior 4-H encanpment.

Forty-three

per cent said they would like to spend about the "same" time "alone" at
canp.

One-fourth (25 per cent) indicated that they would rather spend

"less" time "alone" at the Junior 4-H encanpment.
While 11 per cent of the counselors felt that the canpers would
prefer to spend "more" time with the "entire canp group," only 6 per
cent predicted that the campers would Indicate that they would rather
spend "more" time with this group.

Actually, 30 per cent of the

canpers Indicated that they would prefer spending "more" time with
this size group at canp.

Although 41 per cent of the counselors pre

dicted that the canpers would indicate that they would rather spend
"more" time in smaller groups at Junior canp, only 27 per cent of the
canpers personally felt that they would prefer
in these canp groups.

to spend "more" time

As can be noted in Table IL, only a slight

difference exists between the counselors' attitude, their prediction
of the canpers1 attitude and the canpers1 personal attitude toward the
amount of time spent in canp "groups of two or three."

While only 9

per cent of the counselors felt that the canpers would prefer to spend
"more" time "alone" at canp, 16 per cent of the canpers personally
indicated that they would like to have "more" time at canp to be "alone."
Worthy of note is that even though this age group (10-14 years) is
characterized by increased demands for privacy and periods in which to
be alone, one-fourth of the canpers (25 per cent) indicated that they
would prefer spending "less" time alone at canp.
These findings suggest that these Junior canpers are "group

TABLE IL
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS1 ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD TIME SPENT IN VARIOUS
SIZE GROUPS AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Caspers' Preference
of Time for Each Group

Percentage According to Various Size Groups
Entire Group

Smaller Group

Group of 2 or 3

Individual

11

39
52

29
50

8
1
0
100

10
11
0
100

9
47
31
13
0

100

30
45

45

8

22

4
0

41
47
7
5
0

17
0

25
0

100

100

100

100

30
49
12

27
47

3

27
56
9
5
3

4

16
43
25
12
4

100

100

100

100

Counselor
More
Same
Less
Undecided
No response
Total
Counselors' Prediction
More
Same
Less
Undecided
No response
Total

78
9
2

0
100
6
78

12

8

Camper
More
Same
Less
Undecided
No response
Total

6

12
10
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oriented," therefore, the counselors at the 4-H encampments are faced
with the challenge of organizing the 4-H Club members into groups
which are capable of maximizing the educational values to the Individual
campers through this group approach.

Coeducational camping.

A distinguishing feature of the Junior

4-H camping program is that the boys and girls canp together.

To

obtain some indication of the respondents1 attitudes toward coeducational
canping, the counselors were asked how they personally felt the boys
and girls should canp— "together" or "separately."

They were also asked

to predict the canpers' attitude toward coeducational canping.

Like

wise, the canpers were asked to indicate whether or not they preferred
to canp "together" or "separately."
Table ILI reveals that 95 per cent of the counselors indicated
that the boys and girls should canp "together."

Three per cent felt

that they should not be grouped together at 4-H canps.
Ninety-four per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would prefer canping "together" at the Junior 4-H encanpments.

Four

per cent predicted that the boys and girls would rather canp "sepa
rately."
It is of Interest to note that 92 per cent of the canpers
personally indicated that they preferred canping "together."

Only

four per cent felt that the 4-H boys and girls should canp "separately."
As can be noted in Table ILI, both the canpers and counselors
indicated a preference for coeducational canping.

It also should be

noted that 3 per cent of the counselors, as compared to 4 per cent of
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the campers indicated a preference for "separate" camping for the 4-H
boys and girls.

It certainly would seem Inappropriate to separate the

4-H boys and girls at camp since most of the major functions of this
youth program are coeducational.

TABLE ILI
COUNSELORS1 ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD BOYS AND GIRLS CAMPING
TOGETHER AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMPS, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Preference
of Canpers

Together
Separately
Undecided
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

95
3
2

94
4
2

92
4
4

100

100

100

Suggested coeducational activities.

The facilities at most of

the Junior 4-H canps are especially designed for coeducational living.
Moreover, a majority of the activities included in the canp program
are coeducational.

In many instances the canpers have no alternative

but to do things together.

Consequently, there is only a minimum of

opportunity for the canpers to participate in single sex activities.
In view of these circumstances at the Junior encanpments, the
counselors and the canpers were asked to indicate whether or not they
felt that the boys and girls should jointly participate in five suggested
activities of the canp program (See Table ILII).

In keeping with the
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scheme of this study, the counselors were also asked to predict whether
or not the boys and girls would prefer doing these things together at
camp.
A study of Table ILII shows that nearly two-thirds of the
counselors (62 per cent) indicated that the canpers should "play on the
same athletic teams" at camp.

Ninety-five per cent of them felt that

the canpers should "eat at the same table."

More than four out of

every five counselors (84 per cent) felt that whenever the opportunity
presented Itself at canp, the boys and girls should "line up in the
same line."

Nearly all of the counselors (97 per cent) felt that the

canpers should participate in the "night programs."

Ninety-five per

cent of them also felt that the canpers should "swim" together.
Slightly less than half of the counselors (49 per cent) predicted
that the canpers would prefer "playing on the same team" at Junior 4-H
canp.

Four out of every five counselors (80 per cent) predicted that

the canpers would indicate that they would rather "eat at the same
table" while at canp.

Another 80 per cent of them predicted that the

boys and girls would rather "line up in the same line" when the
opportunity presented itself at canp.

Ninety-six per cent of the

counselors predicted that the canpers would choose to participate jointly
in the "night program" at the Junior 4-H encanpment.

Another 96 per

cent of the counselors predicted that the boys and girls would Indicate
that they prefer "swimming" together at canp.
As can be noted in Table ILII, seven out of ten canpers (70 per
cent) personally Indicated that they would rather "play on the same
team" while attending the Junior 4-H encanpment.

Nearly nine out of
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ten (88 per cent) said that they would prefer "eating at the same table"
during the 4-H encanpment.

Slightly less than four out of five of the

canpers (79 per cent) felt that boys and girls should "line up in the
same line" whenever the opportunity presented Itself at the Junior
encanpment.

Ninety-five per cent indicated that they felt that boys

and girls should jointly participate in the "night programs" at canp.
Eighty-four per cent of the canpers indicated that they preferred
"swimming" together at the Junior encanpment.
It is interesting to note that 38 per cent of the counselors
and 30 per cent of the canpers felt that the boys and girls attending
the 4-H Junior canps should not "play on the same athletic teams."
While one out of five counselors (20 per cent) predicted that the
canpers would indicate that they would rather "eat separately," only
12 per cent of the canpers concurred with their prediction.

Fifteen

per cent of the counselors, as compared to 21 per cent of the canpers,
indicated that the 4-H boys and girls should "line up" in separate
lines at canp.

Worthy of note is that 16 per cent of the canpers

personally felt that the boys and girls at Junior canp should "swim"
separately.

These data suggest a need for further study of the

coeducational opportunities afforded the boys and girls at the Junior
4-H encanpment.

Since the boys and girls at Junior canp had the
0

capacity to take part in most of these activities further study may
reveal other factors such as age, religious preferences and cultural
background associated with attitudes concerning coeducational activities.

TABLE ILII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE AND THE
CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD BOYS AND GIRLS MIXING IN SELECTED
ACTIVITIES AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to Mixing In Selected Activities
Suggested Activities

Playing on the samp, team
Eating on same table
Lining up In same line
Night programs
Swimming

*NR means no response.

Counselors'
Counselors' Prediction
Caspers'
Attitude _______ of Campers' Attitude________ Attitude
Yes No NR* Total
Yes No NR Total
Yes No NR Tota!
•116
N-116
NN-369
62
95
84
97
95

38
5
15
3
4

0
0
1
0
1

100
100
100
100
100

49
80
80
96
96

51
20
19
3
4

0
0
1
1
0

100
100
100
100
100

70
88
79
95
84

30
12
21
5
16

0
0
0
1
0

100
100
100
100
100
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Size of camp enrollment.

The number of 4-H Club members attend

ing the regular encampment ranges from 175 to 300.

To attain the

reaction of the respondents relative to the size of the group with
which they camped, the counselors were asked to Indicate their attitude
and to predict the campers' attitude toward the size of their respective
canp groups.

Likewise, In keeping with the plan of this study, the

canpers also were asked how they felt about the size of their canp
group.

A three-point scale was used to attain this Information (too

large, just right, and too small).
According to the data presented in Table ILXII, slightly less
than one out of five counselors (17 per cent) personally felt that the
size of the canp group with which they camped was "too large."

Nearly

four out of five counselors (78 per cent) Indicated that the group
with which they canped was "just right."

Only one per cent of the

counselors felt that the group was "too small."
Thirteen per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would feel that the size of the group with which they canped last
year was "too large."

Slightly more than two-thirds of the counselors

(64 per cent) felt that the canpers would indicate that their size
group was "just right."

Only one per cent of the counselors predicted

that the canpers would feel that their canp group was "too small."
Thirteen per cent of the canpers personally Indicated that the
group with which they canped last year was "too large."

Nearly four

out of every five canpers (79 per cent) felt that their canp group was
"just right."
small."

Three per cent indicated that their canp group was "too
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As can be noted in Table ILIII, only a slight difference exists—
17 per cent conpared to 13 per cent— between the counselors' attitude
and their prediction of the cancers' attitude concerning the number of
canpers at each of the Junior 4-H encampments.

While 78 per cent of

the counselors personally felt that the size of the camp groups was
"just right," slightly more than two-thirds (64 per cent) predicted
that the canpers would indicate that the size of the canp groups was
"just right."

Actually, 79 per cent of the canpers felt that the

groups with which they canped last year were "just right."

Three per

cent of the canpers indicated that their respective canp groups were
"too small."

TABLE ILIII
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD SIZE OF CAMP ENROLLMENT
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Degree
of Size

Too large
Just right
Too small
Undecided
No response
Total

Counselors'
Attitude
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
of Canpers' Attitude
N-116

Canpers'
Attitude
N-369

17
78
1
3
1

13
64
1
22
0

13
79
3
4
1

100

100

100
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Suggested camp objectives.

The success of the campers' experience

while at camp is contingent, in part, upon the extent to which the
objectives of the counselors and campers are related and understood,
within certain limits, by both of these groups.

To obtain an indication

of the counselors' personal objectives for their respective canpers and
their prediction of the canpers' objectives for attending canp, they
were asked to rate nine specific reasons
attending canp (See Table ILIV).

18

given by boys and girls for

The counselors were asked to rate

these reasons in terms of how near they came to their personal objectives
for the canpers and the extent to which they felt most Junior 4-H
canpers had the same feeling about each reason.

Likewise, the canpers

were asked to indicate the extent to which they personally had the
same feeling about each encanpment.

A four-point scale was used to

obtain this information from the respondents (very much, some, a little
and none).

It is of interest to note that Table ILIV received a

hundred per cent response.
In terms of lnportance, the reason most of the canpers (91 per
cent) checked as being "very much" their own reason for attending
canp was "to have fun."

It is interesting to note that nearly all of

the counselors (99 per cent) predicted that the canpers would Indicate
that this reason was "very much" their own.

Nine out of ten counselors

(90 per cent) said that the objective "to have fun" was "very much"
their own reason for affording the boys and girls a canping experience.

lft
This list is a composite of reasons for attending canp obtained
over a period of years by the writer through the use of evaluation check
sheets used at the various 4-H Club encanpments.
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According to the data In Table II.IV> more than four out of five
cancers (83 per cent) said that the "making of new friends" was "very
much" their own reason for attending the Junior 4-H camps.

Noteworthy

is the fact that while seven out of ten counselors (70 per cent)
indicated that "to make new friends" was "very much" their personal
reason for the canpers, slightly less than four out of every ten (38
per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that this objective
was "very much" their own reason for attending the 4-H canps.
shown in Table ILIV,

As

14 per cent of the counselors predicted that the

canpers would have "little or none" of the same feeling about this
reason for attending Junior canps.
"To be with boys and girls my age" was checked by more than
three-fourths of the canpers (76 per cent) as being "very much"
their own reason for attending the Junior 4-H canps.

Proportionately

the same number of counselors (77 per cent) indicated that this reason
was also "very much" the same as their own reason for the canpers.
Table ILIV discloses that more than half of the counselors (55 per
cent) predicted that the canpers would check this reason as being
"very much" the sameas their own reason for attending the Junior

4-H

canps.
An examination of the data in Table ILIV shows that only 14 per
cent of the counselors predicted the canpers would indicate that the
reason "to learn how to work and play better with other people" was
"very much" the same as their own’for attending canp.

Actually, nearly

three-fourths of the canpers (72 per cent) said that this reason was
••very much" the same as their own one for attending 4-H Junior canp.
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Nearly two out of every five counselors (39 per cent) predicted that
the campers would have "little or none" of the same feeling about this
particular reason.

Slightly more than two-thirds of the counselors

(67 per cent) personally felt that this reason was "very much" the
same as theirs for the campers.
As can be noted In Table ILIV, only 21 per cent of the counselors
predicted that the campers would check "the learning of new skills" as
being "very much" the same as their reason for attending canqp.

However,

42 per cent of them personally Indicated that this reason was "very
much" their own reason for the canpers.

Interestingly enough, nearly

seven out of ten canpers (68 per cent) personally Indicated that "the
learning of new skills" was "very much" their reason for going to 4-H
canp.

One-third of the counselors (33 per cent) predicted that the

canpers would say that they had "little or none" of the same feeling
about this reason.
"Wy parents thought It would be a good experience for me" was
checked by two-thirds of the canpers (66 per cent) as being "very
much" their reason for attending canp.

In contrast, less than one-third

of the counselors (31 per cent) felt that this reason was "very much"
the same as their own one for the canpers.

It Is of Interest to note

that less than one-third of the counselors (31 per cent) felt that
this reason was "very much" the same as their own one for the canpers.
It Is of Interest to note that less than one-fourth of the counselors
(22 per cent) predicted that the canpers would Indicate that this
reason was "very much" the same as their own objective for attending
the Junior 4-H encanpments.

Table ILIV further discloses that over
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one-third of the counselors (35 per cent) indicated that this reason
expressed "little or none" of their feeling about personal objectives
they had for the campers.

Furthermore, slightly less than one-third

(32 per cent) predicted that the campers vould indicate that they had
"little or none" of the same feeling about this reason for camping.
One-fifth of the counselors (22 per cent) indicated that the
reason "because I like out-of-door living" was "very much" the same
as theirs for the casters.

Nearly one-third (32 per cent) said that

they had "little or none" of the same feeling about the reason.

As

shown in Table ILIV, only 15 per cent of the counselors predicted that
the canpers would indicate that this reason was "very much" the same
as their own for attending camp.

Slightly less than one-third (31 per

cent) predicted that the canpers would check that they had "little or
none" of the same feeling about this reason.

It is of interest to note

that almost two-thirds of the cancers (63 per cent) checked this reason
as being ’Very much" their own objective for going to 4-H canp.

Only

9 per cent of the canpers, as compared to the 31 per cent prediction
of the counselors, said that they had "little or none" of the same
feeling about this reason.
According to the data in Table ILIV, nearly two-thirds of the
counselors (62 per cent) said that the reason "to get experience living
away from home" was "very much" the same as their own reason for the
canpers.

Few of them (19 per cent) predicted that the canpers would

indicate that this reason was "very much" the same as their own for
attending the Junior 4-H canp.

Almost three out of five canpers (57

per cent) said that they had "very much" the same feeling about this
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reason.

Only 18 per cent of the campers, as compared to the 39 per

cent prediction by the counselors, said that they had "little or none"
of the same feeling for this reason concerning their attendance at
canp.
"To be free and do what I like" was the reason listed last by
the 4-H canpers.

Less than half (45 per cent) said that this reason

was "very much" the same as their own reason for attending canp.
Nearly one-fourth indicated that they had "little or none" of the same
feeling about this reason.

While only 10 per cent of the counselors

said that this reason was "very much" the same as their own, nearly
one-fourth (23 per cent) predicted that the canpers. would indicate
this reason as being "very much" their own one.

Almost three out of

five counselors (58 per cent) indicated that they had "little or none"
of the same feeling for this reason in terms of their own personal
objectives for the canpers.

In contrast, slightly more than one out

of five canpers (23 per cent) checked "little or none" with reference
to this reason.
An examination of the data in Table ILIV indicates that the
camping objectives of the counselors and canpers are generally the same
with one exception.

As shown in Table ILIV, the counselors' prediction

of the canpers1 fourth and ninth preferences of camping objectives and
the canpers1 own indication of their fourth and ninth preferences are
in reverse order.

"To learn how to work and play better with other

people" was ranked fourth by the canpers as being nearest their own
reason for attending Junior 4-H canps.
they would rate this reason ninth.

The counselors predicted that

"To be free and do what I like"

TABLE ILIV
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE
AND THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOWARD SUGGESTED REASONS FOR
ATTENDING JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

Percentage According to Degree o£ Acceptance
Suggested Reasons*
for Attending Canp

Counselors'
Attitude
Some Little Total
or
None
N-116

Counselors' Prediction
Campers'
of Campers'_Attitude______________Attitude_________
Very Some Little Total
Very Some Little Total
Much
or
Much
or
None
None
N-116
N-369

90
70

10
22

0
8

100
100

99
38

0
48

1
14

100
100

*1
83

8
12

1
5

100
100

77

19

4

100

55

38

7

100

76

20

4

100

67

21

12

100

14

47

39

100

72

20

8

100

42

39

19

100

22

45

33

100

68

23

9

100

31

34

35

100

22

46

32

100

66

18

16

100

22

46

32

100

15

54

31

100

63

28

9

100

62
10

29
32

9
58

100
100

19
23

42
36

39
41

100
100

57
45

25
32

18
23

100
100

Very
Much

To have fun
To make new friends
To be with boys and girls my
age
To learn how to work and play
better with other people
To learn a new skill such as
a craft, swimming and games
My parents thought it would
be a good experience for me
Because I like out-of-door
living
TO get experience living
away from home
To be free and do what I like

*Rank order of reasons 1s according to canpers' preference.
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was rated ninth by the campers.

To the contrary, the counselors

predicted that the campers would rate this reason fourth.

It is of

interest to note that the number one objective of the counselors and
campers for camping was "to have fun."

Noteworthy is the fact that

nearly all of the counselors (99 per cent) predicted that the canpers
would indicate that this reason was nearest to their own for attending
the Junior 4-H encampments.

General phases of camp.

To attain a general evaluation of the

over-all Junior 4-H canp program the counselors were asked to rate
each of the major phases of the program and to predict the canpers1
rating of each phase.

In keeping with the plan of this study, the

canpers were also asked to indicate their rating of each major phase
of this program.
As can be noted in Table ILV, more than half of the counselors
(53 per cent) rated the "meals" served at the 4-H Junior encampment
"excellent."
good."

One-third (33 per cent) said that the "meals" were "very

Twelve per cent rated the "meals" "good" and only 2 per cent

rated them "fair."

Worthy of note is that none of the counselors

indicated that the "meals" were "poor."
Slightly less than one out of three counselors (31 per cent)
predicted that the canpers would give an "excellent" rating to the
"meals" served at Junior encampment.

A little more than one-half (51

per cent) predicted that the canpers would rate the "meals" "very good."
Sixteen per cent predicted that the canpers would Indicate that the
food at Junior canp was "good."

Two per cent predicted that the

canpers would rate the "meals" "fair."
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Actually, Table ILV discloses that more than one-fourth of the
campers (26 per cent) rated the "meals” "very good."

Three per cent

of the campers felt that the meals were "fair," while only 1 per cent
indicated that they were "poor."
The second major phase of the 4-H Junior canp program rated by
the respondents were the "general assemblies."

Sixteen per cent of

the counselors Indicated that the "general assemblies" were "excellent."
Over half of them (52 per cent) rated this aspect of the camping program
"very good."

Less than one-fourth of the counselors (21 per cent)

indicated that the "general assemblies" at camp were "good."

Ten per

cent of the counselors gave them a "fair" rating.
Three per cent of the counselors predicted that the canqpers would
rate the "general assemblies" at Junior 4-H canp "excellent."

Two out

of five (40 per cent) predicted that the canpers would give the "general
assemblies" program a "very good" rating.

Slightly more than two out

of five of the counselors (45 per cent) predicted that the canpers
would rate these programs "good."

Only one out of ten counselors (10

per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that these programs
were "fair."
Thirty per cent of the canpers personally rated the "general
assemblies" at canp "excellent."

Nearly two out of five (39 per cent)

indicated that these programs were "very good."

One out of five

canpers (20 per cent) rated these programs "good."

Only 9 per cent of

the canpers rated this phase of the program "fair."
Next, the respondent rated the three 30 minute periods of
instruction which are held at all 4-H Junior encanpments.

Fifteen per

!

J
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cent of the counselors Indicated that the "classes" were "excellent."
Forty-three per cent of them rated the "classes" "very good."

One-

third of the counselors considered these periods of instructions "good."
Only 9 per cent rated the "classes" "fair."
Five per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers would
rate the "classes" "excellent."

Slightly less than one out of three

(29 per cent) predicted that the canpers would give the "classes" at
Junior canp a 'Very good" rating.

Slightly less than half (48 per

cent) predicted that the canpers would indicate that the "classes were
"good."

Sixteen per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers

would feel that these "classes" were "fair."
Thirty per cent of the canpers personally Indicated that the
"classes" at the Junior 4-H encampments were "excellent."

Slightly

more than one-fourth (27 per cent) felt that these periods of instruc
tion were 'Very good."

A little less than one-fourth (22 per cent)

rated the "classes" at canp "good."

Sixteen per cent of the canpers

felt that the "classes" were "fair," and 5 per cent considered them
"poor."
Slightly more than one out of five counselors (22 per cent)
rated the "afternoon programs" at the Junior 4-H canps "excellent."
Nearly two out of five (38 per cent) felt that this aspect of the canp
program was 'Very good."

More than one-fourth of the counselors (27

per cent) rated the "afternoon programs" at canp "good."

Nine per cent

of the counselors thought that these programs were "fair," and 4 per
cent rated them "poor."
Slightly more than one out of five counselors (22 per cent)
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rated the "afternoon programs" at the Junior 4-H camps "excellent."
Nearly two out of five (38 per cent) felt that this aspect of the canp
program was "very good."

More than one-fourth of the counselors (27

per cent) rated the "afternoon programs" at canp "good."

Nine per

cent of the counselors thought that these programs were "fair," and 4
per cent rated them "poor."
Table ILV shows that 16 per cent of the counselors predicted
that the canpers would rate the "afternoon programs" "excellent."

Two

out of five (40 per cent) predicted that the canpers would give this
aspect of the canping program a "very good" rating.

More than one-

fourth (27 per cent) predicted that the canpers would consider the
"afternoon programs" "good."

Thirteen per cent predicted that the

canpers would rate the "afternoon programs" "fair."

Four per cent of

the counselors at 4-H canp predicted that the canpers would feel that
this aspect of the Junior canp was "poor."
Thirty-eight per cent of the canpers said the "afternoon programs"
at Junior 4-H canp were "excellent."
programs "very good."

Twenty-eight per cent rated the

Seventeen per cent of the canpers personally

indicated that the "afternoon programs" were "good."
rated them "fair."

Fourteen per cent

Three per cent of the canpers felt that the

"afternoon programs" at canp were "poor."
Slightly more than half of the counselors (51 per cent) rated
"swimming" at the Junior encampment "excellent."

Not quite one-third

(31 per cent) felt that the "swimming" phase of the canp program was
"very good."

Eleven per cent rated "swimming" as "good."

Four per

cent of the counselors at 4-H canp felt that the "swimming" program
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was "fair,11 and 2 per cent rated it “poor."
More than half of the counselors (53 per cent) predicted that
the campers would Indicate that "swimming" was "excellent" at the
Junior 4-H encampment.

Slightly more than one out of three counselors

(31 per cent) predicted that they would rate this activity "very good."
Twelve per cent of the counselors predicted that the campers would
give this activity a "good" rating.

Only 4 per cent of the counselors

predicted that the campers would feel that "swimming" at camp was
"fair."
Nearly two-thirds of the campers (62 per cent) indicated that
they felt that "swimming" at canp was "excellent,"
rated this activity "very good."

Eighteen per cent

Nine per cent of the casters at the

Junior encampment felt that "swimming" was "good."

Five per cent

rated it "fair" while another 5 per cent considered this activity
"poor."
The data presented in Table ILV show that nearly one-fourth of
the counselors (24 per cent) indicated that they personally felt that
the "vesper services" at the Junior encampment were "excellent."
Slightly more than two out of five (41 per cent) rated this aspect of
the camping program "very good."

Twenty-three per cent of the counse

lors gave this activity a "good" rating.

Ten per cent rated it

"fair," and 2 per cent gave it a "poor" rating.
Only 7 per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would Indicate that the 'Vesper services" at canp were "excellent."
Thirty-eight per cent predicted that the canpers would indicate that
this aspect of the Junior camping program was ’Very good,"

More than
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one-third (35 per cent) predicted that the canpers would feel that
these Inspirational services were "good."

Sixteen per cent predicted

that the canpers would rate this activity "fair," and another 2 per
cent predicted that the canpers would rate it "poor."
Slightly more than one-third of the canpers (34 per cent) rated
the "vesper services" at Junior 4-H canp "excellent."

Slightly less

than one-fourth (23 per cent) gave this phase of the canplng program a
"very good" rating.

Fifteen per cent rated it "good."

Indicated that this activity was "fair."

Ten per cent

Fourteen per cent of the

canpers rated the "vesper services" at canp "poor."
Table ILV shows that one-fourth of the counselors (25 per cent)
rated the "night programs" at the Junior 4-H encampment "excellent."
Nearly half of them (47 per cent) rated this phase of the canplng program
"very good."

Another one-fourth of the counselors (25 per cent) thought

that the "night programs" at camp were "good."

Three per cent rated

them "fair."
Fifteen per cent of the counselors predicted that the canpers
would rate the "night programs" at canp "excellent."

Three out of

five counselors (60 per cent) predicted that the canpers would give
this activity a "very good" rating.

Slightly more than one out of

five counselors (21 per cent) predicted that the canpers would rate the
'•night programs" "good."

Three per cent predicted that the canpers would

rate this aspect of the Junior encampment "fair."

Nearly three out of

five canpers (59 per cent) indicated that they felt that the "night
programs" at Junior canp were "excellent."
rated this activity "very good."

One-fourth (25 per cent)

Ten per cent of them gave this
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aspect of the Junior encampment program a "good" rating.

Four per cent

of the campers rated it "fair," and only 1 per cent rated it "poor."
While 53 per cent of the counselors rated the meals at camp
"excellent," only 31 per cent of them predicted that the canpers would
feel the same about the meals.

Actually, nearly two-thirds of the

canpers (63 per cent) rated the meals "excellent."

As can be noted in

Table ILV, only 1 per cent of the canpers felt that the "meals" were
"poor."

Sixteen per cent of the counselors, as conpared to 30 per

cent of the canpers, rated the "general assemblies" at canp "excellent."
Of interest is the fact that only 3 per cent of the counselors predicted
that the canpers would give this aspect of the Junior canp program an
"excellent" rating.
It is interesting to note also, that although most of the
"classes" at the Junior canps are taught by the agents, only 15 per cent
rated the "classes" "excellent."

Furthermore, only 5 per cent predicted

that the canpers would feel that the "classes" were "excellent."

To

the contrary, 30 per cent of the canpers personally rated these periods
of instruction "excellent."

Worthy of note is that 21 per cent of the

canpers felt that the "classes" were either "fair" or "poor."
Twenty-two per cent of the counselors, as conpared to 38 per
cent of the canpers, felt that the "afternoon programs" at the Junior
4-H canps were "excellent."

Half of the counselors (51 per cent), as

conpared to nearly two-thirds of the canpers (62 per cent), rated the
"swimming" periods at canp "excellent."

tfiis is somewhat surprising

because only one of the Junior canpsites has a swimming pool.
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This pool is at Lake Blsteneau State Park which is used for
four Junior encampments.

TABLE ILV
COUNSELORS' ATTITUDE, THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE AND
THE CAMPERS' ATTITUDE TOKARD GENERAL PHASES OF THE CAMP PROGRAM
AT JUNIOR 4-H CAMP, LOUISIANA, 1960

General Phases

Percentage According to General Phases of Cany Program

of Cany Program

General
Afternoon
Vesper
Night
Meals Assemblies Classes
Games
Swimming Services Programs

Counselor
53
33
12
2
0
0
100

16
52
22
10
0
0
100

15
43
33
9
0
0
100

22
38
27
9
4
0
100

51
31
11
4
2
1
100

24
41
23
10
2
0
100

25
47
25
3
0
0
100

31
51
16
2
0
0
100

3
40
45
10
1
1
100

5
29
48
16
1
1
100

16
40
27
13
4
0
100

53
31
12
4
0
0
100

7
38
35
16
2
2
100

15
60
21
3
0
1
100

63
26
7
3
1
0
100

30
39
20
9
1
1
100

30
27
22
16
5
0
100

38
28
17
14
3
0
100

62
18
9
5
5
1
100

34
23
15
10
14
4
100

59
25
10
4
1
1
100
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Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided
Total
Counselors' Prediction
Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided
Total
Camper
Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided
Total
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campers at the other campsites swim In shallow creeks and are limited
to a very small swimming area.
While nearly one-fourth of the counselors (24 per cent) indicated
that the "vesper services" at cany were "excellent," only 7 per cent
predicted that the campers would feel the same way about this aspect
of the Junior cany program.

Actually, 34 per cent of the canyers

felt that the "vesper services" were "excellent."

Worthy of mention

is that 14 per cent of the canyers rated the "vesper services" at
cany "poor."

One out of four counselors (25 per cent) rated the "night

programs" at cany "excellent."

On the other hand, nearly three out of

five of the canyers (59 per cent) rated these programs "excellent."
Reference to Table ILV shows that the canyers rated the over-all canying
program higher than the counselors.

This would seem to suggest that

the canyers are more satisfied with the Junior 4-H canying program than
the counselors realize.

Summary

The 4-H campers.
studied were girls.

Sixty-one per

The median age of

cent of the Junior 4-H canyers
the canyers was 13years.

Fifty-

six per cent of them lived in a rural-nonfarm area.
This canying experience was the
cent) of the 4-H boys and girls.

Very

first for the majority (68 per
few of the canyers (28 per cent)

had ever attended another cany other than 4-H.

Most of them (58 per

cent) had been in 4-H Club work three years or over and were enrolled
in three or more club projects.

The majority of the 4-H boys and girls

studied indicated that they maintained a "B" average in school.
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The 4-H counselors.
males.

Fifty-three of the 4-H agents studied were

The median age range of these agents was 25-29 years.

Sixty-

seven per cent of them lived most of their youth on a farm.
Hie majority of these agents (54 per cent) had assisted with
two to five previous encanpments.
assisted with camps other than 4-H.

Only a few (18 per cent) had ever
Most of the 4-H agents (49 per

cent) who camped during the 1959 season had been in Extension work from
two to five years.
The remainder of this chapter dealt with comparisons of the
counselors' attitude, their prediction of the canpers1 attitude, and
the canpers1 own attitude toward various aspects of the 4-H canplng
program.

Comparison of counselors' and campers' attitudes.

Four out of

five of the counselors personally felt that time for "reveille" at
Junior 4-H canp was "conpletely satisfactory."

About half of them

predicted that the canpers would be "conpletely satisfied."

Actually,

two-thirds of the 4-H canpers indicated "complete satisfaction."
Three-fourths of the counselors, as conpared to approximately
two-thirds of the canpers, considered the flag ceremonies at 4-H canp
"very inportant."

Only one-fourth of the counselors predicted that the

canpers would feel that these patriotic activities were "very inportant"
to the camp's daily program.

Noticeable differences existed between

the counselors' attitude, their prediction of the canpers' attitude,
and the canpers' attitude toward "saluting the American flag," "reciting
the 4-H Club motto," and "pledging allegiance to the United States."
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Differences also existed between the counselors' prediction of the
canpers1 attitude and the canpers' own attitude with reference to
"lining up by tribes" for meals and the making of "announcements" during
the flag ceremonies.
Four out of five of the canpers, as conpared to three out of
four of the counselors, were "conpletely satisfied" with the time at
which meals were served at 4-H canp.

The majority of the 4-H canpers

favored the suggestion of being served a "snack" prior to bedtime.
than two-thirds of the counselors concurred on this point.

Less

The data

suggested that the canpers and counselors enjoyed the meals served at
the Junior 4-H encanpments.

However, the counselors underrated the

canpers' degree of acceptance of the meals at canp.
The data collected with reference to the evaluation of the
classes conducted at the Junior encanpments Indicated homogeneous
attitudes toward the "craft" and "dancing" classes.

Nevertheless one-

fourth of the canpers rated the "electricity" class either "fair" or
"poor."

Three-fourths of the canpers, as conpared to less than one-half

of the counselors, felt that the "craft fee" charged at canp was "just
right."

More than one-third of the counselors Indicated that this fee

was "too limited."

In spite of the fact that the same classes are

usually taught each year and that the canpers are not involved in the
planning of the classes, a high percentage of the canpers said that
they were afforded the opportunity to make suggestions concerning these
periods of Instruction.

One out of four of the counselors, as conpared

to one out of five of the canpers, felt that the boys and girls had
learned "very much" as a result of attending the classes during canp.
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Six per cent o£ the canpers felt that they had learned nothing from the
classes.
The counselors and canpers shared somewhat the same general
attitude toward the importance of keeping the cabins, bathhouses, and
grounds clean during canp.

However, a noteworthy variance existed

between the counselors' prediction of the canpers1 attitude and the
canpers1 own attitude toward the general cleaning of the 4-H canps.
Although nearly half of the counselors predicted that the club members
would feel that this general cleaning was either "of some importance"
or "of no inportance," less than 10 per cent of the canpers concurred
with this viewpoint.
The counselors reacted more favorable to the activities Included
In the general assembly programs than did the canpers.

The boys and

girls were less inclined to give high ratings to assembly activities
such as "singing," "announcements," and the "introduction of guests."
An inverse correlation seemed to exist between the counselors'
and the canpers' attitude concerning preferences (resting or quiet
activities) suggested for rest periods at 4-H encanpments.

The majority

of the canpers selecting "quiet activities" expressed a desire to play
"quiet games," "write letters," and "visit other canpers" during the
"rest period" activity.

Two-thirds of the counselors, as conpared to

one-third of the canper% felt that "crafts" would be suitable as an
activity during this period.
A noticeable difference existed between the counselors' attitude,
their prediction of the canpers' attitude and the canpers' own attitude
toward the grouping of the boys and girls at canp.

While nearly all of
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the counselors felt that the present "tribal" method (See Chapter IV,
page 40) was most satisfactory less than two-thirds of the campers
felt the same.
The campers were more receptive to the point system than were
the counselors.

Seven out of ten of the counselors in contrast to

nine out of ten campers were in favor of this system of recognition.
The majority of the respondents indicated that they felt the campers
as well as the tribal groups had equal opportunity for making "points"
under this system.
Slightly under half of the canpers were not "conpletely satis
fied" with the opening and closing times of the concession stand at
camp.

The majority of the canpers unanimously agreed that the concession

stand should open for longer periods and that a larger variety of items
should be sold.
Several noteworthy differences showed up in the counselors1
attitude, their prediction of the canpers' attitude and the canpers1
personal attitude toward the degree of enjoyment received by the canpers
from participating in activities such as croquet, table tennis, checkers,
dominoes and badminton.

These activities seemed to add more to the

enjoyment of the canpers than the counselors realized.

On the other

hand, however, such activities as swimming, softball and volleyball
fell short of the enjoyment potential the counselors felt and predicted
they would have on the canpers.

It was the general feeling of the

canpers and counselors that the boys and girls at the Junior encanpment
were given sufficient opportunity to make suggestions concerning the
afternoon programs.

Moreover, the canpers' generally felt that they
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had the opportunity to participate in the afternoon activity of their
choice.

The counselors' first four choices of activities that could

be used at future 4-H encanpments are (1) canplng skills, (2) archery,
(3) nature hikes, and (4) crafts.

In contrast, the campers' preferences

are (1) horseback riding, (2) archery, (3) target shooting, and (4)
trips to explore.
Nearly all of the counselors, as conpared to three-fourths of
the canpers, indicated a strong feeling for spiritual emphasis as part
of the Junior canp programs.

Six per cent of the canpers voiced some

opposition to spiritual enphasls at 4-H canps.

The counselors rated

the Vesper services conducted at the Junior canps higher than did the
canpers.

Over one-fourth of the boys and girls rated these spiritual

programs less than "good."

Those suggested programs which implied

"Bible reading," "singing of hymns" or other similar religious procedures
were rated low by the respondents.

A program of small group gatherings

designed to foster friendliness, tolerance and respect for others was
rated low by over three-fourths of the counselors.
The counselors felt that the canp "talent show" added more to
the canpers' enjoyment of canp than any other night program activity.
In contrast, the canpers personally Indicated that "dancing" was the
most enjoyable night activity at canp.

In terms of enjoyment, the

counselors' next two choices were "dancing" and "parties."

The second

and third choices of the canpers were the "talent show" and "parties."
One out of every ten counselors, as conpared to nearly three out of
ten canpers, felt that the 4-H boys and girls who canped had learned
"very much" during the night programs that could be used in their
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respective communities.

One-third of the canpers indicated that they

learned "little" or "none" that could be used back home.

The counse

lors 1 first three choices of night activities suggested for use at
future 4-H encanpments were (1) campfire programs; (2) parties developed
around themes; and (3) cook-outs.

The canpers1 preferences were (1)

canpfire programs, (2) cook-outs, and (3) hiking.

The most striking

difference existed in the attitudes of the respondents with regard to
the use of "reading" as a night activity.

While almost two-thirds of

the canpers expressed some Interest in reading as a possible activity,
less than one-fourth of the counselors were in favor of using it as
part of the night programs at canp.
More counselors were "conpletely satisfied" with the "amount of
free time for canpers" and the "time for lights out" than were the
canpers.

One out of every five canpers said that they were forced to

participate in certain activities against their wishes.

The respondents

seemingly shared the same attitude relative to the cost of canp.

Nearly

one of every five canpers indicated that they knew of some boy or girl
who did not attend canp during the 1959 season because of the "high"
canp fee.
The canpers were not willing to accept the leadership role in
the ten suggested major canp activities to the degree that the counselors
indicated they would.

Furthermore, pronounced differences existed

between the counselors' and canpers' attitude relative to whether or
not the 4-H boys and girls at canp would accept these leadership roles.
ffie number one reason for canplng checked by both the counselors
and canpers was "to have fun."

The second and third reasons for canplng
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as indicated by the counselors were "to be with boys and girls my age"
and "to make new friends."

The corresponding choices for the campers

were "to make new friends" and "to be with boys and girls my age."
The data collected with reference to the evaluation of the
major phases of the camp program suggest that the campers are slightly
more satisfied with the Junior 4-H camping program than the counselors
realize.

The campers generally rated the over-all canning program

higher than did the counselors.
The counselors at 4-H canp underestimated the extent of the
canpers1 favorable attitude toward 34 of the 47 program phases studied.
Only eight of the program phases Included in this study were over
estimated by the counselors.

Thus, there were observable differences

between the counselors' prediction of the canpers1 attitude and the
canpers1 attitude toward 42 of the 47 aspects of the 4-H canplng program.
Also, noteworthy differences existed between the counselors' and canpers'
attitude toward 35 of the 47 phases of the Junior 4-H canplng program.
Consequently, the findings of this study generally uphold the writer's
hypothesis that some differences exist between the counselors' attitude,
their prediction of the canpers' attitude, and the canpers' own attitude
with reference to certain phases of the Junior 4-H canplng program.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This is a study of the 4-H camping program of the Cooperative
Agricultural Extension Service.

The Cooperative Extension Service is

an educational agency of the United States Department of Agriculture
and the State land-grant colleges.

It came into being officially

following the enactment of the Smith-Lever Act of 1914.

Its purpose

is to diffuse useful and practical information on subjects related to
agriculture and home economics and to encourage the use thereof.
4-H Club work, the adult farm program, and home demonstration
work make up the Extension organization's three main phases of program
ming.

The 4-H phase of the Extension program is designed to train

boys and girls to become useful and contributing citizens in their
communities through interest in agriculture and home economics.
Camping, which began in 1923, is used in the state's 4-H program
as another Extension group method designed to further 4-H Club work
and to afford the campers opportunities for informal training in citi
zenship, cooperation, character development, and new skills, and many
other subjects.
This training is entrusted to the 4-H Club Agents, who have had
little or no training in canning as a part of their formal education.
Consequently, the camp program is based on the agents' attitude toward
the various aspects of this program and what they conscientiously
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assume the campers would like to have Included In their canp program.
The study Is a specific approach to this problem and Is designed to
provide factual Information which can be used as a firmer basis for
the planning of the 4-H canp program.

The study Is limited to a ten

per cent sample of the white Junior 4-H Club members who canped during
the 1959 canplng season.

The specific problem of this study Is to

analyze the counselors' and canpers1 attitudes toward this canplng
program In addition to the counselors1 prediction of the canpers1
attitude toward the canplng program.
The writer's hypothesis Is that some differences exist between
the counselors' attitude, their prediction of the canpers' attitude,
and the personal attitude of the canpers with reference to certain
phases of the Junior 4-H canp program.

Research Design
Two groups of respondents were used in this study:

(1)

All

white assistant and associate 4-H Extension agents who participated in
at least one Junior 4-H canp as an agent*' during the 1959 canplng
season, and (2) those boys and girls who attended a Junior 4-H canp In
1959.

These groups were called counselors and canpers respectively,

tfie canpers represent an eleven per cent random sample.

The total

number of 1959 Junior 4-H Club members who enjoyed a canplng experi
ence was 3,460.
The data for this study were obtained through the use of two

1-Those persons attending 4-H canps as an Extension trainee
were not included in the study.
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questionnaires.
vere used.

Scaling techniques similar to the Likert-type scale

Each questionnaire is divided into three basic parts—

namely, individual and social characteristics, attitudes toward specific
phases of the Junior camp program, and attitudes toward the total encamp
ment.
the information recorded on the questionnaires was coded and then
punched onto I.B.M. cards for further tabulation by computer machines,
the reporting and analysis of the data were done through the use of
percentages.

Comparisons were presented in terms of the counselors'

attitude, their prediction of the campers' attitude, and the campers'
attitude toward the various aspects of the Junior 4-H canp program.

Review of Literature
An examination of the literature about camping indicated a
general consensus among the authors that the child should be a focal
point in program planning for canps.

Furthermore, the authors seemingly

concurred that the canp program should be experiences arranged so as
to favor and to have positive effects upon the behavior of the camper.
Most writers also emphasized the importance of the part of the
canp leadership having some basic knowledge of the camper's interests
and attitudes toward camping.

Many of the writers concurred that the

success of the canplng experience was directly related to the degree
to which the leadership at canp possessed this knowledge.
The value to 4-H canp leaders of the information revealed by
the writer's investigation of the literature cannot be overestimated.
However, it should be pointed out that practically no research has
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been done to determine the effects, If any, of such programs upon the
canpers and their development.

Present 4-H Camp Program
The Junior 4-H canplng program In Louisiana Is administered by
the State 4-H Club Agent.

The general policy for the canplng program

Is set by the state 4-H Club committee.

The Junior 4-H canplng season

usually begins the first week of June and ends In the last week of
July.
All but three of the fifteen Junior encanpments are held at the
state's three permanent canp sites, Grant Walker, Garrison, and
Anacoco.

The other three are held at Lake Blstlneau State Park.

Each

parish receives a canp quota which Is established by the state 4-H
Club office.

Usually, the selection of the canpers within each parish

Is made on the basis of awards received by the club member for out
standing project work during the year.

Those boys and girls who attend

4-H canp are charged a $6.50 fee for meals, lodging, accident Insurance
and craft materials.

This fee does not Include the cost of transpor

tation to and from canp.
Several parishes are combined to form an encampment.
grouping Is also done by the state 4-H Club office,

This

The Agricultural

Extension specialists and agents assume the responsibilities of canp
manager (director) and leader (counselor), respectively.
The 4-H Junior canp program officially begins on Monday after
noon with a general canp assembly.

This meeting serves a two-fold

purpose, (1) to organize the canpers into groups, and (2) to acquaint
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them with each other, the camp program, the facilities, and the staff.
Generally, the morning program at the Junior camps begins with
reveille at 6:30, followed by the flag raising ceremony, general
assemblies, classes and recreational swimming.

The afternoon program

is usually devoted to conyetitive sports, and recreational swimming.
In addition, the "tribes" take turns each afternoon assisting with the
planning of the Vesper services and night programs.

The evening program

consists of a brief spiritual program in addition to the usual recrea
tional activities.

Taps is sounded at 10:30.

All 4-H Junior encampments end on Friday morning following the
serving of breakfast.

Informants

The 4-H campers.
studied were girls.

Sixty-one per cent of the Junior 4-H canyers

The median age of the canyers was 13 years.

Fifty-

six per cent of them lived in a rural-nonfarm area.
This canying experience was the first for the majority (68 per
cent) of the 4-H boys and girls.

Very few of the canyers (28 per cent)

had ever attended another cany other than 4-H.

Most of them (58 per

cent) had been in 4-H Club work three years or over and were enrolled
in three or more club projects.

The majority of the 4-H boys and

girls studied indicated that they maintained a "B" average in school.

The 4-H counselors.
were males.

Fifty-three of the 4-H agents studied

The median age range of these agents was 25-29 years.

Sixty-seven per cent of them lived most of their youth on a farm.
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The majority of these agents (54 per cent) had assisted with
two to five previous encampments.
assisted with camps other than 4-H.

Only a few (18 per cent) had ever
Most of the 4-H agents (49 per

cent) who camped during the 1959 season had been in Extension work
from two to five years.

Comparison of Counselors' and Campers' Attitudes
Four out of five of the counselors personally felt that time
for "reveille" at Junior 4-H cany was "completely satisfactory."

About

half of them predicted that the canyers would be "conyletely satisfied."
Actually, two-thirds of the 4-H canyers indicated "complete satisfaction."
Three-fourths of the counselors as compared to approximately
two-thirds of the canyers considered the flag ceremonies at 4-H cany
"very Important."

Only one-fourth of the counselors predicted that

the canyers would feel that these patriotic activities were "very
inyortant" to the cany's dally program.

Noticeable differences existed

between the counselors1 attitude, their prediction of the canyers'
attitude, and the canyers1 attitude toward "saluting the American
flag", "reciting the 4-H Club motto" and "pledging allegiance" to the
United States.

Differences also existed between the counselors' pre

diction of the canyers' attitude and the canyers' own attitude with
reference to "lining up by tribes" for meals and the making of
"announcements" during the flag ceremonies.
Four out of five of the canyers as conyared to three out of four
of the counselors were "conyletely satisfied" with the time at which
meals were served at 4-H cany.

ftie majority of the 4-H canyers favored
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the suggestion of being served a "snack" prior to bedtime.
two-thirds of the counselors concurred on this point.

Less than

The data suggested

that the campers and counselors enjoyed the meals served at the Junior
encampments.

However, the counselors underrated the campers' degree of

acceptance of the meals at camp.
The data collected with reference to the evaluation of the classes
conducted at the Junior encampments indicated homogeneous attitudes to
ward the "craft" and "dancing" classes.

Nevertheless one-fourth of

the campers rated the "electricity" class either "fair" or "poor."
Three-fourths of the campers as compared to less than one-half of the
counselors felt that the "craft fee" charged at camp was "just right."
More than one-third of the counselors indicated that this fee was "too
limited."

In spite of the fact that the same classes are usually

taught each year and that the campers are not involved in the planning
of the classes, a high percentage of the campers said that they were
afforded the opportunity to make suggestions concerning these periods
of instruction.

One out of four of the counselors as compared to one

out of five of the campers felt that the boys and girls had learned
"very much" as a result of attending the classes during camp.

Six per

cent of the campers felt that they had learned nothing from the classes.
The counselors and campers shared somewhat the same general
attitude toward the importance of keeping the cabins, bathhouses, and
grounds clean during camp.

However, a noteworthy variance existed

between the counselors' prediction of the campers' attitude and the
campers' own attitude toward the general cleaning of the 4-H camps.
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Although nearly half of the counselors predicted that the club members
would feel that this general cleaning was either "of some importance"
or "of no Importance," less than 10 per cent of the campers concurred
with this viewpoint.
The counselors reacted more favorably to the activities included
in the general assembly programs than did the campers.

The boys and

girls were less inclined to give high ratings to assembly activities
such as "singing," "announcements," and the "introduction of guests."
An Inverse correlation seemed to exist between the counselors'
and the cancers' attitude concerning preferences (resting or quiet
activities) suggested for rest periods at 4-H encashments.

The majority

of the campers selecting "quiet activities" expressed a desire to "play
quiet games," "write letters," and "visit other campers" during the
"rest period" at cash*

Almost half of the campers chose "reading" as

a "rest period" activity.

Two-thirds of the counselors as coshered to

one-third of the cashers felt that "crafts" would be suitable as an
activity during this period,
A noticeable difference existed between the counselors' attitude,
their prediction of the cashers' attitude and the campers' own attitude
toward the grouping of the boys and girls at cash.

While nearly all of

the counselors felt that the present "tribal" method (see Chapter IV,
p. 40) was most satisfactory, less than two-thirds of the cashers
felt the same.
The cashers were more receptive to the point system (see Chapter
IV, p. 42) than were the counselors.

Seven out of ten of the counselors

.in contrast to nine out of ten cashers were in favor of this system of
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recognition.

The majority of the respondents indicated that they felt

the campers as well as the tribal groups had equal opportunity for
making "points" under this system.
Slightly under half of the campers were not "completely satis
fied" with the opening and closing times of the concession stand at
camp.

The majority of the canpers unanimously agreed that the concess

ion stand should open for longer periods and that a larger variety of
items should be sold.
Several noteworthy differences showed up in the counselors'
attitude, their prediction of the campers' attitude and the campers'
personal attitude toward the degree of enjoyment received by the
cancers from participating in activities such as croquet, table tennis,
checkers, dominos, and badminton.

These activities seemed to add more

to the enjoyment of the cancers than the counselors realized.

On the

other hand, however, such activities as swimming, softball and volley
ball fell short of the enjoyment potential the counselors felt and
predicted they would have on the campers.

It was the general feeling

of the campers and counselors that the boys and girls at the Junior
encampments were given sufficient opportunity to make suggestions
concerning the afternoon programs.

Moreover the campers' generally

felt that they had the opportunity to participate in the afternoon
activity of their choice.

The counselors' first four choices of activ

ities that could be used at future 4-H encampments are:
skills} (2) archery; (3) nature hikes; and (4) crafts.
the campers' preferences are:

(1) camping
In contrast,

(1) horseback riding; (2) archery;
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(3) target shooting; and (4) trips to explore.
Nearly all of the counselors as conpared to three-fourths of
the canpers indicated a strong feeling for spiritual emphasis as part
of the Junior canp programs.

Six per cent of the campers voiced some

opposition to spiritual emphasis at 4-H camps.

The counselors rated

the Vesper services conducted at the Junior camps higher than did the
canpers.

Over one-fourth of the boys and girls rated these spiritual

programs less than "good."

Those suggested programs which inplied

"Bible reading," "singing of hymns" or other similar religious proce
dures were rated low by the respondents.

A program of small group

gatherings designed to foster friendliness, tolerance, and respect for
others was rated low by over three-fourths of the counselors.
The counselors felt that the casp "talent show" added more to
the campers' enjoyment of camp than any other night program activity.
In contrast, the canpers personally indicated that "dancing" was the
most enjoyable night activity at camp.

In terms of enjoyment the

counselors' next two choices were "dancing" and "parties."

The second

and third choices of the canpers were the "talent shows" and "parties."
One out of every ten counselors as conpared to nearly three out of ten
canpers felt that the 4-H boys and girls who canped had learned 'Very
much" during the night programs that could be used in their respective
communities.

One-third of the canpers Indicated that they learned

"little" or "none" that could be used back home.

The counselors' first

three choices of night activities suggested for use at future 4-H
encanpments were:

(1) campfire programs; (2) parties developed around
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themes and (3) cookouts.

The canpers1 preferences were:

programs, (2) cookouts and (3) hiking.

(1) campfire

The most striking difference

existed in the attitudes of the respondents with regard to the use of
"reading" as a night activity.

While almost two-thirds of the canpers

expressed some interest in reading as a possible activity, less than
one-fourth of the counselors were in favor of using it as part of the
night programs at canp.
More counselors were "conpletely satisfied" with the "amount of
free time for canpers" and the "time for lights out" than were the
canpers.

One out of every five canpers said that they were forced to

participate in certain activities against their wishes.

The respon

dents seemingly shared the same attitude relative to the cost of canp.
Nearly one of every five canpers indicated that they knew of some boy
or girl who did not attend canp during the 1959 season because of the
"high" canp fee.
The canpers were not willing to accept the leadership role in
the ten suggested major canp activities to the degree that the counse
lors indicated they would.

Furthermore, pronounced differences existed

between the counselors' and canpers* attitudes relative to whether or
not the 4-H boys and girls at canp would accept these leadership roles.
The number one reason for camping checked by both the counselors
and canpers was "to have fun."

The second and third reasons for

camping as indicated by the counselors were "to be with boys and girls
my age" and "to make new friends."

Uie corresponding choices for the

campers were "to make new friends" and "to be with boys and girls ray
age."
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The data collected vlth reference to the evaluation of the major
phases of the canp program suggest that the canpers are slightly more
satisfied with the Junior 4-H canplng program than the counselors
realize.

Ihe canpers generally rated the over-all canplng program

higher than did the counselors.
Noteworthy differences existed between the counselors' and
canpers' attitude toward 35 of the 47 phases of the Jurlor 4-H canp
program.

The counselors underestimated the extent of favorable

attitude toward 34 of the 47 program phases studied.

Consequently,

the findings of this study generally uphold the writer's hypothesis
that some differences exist between the counselors' attitude, their
prediction of the canpers' attitude, and the canpers' own attitude
with reference to certain phases of the Junior 4-H canp program.

Conclusions
In this study the writer dealt with many specific details of
the Junior 4-H canplng program.

In the process of reporting these data

many conclusions were drawn or Implied.

Some broad Inductions can be

made.
A major portion of this study was devoted to the determination
of the 4-H counselors' prediction of the canpers' attitude toward
certain aspects of the canplng program.

Ihe counselors generally

underestimated the extent of the canpers' favorable attitudes toward
most of the phases of this program.

Of the forty-seven phases of the

canplng program studied, the counselors underestimated the extent of
the canpers' favorable attitudes toward thirty-four phases.
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Another emphasis In this study was on determining the personal
attitudes of the 4-H counselors and campers toward certain phases of
the Junior 4-H canning program.

Generally speaking, the attitudes of

most of the counselors differed from those of most campers with regard
to these different phases of the canplng program.

Noticeable attitud-

inal variances between the counselors and canpers were apparent in
thirty-five of the forty-seven program phases studied.
Recreational activities comprise a large portion of the total
4-H canplng program.

The counselors and canpers were asked to indicate

their personal feelings toward a number of recreational activities
which were included in their respective canplng programs.

Moreover,

the respondents were asked to react also to several suggested recrea
tional activities which feasibly could be included in the canp program.
Generally, those activities that were not included received a higher
rating than the ones which were Included in the present 4-H canplng
program.

It is significant that while the counselors usually under

estimated the extent of the canpers' favorable attitudes, they generally
overestimated the extent of the canpers' favorable attitude toward the
activities included in the present program.

Perhaps there should be a

re-evaluation of the present recreational phase of the Junior 4-H
canplng program.
The respondents were questioned with reference to their personal
attitude toward the inclusion of spiritual enphasis in 4-H canplng
programs.

The findings suggested that they were generally in favor

of including some spiritual enphasis in the program but were not in
agreement as to how much and what type should be Included.

However,
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upon further questioning relative to suggested Vesper programs which
could be used at canp, the majority of the respondents indicated that
they were in favor of inspirational type programs.

Thus, it appears

that the campers and counselors favor using inspirational type programs
at camp rather than those programs which approximate church services.
The majority of the counselors at 4-H Junior canqp seemed to be
more satisfied with those phases of the canp program which are generally
associated with the administration of canp, such as the operation of
the concession stand and the general cleaning of the canp.

On the other

hand, the canpers assessed higher attitudinal values to those aspects
of the program which were more closely related to their personal
canplng experiences such as class content and the point system.
Finally, it is often said that today's youth has lost many
values in life and are interested only in having a good time.

An

example of this is the counselors' response to the question:

How

inportant do you consider the cleaning of the canp grounds?

Although

70 per cent of the canpers indicated that this phase of the canplng
program was inportant, only 9 per cent of the counselors predicted
that they would respond this way.

This wide difference was true of

several other such phases of the 4-H canplng program.
ences existed in these phases than in others.

Greater differ

The findings suggest

that counselors do not give enough credit to the canpers for putting
enough enphasis on basic values of living.

Implications for Further Research
Although the findings of this study shed some new light on the
general attitudes of the counselors and canpers toward certain aspects
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of the Junior 4-H camping program, additional research in this area
is needed.
Many of the campers in this study indicated that they would
have liked to assist with certain phases of the camping program.

When

asked to check whether or not they would be willing to accept the
leadership role in ten suggested major camp activities, the majority
of the cancers answered negatively.

It would be of value to research

on adolescent attitudes and practical for youth programs to compare
those campers who were willing to accept these leadership roles with
the ones who were not, according to certain Individual and social
characteristics.
In view of the variance between the counselors' attitude, their
prediction of the campers' attitude, and the campers' personal attitude
toward the Importance of the flag ceremonies at camp, a worthwhile
focal point of further research might be the following questions:
did these differences exist?

Why

Does this same attitude prevail in a

teacher-classroom situation or under other similar circumstances?

What

are some of the individual and social characteristics of those respon
dents who were, to some degree, not in favor of this patriotic aspect
of the 4-H camping program?
part?

Was this a projection on the respondents'

How much patriotic emphasis should be included in the 4-H

canplng program?
It would be helpful to relate some of the personality and
social characteristics of those counselors who underestimated the
extent of the canpers' favorable attitude toward certain aspects of
the 4-H canplng program.

Are age and tenure associated with the
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prediction of the boys' and girls' attitude toward the various aspects
of camp programming?

To what extent is the counselors' formal train

ing related to his ability to obtain some reasonable insight into the
campers' likes and dislikes?

Such information would be of value to

cany administrators with regard to in-service training of cany leader
ship.

Moreover, this type of study would have practical application

in the 4-H cany program.

Basing his judgment on the findings of such

a study, the State 4-H Club Agent could be selective in assigning 4-H
agents to counselor roles at cany.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 1
COUNSELORS' QUESTIONNAIRE

Do not fill this questionnaire if you have not attended a 4-H
Camp as an agent.
Each agent is being asked to respond to the 4-H canp questions as
nearly as possible (1) as he perceives the canpers* feelings
toward the canp program and (2) as he personally feels about the
program. First, would you give some general information about
yourself as an agent.
District: __________________________
Sex:

Male
Female

3.

Parish: ___________________

Age:

How long have you been in Extension
work?
What Junior Canp did you attend
last? (Answer canp questions with
this camp in mind).

24 years or less.
25 - 29 years
30 - 34 years
35 - 39 years
40 years or over

Number of years
Anacoco
Grant Walker
Garrison
Blsteneau

How many Junior Canps have you attended
as an agent?
Have you ever assisted with canp
programs other than 4-H?
- - - - If no. skip to question 9_.
If yes, who sponsored the canp and what were your
responsibilities?

Last Degree conferred?

Number
Yes
No
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10.

Where did you live most of your
youth? (check one)
On a farm (farm means that some pro
duce are grown and sold)
In the country but not on a farm
In a small town (population less than 2!>00)
In a large town (population 2501 to 10,000)
In a large town (population 10,001 to 25,000)
In a city (population 25,001 or over)
In a suburb of a city

11.

What is your religious preference?
(check one)

Baptist
Catholic
Episcopal
Jewish
Methodist
Presbyterian
None
Other (specify)

12. How much do you personally enjoy
attending 4-H Camp as an agent?

13.

How Important do you consider
the 4-H camping program to the
overall 4-H Club program in
Louisiana?

Extremely
Very
Fairly
Not very

enjoyable
enjoyable
enjoyable
enjoyable
Undecided

Extremely Important
Very important
Fairly inqportant
Slightly inqportant
Unimportant
Undecided

The following questions concern your perception of
the campers1 feelings toward the camp program and
your own personal feeling.
14.

Do you feel that most of
the Junior 4-H Campers
considered "getting up" at
6:30 in the morning: (check
one)

Completely satisfactory
Little too early
Much too early
Little too late
Much too late
Undecided
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15.

16.

17.

18.

How do you personally
consider the above time
for reveille? (check one)

How Important would you say
most Junior 4-H Campers
consider flag raising and
flag lowering ceremonies as
a part of the day's canplng
activities? (check one)
How Inportant do you personally
consider flag raising and flag
lowering ceremonies?

Conpletely satisfactory
Little too early
Much too early
Little too late
. Much too late
Undecided

Very
Fairly
Slightly
Not too

inportant
Inportant
inportant
Inportant
Undecided

Very
Fairly
Slightly
Not too

Inportant
Inportant
Inportant
Inportant
Undecided

Below are several procedures usually conducted at
most Junior Camps prior to flag raising and flag
lowering. Rate each one as to how you think most
of the Junior Canpers felt about each one.
Very good
idea

Fairly good
idea

Singing . . . ........
Salute Flag ..........
Recite Club Motto . . .
Recite pledge of
Allegiance..........
Recite grace before
meals . . . . . . . .
Lining up by tribes . .
Going to meals
according to
straightest line. . .
Announcements . . . . .
Mall call ............
19.

Rate each one of the procedures before flag
raising and flag lowering ceremonies as to how
you personally felt about each.

Doubtful
idea

Not a good
idea
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Very good
idea

Fairly good
idea

Doubtful Not a good
idea_______idea

Singing ..............
Salute Flag ..........
Recite Club Motto . . .
Recite Fledge of
Allegiance..........
Recite grace before
meals . . « . « » . »
Lining up by tribes . .
Going to meals
according to
straightest line. . .
Announcements . . . . .
Mail c a l l .......... ..
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

How satisfactory do you feel
are the following times for each
meal to most of the Junior 4-H
Canpers - Breakfast 7:00, Dinner
12:30 and Supper 6:00? (check one)
How satisfactory do you
personally feel are these
times for meals? (check one)

How do you think most of
the canpers would feel about
the idea of being served a
snack before bed time?
(check one)

How do you personally feel
about the idea of serving
club members a snack before
bed time? (check one)

Conpletely satisfactory
Partly satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

Conpletely satisfactory
Partly satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

Very good idea
Fairly good idea
Doubtful idea
Not a good idea
Undecided

Very good idea
Fairly good idea
Doubtful idea
Not a good idea
Undecided

How do you feel most of the Junior 4-H Canpers
rated the meals at canp last year? (Rate each meal)
Very
Excellent Good Good Fair
Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

Poor

_______
__________
__________
_______
________

Undecided
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25.

How would you personally rate the meals at the camp
you attended? (rate each one)

Excellent

26.

29.

____ _________
____ _________
_____ __________

Excellent

Very
Good

_________

____

_________

Poor

Undecided or
Did not have

____ ____ ____
__________ ____
__________
_____ _____ ____

____________
____________
____________
____________

Good

Fair

How would you personally rate the above canp
classes? (rate each one)

Craft
Dancing
Electricity
Games________________
Others (list)

28.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ___ _____
_________ __
____ ____
__________
_____
_____

Poor Undecided

How do you feel most of the Junior4-H Campers
rated the following can? classes? (rate each one)

Craft
Dancing
Electricity
Games
Others (list)

27.

Good Fair

_

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper

Very
Good

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Undecided or
Did not have

_________
_________
_________
_________

____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____

____
____
____
____

____________
___________
____________
____________

How do you feel most of the
Junior 4-H Canpers rated the
25 cents craft fee? (check one)

How would you personally rate the
25 cents craft fee? (check one)

Too much
Just right
Too limited
Undecided

Too much
Just right
Too limited
Undecided
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30.

Do you feel most of Che Junior
Campers would pay more to make a
better craft at camp?

Yes
No

- - - - If no. skip to question 32.
31.

If yes, how much do you personally
think most of the Junior 4-H Campers
consider a reasonable limit for a camp craft?

32.

How much opportunity do you think
most of the Junior 4-H Campers
felt they had to make suggestions
concerning the classes? (check one)

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

How much opportunity do you personally
feel they had to make suggestions
concerning the classes? (check one)

How much do you think most of the
Junior 4-H Caspers felt they
learned in canp classes that they
could use after returning to
their home? (check one)

How much do you personally feel they
learned in these classes that could be
used back' home? (check one)

How well do you feel most of
the Junior 4-H Caspers felt that the
f1x81 general assembly acquainted
them with the casp's facilities,
its program, the agents and leaders
and with each other? (check one)

How
the
the
its
and

well do you personally feel that
first general assembly acquainted
caspers with the casp's facilities,
program, the agents and leaders
with other caspers? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Very snich
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Extremely well
Very well
Fairly wall
Slightly well
Not at all
Undecided

Extremely well
Very well
Fairly well
Slightly well
Not at all
Undecided
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38.

How Inportant would you say most Junior 4-H
Canpers consider the cleaning of the cabins,
bathhouses and grounds? (rate each one)
Very
Important
Cabins
Bathhouses
Grounds

39.

Of Some
Importance

_________
_____________________
______ _________

Not
Important

_________

Undecided

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________
_________
_____

How Inportant do you personally feel is the
cleaning of the cabins, bathhouses and grounds?
(rate each one)
Very
Important
Cabins
Bathhouses
Grounds

40.

Fairly
Important

Fairly
Important

________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_______________
_______

Of Some
Importance

Not
Important

Undecided

__________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ ________
_ _________

Listed below are customary procedures and/or activities
associated with the two morning general assemblies.
How do you think most Junior 4-H Canpers felt about
each one? (rate each one)
Very Good Fairly Good Doubtful Not a Good
Idea________Idea________Idea______Idea
Group Singing
General Announcements
Naming of Winners
Song & Yell Contest
Introduction of
Guests

41.

How do you personally feel about each of the
procedures and/or activities associated with
the morning general assemblies?(rate each one)
Very Good Fairly Good Doubtful
Idea________Idea________Idea
Group Singing
General Announcements
Naming of Winners
Song & Yell Contest
Introduction of
Guests

Not a Good
Idea
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42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

If the Junior 4-H Campers were given
a choice of resting in the cabinB or
participating in quiet activities
between the hours of one and two o'clock
which one do you feel most of them
would prefer?
Of the two choices above which one
do you personally feel most
Junior 4-H Caspers should make?
Assuming that some of the Junior
4-H Caspers would enjoy quiet
activities over resting in the
cabins, select from the list
those in which you feel most of
them would select to participate.
(You may check more than one)

How do you personally feel
about the above quiet
activities? Check those
you think should be offered
the Junior 4-H Caspers
between one and two o'clock
each afternoon. (You may
check more than one)

How do you think most of the
Junior 4-H Caspers felt about
the idea of dividing the casp
group according to tribes?
(check one)

What do you personally think
of the idea of dividing the
caspers into tribes? (check
one)

How do you feel most of the
Junior 4-H Caspers rated the
idea of the point system used
at last year's canp? (check
one)

Rest in cabins
Quiet Activities

Rest in cabins
Quiet Activities

Read
Write letters
Visit other caspers
Work on a craft
Play quiet games in
cabin or dining hall
Talk to an adult about
some specific problem

Read
Write letters
Visit other caspers
Work on a craft
Play quiet games in
cabin or dining hall
Talk to an adult about
sosie specific problem

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided

Very good idea
Fairly good idea
Doubtful idea
Not a good idea
Undecided
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49.

50.

51.

52.

How would you personally rate
this point system? (check one)

Very good idea
Fairly good idea
Doubtful idea
Not a good idea
Undecided

Do you think most of the Junior
4-H Canpers felt they had the same
opportunity as other club members at
canp for "making points" utilizing
thiB point system?

Yes
No

Do you personally feel that they
had as equal an opportunity as
the others for making points?

Yes
No

Do you think most of the club members
at Junior Canp felt their tribes had
the same opportunity as other tribes
at canp for "making points"?

Yes
No

53.

Do you personally feel that the tribes had
an equal opportunity for point making?

Yes
No

54.

How satisfactory would you say
most of the Junior 4-H Canpers
considered the opening and
closing time schedule of the
concession stand? (check one)

55.

56.

How satisfactory did you
personally consider the
time schedule of the concession stand? (check one)

Conpletely satisfactory
Partially satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

Conpletely satisfactory
Partially satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

Hie activities listed below were included in the
afternoon program of most of the Junior 4-H Camps. Rate
each of them according to how much you think most of the
canpers felt they added to their enjoyment at canp.
(rate each one)
Very
Undecided or
Much Much Some Little None Did not have
Swimming
Softball
Volley ball
Croquet
Table Tennis
Checkers
Dominos
Badminton
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57.

How much do you personally think they added to the
camper's enjoyment? (rate each one)

Swimming
Softball
Volley ball
Croquet
Table Tennis
Checkers
Dominos
Badminton
58.

59.

60,

61.

62.

Very
Much Much
__________
____ ____
_____
_____
_____ ____
_____ _____
____ ____

Some
_____
____
____
____
_____
____

How much opportunity do you think
most of the Junior 4-H Canpers felt
they had to make suggestions concerning
the afternoon programs? (check one)

How much opportunity do you
personally think the canpers had
to make suggestions concerning
the afternoon programs? (check one)

To what extent do you think most
of Junior 4-H Canpers felt they
had a choice of participating In
the afternoon activity that
Interested them? (check one)

To what extent do you personally
feel that the canpers had a choice
to participate in the afternoon
activity that interested them?
(check one)

Little
______
______
______
______
______
______
______

None
_____
____
____
____
_____
_____
____

Undecided or
Did not have
___________
____________
____________
____________
_____________
___________
____________

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Listed below are some activities that could be
included in the afternoon program of most Junior
4-H Camps. In which four do you think most canpers
would have liked to have participated? (List them in
order in which you consider is the canpers' preference.)
Archery
Crafts
Horseback riding
Nature hikes to study
rocks, insects, trees, etc.
Photography
Reading

Target shooting
Touch football
Trips to explore other
areas of the canp
Canp skills (knot tieing,
outdoor cooking, canp
equipment, etc.)-

<
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First
Second
Third
Fourth

Order of campers' preference
as predicted by you.

63.

Do you personally feel that any of the
activities listed above could be used
as an afternoon cany activity?

Yes
No

- - - - If no, skip to question 65.
First
Second
Third
Fourth

64.

If yes, list four in order of
your preference.

65.

Was there a Vesper service at the
Junior 4-H Cany you attended last year?

Yes
No

- - - - If no, skip to question 74.

66.

67.

If yes, how strongly do
you think most Junior 4-H
Cany era felt about such a
spiritual emphasis as a
part of a regular camping
program? (check one)
How strongly do you
personally feel about such
a spiritual enyhasis as a
part of a regular camping
program? (check one)

Very strongly for
Fairly strongly for
Undecided
Fairly strongly against
Very strongly against

Very strongly for
Fairly strongly for
Undecided
Fairly strongly against
Very strongly against

. How

68

69.

do you think most of
the Junior 4-H Canyers
rated the Vesper services
held at their cany last
year? (check one)

How would you personally
rate the Vespers which were
held at your cany? (check one)

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided
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70.

How much opportunity do you
think most of the Junior 4-H
Campers felt they had to make
suggestions concerning the
Vesper programs? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

71.

How much opportunity do you
personally feel the campers had
to make suggestions concerning
the Vesper programs? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

72.

Listed below are some ways in which other camps
have handled the Vesper services. How well do you
think most of the Junior 4-H Campers feel as to how
these would work into a can^p program? (rate each one)
Very
Well

Fairly
Well

Not so
Well

A non-denominational inspirational
service for the entire cany group in a
place designated as the cany chapel.

____

______

______

Meeting of the entire cany group for a
quiet period of Bible reading and
religious songs led by the campers.

____

______

______

Meeting of the entire cany group to sing
songs and hear readings without any
religious enyhasis but done in such a
way that would promote spiritual growth.
Small group meetings, such as tribes or
individual cabins, getting together for
a quiet period to express friendliness,
tolerance and respect for others.

____

___________

______

______

______

A candle lighting ceremony held on the
last night of cany.
73.

How well do you personally feel they would work into
a cany program? (rate each one - use above list)

Method
Method
Method
Method
Method

No.
1
No.
2
No.
3
No. 4
No. 5

Very Fairly Not so
WellWell
Well
____ ______ ______
____ ______ ______
____ ______ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _______
____ ______ ______
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74.

The activities listed below were included in the night
programs of most of the Junior 4-H Camps. How do you think
most of the Caspers' rated these activities in terms of how
much they added to their enjoyment? (rate each one)
Did not
Have
Talent Show_________________ ________
Group Singing
Movies
________
Dancing

Very
Much Much
____ ____
_____
____ ____

Some
____

Little
______

____ ______
_____

e
t|OUM»D

______________

__________

__________

__________

______________

None
____
______
____
_____
___

Parties
75.

How much do you personally feel that these activities
added to the campers' enjoyment? (rate each one)
Did not Very
Have
Much
Talent Show_________________ ________ ____
Group Singing
_______________
Movies
Dancing
________
Games
_________
Parties
____

Much
____
____

Some
____
____

Little
______
______

__________ ______

76.

How much opportunity do you think
most Junior 4-H Campers felt they
had to make suggestions concerning
the night programs? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

77.

How much opportunity do you personally
feel that the campers had to make
suggestions concerning the night
programs? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
Undecided

78.

Do you think some of the Junior 4-H Campers
considered any of the songs, dances or games
used at camp too hard to learn in such a
short time?

Yes
No

79.

Do you personally feel that any of them were
too hard to learn in such a short time?

Yes
No

80.

How much do you think most Junior 4-H
Caspers felt they learned during the
night programs that they could use after
returning to their home? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

None
____
____
______
'
_____
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81.

How much do you personally feel
they learned during the night
programs that could be used back
home? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

82.

Below are some activities that were not generally Included In
the night programs last year. How do you think most Junior
4-H Campers feel as to how well these activities would work
as a part of the carp's night program? (rate each one)
Very
Well

Fairly
Well

Not so
Well

Parties planned around themes giving the
caiqpers a chance to decorate and wear
costumes
Activities such as singing, contests,
stunts, skits planned for the out-ofdoors and held around a camp fire
Crafts
Astronomy
Evening walks and cookout
Quiet games such as checkers,
dominos, darts, etc.
Reading
Hikes
83.

How well do you personally feel the above activities would
work as part of the night programs? (rate each one)
Very
Well
Parties planned around themes giving
the campers a chance to decorate and
wear costumes
Activities such as singing, contests,
stunts, skits planned for the out-ofdoors and held around a camp fire
Crafts
Astronomy

Fairly
Well

Not so
Well
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Very
Well

Fairly
Well

Evening walks and cookout
Quiet games suck as checkers,
dominos, darts, etc.
Reading
Hikes
84.

85.

.

Do you think any of the campers felt that some
aspect of the night program or any other part
of the camping program would not have been
acceptable to their parents?

Yes
No

Do you personally feel that any phase of the
night program or any other part of the camping
program would not have been acceptable to
some of the campers' parents?

Yes
No

86

"Lights out" at Junior Camp is
usually 10x30. How do you think
most Junior 4-H Campers felt
toward this time? (check one)

Completely satisfactory
Little too early
Much too early
Little too late
Much too late
Undecided

87.

What do you personally
think about this time?
Do you feel that it is - ?
(check one)

Completely satisfactory
Little too early
Much too early
Little too late
Much too late
Undecided

.

88

How satisfactory do you
think most Junior 4-H Campers
felt about the amount of "free"
time available to them during
the day? (check one)

Cony lately satisfactory
Partly satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

89.

How did you personally feel
about the amount of free time
that was afforded the canyers
during the day? (check one)

Completely satisfactory
Partly satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

90.

Do you think any of the Junior 4-H Campers
felt that they were forced into some phases
of the cany program against their wishes?

Yes
No

Not so
Well
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91.

Do you personally feel that any of the Campers
were forced Into some aspects of the camp
program against their wishes?

Yes
No

92.

How do you think most Junior 4-H
Canyers felt toward the $6.50 cany
fee? (check one)

Too high
Reasonable
Too low
Undecided

93.

How did you personally feel about
the $6.50 cany fee? (check one)

Too high
Reasonable
Too low
Undecided

94. Do you feel that there were some club members
who did not come to cany because of this fee?

Yes
No

95. Do you think most Junior 4-H Canyers felt that
they had received sufficient Information prior
to cany to do a good job of packing and
preparing for cany?

Yes
No

96.

Do you personally feel that the canyers received
sufficient Information before cany?

97.

How do you think most Junior
4-H Canyers rated the role played
by most adults (agents, leaders,
bus drivers) In their respective
encampment? (check one)

98.

How do you personally feel
about the role played by
the adults at your cany?
Did they:

99.

Listed below are activities with which most canyers could
assist. Check those which you think most Junior 4-H
Canyers felt that they would be willing to do.

Yes
No

Took on too much
authority
Assumed proper amount
of authority
Undecided
Take on too much
authority
Assume proper amount
"of authority
Undecided

Raise the flag
Lead group In pledge and club motto
Lead the group singing
Hake announcements at assembly
Be on talent show
Lead group games
Lead folk dances
Be on the Vesper program
Be a tribe leader
Lead a group discussion
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100.

Check those you personally feel that most of
the campers should be willing to do.
Raise the flag
Lead group in pledge and club motto
Lead the group singing
Make announcements at assembly
Be on talent show
Lead group games
Lead folk dances
Be on the Vesper program
Be a tribe leader
Lead a group discussion

101.

The canyers1 time is spent in activities involving the
entire cany groupj smaller groups such as tribes, teams,
etc.} groups of 2 or 3 canyers or individual activity.
How much time in each situation do you think most Junior
4-H Canyers felt that they would prefer to spend?
(rate each one)

More
Entire group
Smaller groups
Group of 2 or 3
Individual
102.

About the
Same
Less Undecided
_____________ _____ _________
‘

_____ _________
____ _________

____

_________
____

How much time in each situation do you personally think
each canyer would prefer to spend? (rate each one)
About the
Same
Less Undecided
Entire group
_________ ____ _________
Smaller groups
______________ __________
Group of 2 or 3
_____ _________ ____ _________
Individual_________________________ ____ _________ ___
_____
More
____

103.

How do you think most Junior 4-H
boys and girls prefer camping?
(check one)

Together
Separately
Undecided

104.

How do you personally feel relative
to the above question? How do you
think they should cany? (check
one)

Together
Separately
Undecided

105.

106.

Do you feel most of the Junior 4-H boys and girls
vould prefer doing the following things together?
Playing on the same athletic team

Yes
No

Eating at the same table

Yes
No

Lining up In the same line for meals

Yes
No

Participating In night programs

Yes
No

Swimming

Yes
No

Do you personally feel that they should do
these things together? (check each one)
Playing on the same athletic team

Yes
No

Eating at the same table

Yes
No

Lining up In the same line for meals

Yes
No

Participating In night programs

Yes
No

Swimming

Yes
No

107.

How do you think most Junior 4-H
Campers felt about the size of the
group with which they camped last
year? (check one)

Too large
Just right
Too small
Undecided

108.

How do you personally feel about
the size of the camp group with
which you camped? .(check one)

Too large
Just right
Too small
Undecided
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109.

Below is a list of reasons given by boys and girls for
attending camp. To what extent do you think most Junior 4-H
Canpers felt they had the same feeling about each reason?
(rate each one)
Very
Much

Some

A
Little

None

To have fun
To be with boys and girls my age
To learn a new skill such as a craft,
swimming, game, etc.
To get experience living away from home
To make new friends
Because I like out-of-doors living
To be free and do what X like
To learn how to work and play better
with other people
My parents thought it would be a good
experience for me

110.

Using the same list below indicate to what extent these
reasons come near to your personal objectives for the
campers.
Very
Much
To have fun
To be with boys and girls myage
To learn a new skill such as a craft,
swimming, game, etc.
To get experience livingawayfrom home
To make new friends
Because I like out-of-doors living
To be free and do what I like
To learn how to work and play better
with other people
My parents thought it would be a good
experience for me

Soma

A
Little None
______ _____
____________

________ _____
_________
________ _____
____________ ____
_____ _______ ____
____ ____ ______ ____
_____ ____

_______ _____

_____ _____ ______ _____

. How do you

111

think most of the Junior 4-H Canpers rated
the following general phases of last year's camping
program? (rate each one)

Meals
General Assemblies
Glasses
Afternoon games
Swimming
Vesper Services
Night Programs

Excellent
_________
_________
__________
_______
_________
__________
_________

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Undecided
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112. How would you personally rate these general program
phases?

(rate each one)

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Undecided

Meals
General Assemblies
Classes
Afternoon games
Swimming
Vesper Services
Night programs
113.

How many club members were from your parish
at the last caxapl

Number:

114.

How satisfactory do you find the
present quota arrangement for
canning?

Very satisfactory
Fairly satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

115.

What suggestions do you have concerning quotas?

116.

Which canplng assignment (duty) Is your preference?

117.

What camping asslgnment(s) did you have at last canp?

118.

Did you have any suggestions for improving
Junior 4-H Camp?

119.

If yes, what?

Yes
No
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Would you like a summary of the findings of this
study?

Name

Yes
No

APPENDIX 2
campers' questionnaire

We would like to know the following things about you:
1.0

Name

2.0

Age (Years)

3.0

Address

4.0

Sex:

5.0

How anxious were you to go to camp
last year? (check one)

Very anxious
Fairly anxious
A little anxious
Not anxious
Undecided

6.0

How many times have you attended
4-H Camp? (check one)

Once
Twice
Three or more

7.0

Name the cany you last attended,
(check one only)

Cany Anacoco
Cany Grant Walker
Cany Garrison
Cany Blsteneau

8.0

How many brothers and sisters do
you have?

Number

9.0

Do you have any brothers and sisters
within 2 years of your age?

10.0

Where do you live?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

11.0

Boy
Girl

Yes
No

(check one)

On a farm (farm means that some produce are
grown and sold)
In the country but not on a farm
In a
small town(population less than2500)
In a large town(population 2501 to 10,000)
In a large town(population 10,001 to 25,000)
In a city (population 25,001 or over)
In a suburb of a city

How long have you been in 4-H Club
work? (check one)
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One year
Two years
Three years or over

12.0

13.0

How many projects did you enroll
in last year - 1958-1959? (check one)

One
Two
Three or more

List those projects that you enrolled
in last year, (check those conpleted)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
14.0

15.0

16.0

Which offices have you held since
you have been in 4-H work? (check
ones held)

Hone
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Recreation or Song Leader
Other

Have you ever served on any committees
such as party planning, programs,
special community drives, etc.?
Check those organizations to which
you belong. (You may check more
than one)

Yes
No

4-H
FFA-FHA
C.Y.O.
YMCA-YWCA
Boy Scouts
Girl Scouts
Campfire Girls
School organizations
or clubs (such as
Band, Jr. Deputy
Honor, Library)
Other (specify)

17.0

In how many of the organizations
listed above have you held an
office?

18.0

Have you ever attended a cany sponsored
by any of the organizations listed In
question 15.0? (Do not Include 4-H Cany)

19.0

Check the church to which you
belong, (check one)

20.0

What does your father or
guardian do for a living?

21.0

To what extent have your
parents been Involved In
club work? (check one)

22.0

One
Two
Three or more

Yes
No

Baptist
Catholic
Episcopal
Jewish
Methodist
Presbyterian
None
Other (specify)

Extremely active
Yery active
Fairly active
Slightly active
Not active
Undecided

What grade do you make the
most In your school work?
(check one)

A
B
C
D

Now We Would Like to Know How You
Felt About the Various Aspects of Camp

23.0

The usual time for reveille at
most of the Junior Camps Is sixthirty. Do you consider that this
time Is:- (check one)

Completely satisfactory
Little too early
Much too early
Little too late
Much too late
Undecided
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24.0

25.0

How important to you was the
flag raising and flag lowering
ceremony before breakfast
and supper?

There were several things donebeforeflag
raising
and flag lowering, rate them as to how you felt
about each one. (rate each one)

Sing
Salute the flag
Say the club motto
Say the Pledge to
American Flag
Say grace before
meals
Lining up by tribes
Going to meals
according to
straightest line
Announcements
Mail call
26.0

Very important _ _ _ _ _
Fairly important _ _ _ _ _
Slightly
important _ _ _ _ _
Not too important _ _ _ _ _
Undecided ________

Very Good
Idea
_________

Fairly Good Doubtful
Idea________Idea
___________ ________
___________ ________
____________

Not a
Good Idea
_________
_________
_________

______________________ ________

_________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ ________
_________ ___________ ________

_________
_________

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________
_______

__________

The meals at Junior Camp
are usually served at the
following times - Breakfast 7:00,
Dinner 12:30 and Supper 6:00. Do
you feel that these times were
satisfactory?

Cony lately satisfactory
Partly satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

- - - - _If completely satisfied, skip to question 28.
27.0

If not completely satisfied, explain.

28.0

At some canys, a snack such as
milk and cookies is served before
bed time. Do you feel that this
practice is: (check one)

Very good idea
Fairly good idea
Doubtful idea
Not a good idea
Undecided

_____
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29*0

How would you generally rate the meals at the
camp you attended? (rate each meal)

Excellent
_________
_________
_________

Breakfast
Dinner
Supper
30.0

Very
Good Good
______ _____
_
_____
__________

Fair
_____
____
____

Poor
____
____
____

Undecided
_________
_________
_________

What suggestions do you have concerning the meals at
camp, Including the serving of the meals? (Exan?>le - Were
the meals good? What about such things as lining up and
washing your dishes and did you have enough time to
eat each meal, etc.)

(write on back If necessary)
31.0

Below Is a list of classes usually held at Junior Camp.
Rate the classes that you attended last summer. If you
attended a class and It Is not listed, write it in and
rate it also.

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Craft
Dancing
Electricity
Games
Others (list)

32.0

33.0

Twenty-five cents (.25) of the $6.50
camp fee is used for crafts. Do you
feel that this amount is: (check one)

If too limited, would you be willing
to pay more to make a better canp craft?
- - - - If no. skip to question 35 .

34.0

If yes, how much would you consider to be a
reasonable limit for a can?) craft? ________

Too much
Just right
Too limited
Undecided
Yes
No

Poor
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35.0

What suggestions do you have concerning this phase of the
camping program? (Example - length, time of day, type, how
difficult, how interesting, etc.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(write on back if needed)
36.0

How much chance do you
feel that the campers had
to make suggestions concerning
the classes? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

37.0

How much did you learn in these
classes that you could use after
you returned home?

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

38.0

If you could use something after returning
home, what was it?

39.0

The first camp assembly which is held
on the day you arrived is to help you
become better acquainted with each other,
the camp facilities, the program and
with the agents and leaders. To what
extent did this first assembly assist
you in becoming acquainted? (check one)

40.0

Extremely well
Very well
Fairly well
Slightly well
Not at all
Undecided

Each day you were asked to assist with the
general cleaning of the cang>. How important
do you think this phase of the camp program
was as is related to the cabins, bathhouses
and grounds? (rate each one)
Very
Fairly
Of some
Not
Important Important Importance Important Undecided
_________ __
_________ __ ___ __ _ __________
Cabins
Bathhouses
___ __ __ _ __________ __________ __________ _________
G r o u n d s ________________ _________________________________
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41.0

What suggestions do you have for improving the
general cleaning of the cany?
____________

(write on back if needed)
42.0

There are usually two general assemblies each morning at
Junior Cany. The purpose of the early morning assembly
(8:30) is for group singing and to make announcements
concerning classes, the ball games and tribe responsibilities,
etc. The late morning assembly (about 11:30) is called to
have the song and yell contests and to name the winners of
the cleanest cabins and grounds. (Rate these things that
are done at each assembly as to how you feel about each one.)
(rate each one)

Group singing
General announcements
Naming of winners
Song and Yell Contest
Introduction of guests
43.0

Very
good idea
_________
_________
_______
__________
_________

Not a
good idea
_________
_________
_______
__________________ _________
__________ _________ _________

Between one and two o'clock each
day, you were asked to go to your
cabins and rest. A substitute
would be a choice of quiet activities.
Which would you prefer?

Fairly
good idea
_________
_________

Doubtful
idea
________
________

Rest in cabins
Quiet activities

- - _ _ If you prefer to rest in cabins, skip to question 4 5 .

44.0

If you prefer quiet activities,
in which of the following
activities would you like to
participate if you attended
another Junior Cany? (You may
check more than one.)

45.0

Each Junior Camper is
assigned to a tribe during
the first day. What do you
think of the idea of dividing
the caoyers according to tribes?

Read
Wtite letters
Visit other canyers
Work on a craft
Flay quiet games in
cabin or dining hall
Talk to an adult about
a specific problem
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Undecided

46.0

What suggestions do you have concerning the grouping
of the boys and girls at cany?
__ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(write on back if necessary)
47.

4-H Canyers are given points
for himself and his tribe for
doing various jobs, participating
in certain activities, winning
contests, etc. What do you think
of this point system? (check one)

Very good idea
Fairly good idea
Doubtful idea
Not a good idea
Undecided

48.0

Do you feel that each canyer
had the same chance for "making points"?

Yes
No

49.0

Do you feel that each tribe had the
same chance for "making points"?

Yes
No

50.0

What suggestions would you have concerning the
point system used at camp?

(write on back if needed)
51.0

52.0

Ihe concession stand was opened
three times a day - in the morning
during recess period, following the
ball games in the afternoon and
during the night program. Did you
feel that these "opening" times were
satisfactory to the campers?

Completely
satisfactory
Partially
satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Undecided

What suggestions would you have concerning the
operation of the concession stand? (Consider
what was sold, opening times, cost of things,
etc.)

(write on back if necessary)
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53.0

Most
as a
Rate
your

of the following activities were included
part of the afternoon program of your caxnp.
those according to how much they added to
enjoyment at camp.
Very
Much

Much

8ome

Little

None

Undecided or
Did not have

Swimming
Softball
Volleyball
Croquet
Table tennis
Checkers
Dominos
Badminton
Others (specify)

54.0

What suggestions do you have concerning the afternoon
program? (Example - Were there enough games? Were
they too hard to play? Were they Interesting? Did
you play those that you wanted to play?

(write on back if needed)
55.0

56.0

How much chance did the campers
hove to make suggestions concerning
the afternoon programs? (check one)

To what extent did you have a
choice to take part in the activity
that interested you? (check one)

Very much
Some
Little
Hone
Undecided

Very much
Some
Very Little
Not at all
Undecided
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57.0

Listed below are some activities that could be included
as part of the afternoon program. Select four (4) activities,
in order of your choice, that you would have liked to take
part in last summer during the afternoon*
Archery
Crafts
Horseback riding
Nature hikes to study
trees, rocks, insects, etc.
Photography

Your order of choice is:

58.0

Reading
Target shooting
Touch football
Trips to explore other
areas of the camp
Camping skills (knot tieing,
outdoor cooking, camp
equipment)

First choice
Second choice
Third choice
Fourth choice

Suggest other activities that might be Included in the
afternoon program.

(write on back if needed)
59.0

Was there a Vesper service at the cany
you attended?

Yes
No

- - - - If no. skip to question number 67.
60.0

61.0

If yes, how do you feel about such
a spiritual enyhasis as a part of
a regular cany ing program?
(check one)

How would you rate the Vesper
service held at your cany?
(check one)

Very strongly for
Fairly strongly for
Undecided
Fairly strongly against
Very strongly against

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Undecided
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62.0

How much chance did the cancers
have to make suggestions
concerning the Vesper programs?

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

63.0

Did you help plan any of the Vesper
programs ?

64.0

To what extent did you participate
In the Vesper services? (check one)

65.0

Other camps have handled this phase of the program
In different ways. Check those listed below as to
how you feel they would work Into a camp program.

Very much
Some
Little
None
Undecided

Very
Well

Fairly
Well

A non-denominational Inspirational
service for the entire camp group In a
place designated as the canp chapel.

____

______

Meeting of the entire camp group for
a quiet period of Bible reading and
religious songs led by the campers.

____

______

Meeting of the entire camp group to
sing songs and hear readings without
any religious emphasis but done In
such a way that would promote
spiritual growth._____________________________ ____

______

Small group meetings,
or individual cabins,
for a quiet period to
liness, tolerance and
others.

____

______

__

______

such as
getting
express
respect

tribes
together
friend
for

A candle lighting ceremony held on
the last night of camp.
66.0

Yes
No

What suggestions do you have concerning the Vesper services
held at camp? (Example - What did you think of the length
and time of the program, kind of Vesper, place held, etc.)

(write on back If needed)

Not so
Well
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67.0

Most of the following activities were Included as a part
of the night program of your canp. Rate those that were
included according to how much they added to your enjoyment.
(rate each one that was Included)
Did not
Have

Very
Much

Much

Some

Little

Talent Show
Group Singing
Movies
Dancing
Games
Parties

68.0

What suggestions do you have concerning the night programs?
(Example - What did you think of the type of programs,
were they too long, the activities too hard to do, not
Interesting, etc.)

(write on back if needed)
69.0

70.0

How much chance did the canp ere have
to make suggestions concerning the
night programs? (check one)

Were any of the songs, dances or games
too hard to learn In such a short time?

None
Yery much
Some
Little
Undecided
Yes
No

« « - - If no. skip to question 72.
71.0

If yes, explain.

_____________________

(write on back If needed)
72.0

How much did you learn while taking part
In the night programs that you could use
after you returned home?

Very small
Some
Little
None
Undecided

None
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73.0

If you could use something after returning home
what was it?

(write on back if needed)
74.0

Were you on the talent show?

Yes
No

- - - - If no. skip to question 76.
75.0

If yes, what did you do?

_______________________________

76.0

Listed below are activities that were not included in the
night programs last year. Check these according to how
well you think they would work as part of the night programs.

Parties planned around themes giving
the campers a chance to decorate and
wear costumes

Yery
Well

Fairly
Well

Not so
Well

____

______

______

Activities such as singing, contests,
stunts, skits planned for the outof-doors and held around a canp fire
Crafts
Astronomy
Evening walk & cookout
Quiet games such as checkers, dominos,
darts, etc.
Reading
Hikes
77.0

Did you feel that any part of the night program
or any other part of the camping program would
not have been acceptable to your parents?

Yes
No
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- - - - _Xf no, skip to question 79.
78.0

If yes, explain.

________________

(write on back if needed)
79.0

The usual time for "lights out" at
the Junior Carps is ten-thirty.
Do you feel that this time is:

Completely
satisfactory
Little too early
Much too early
Little too late
Much too late
Undecided

80.0

Corpletely satisfactory
The carpers usually have the
following amount of free time
Partly satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
during the day: 15 minutes between
Undecided
the second and third class in the
morning; one hour after dinner;
about one hour after the ballgames
in the afternoon and one horn: after
supper. Do you feel that this amount
of free time is: (check one)

81.0

What suggestions do you have concerning the amount
of free time you had at carp?

(write on back if needed)
82.0

Was there any phase of the carp which
you felt forced into against your wishes?

Yes
Mo

- - - - If no, skip to question T-V,
83.0

If yes, explain.

____________

____________________

(write on back if needed)

84.0

The cost of the camp is $6.50 plus
transportation. Did you feel that
this amount was: (check one)

Too high
Reasonable
Too low
Undecided

85.0

Do you know of any club member who could
not come to camp because of the cost?

Yes
No

86.0

Did you get enough information beforecamp in
order to do a good job of packing and
preparing for camp? (Example - Did you know
what to bring to year at canp for the various
activities, such as baseball, the talent show,
night parties, how much money to bring, etc.)

Yes
No

- - - - lf_ yes, skip to question 88.
87.0

If no, what information would you have liked to
receive before coming to camp?
__________________________

(write on back if needed)
88.0

How would you rate the part played by most adults (agents,
leaders, bus drivers) in your camp group? (check one)
Took on too much authority
Assumed proper amount of authority
Assumed too little authority
Undecided

89.0

Which of the following camp activities would you be
willing to do? (check more than one if necessary)
Raise the flag
Lead group in pledge and club motto
Lead the group singing
Hake announcements at assembly
Be on talent show
Lead group games
Lead folk dances
Be on the Vesper program
Be a tribe leader
Lead a group discussion
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90.0

A camper's time is spent in activities involving the
entire camp; smaller groups such as tribes, teams, etc.;
groups of 2 or 3 campers or individual activity. In
planning a program for a future camp, would you prefer
to spend more, about the same, or less time in each
situation? (check one)
About the
same
Less Undecided
_________
__________________ ___
_____ __________ ____ __________
___ _ _________ ____ _________
More

Entire group
Smaller groups
Group of 2 or 3
Individual
91.0

92.0

93.0

Would you prefer boys and girls camping
together as was done last year or
camping separately (all boys camp one
week - all girls camp the next)?
(check one)

Together
Separately
Undecided

Since 4-H Club members canp together do you feel
that - - - ? (check one)
Boys and girls should play on thesame team

Yes
No

Eat at the same table

Yes
No

Line up in the same line for meals

Yes
No

lake part in the night programs

Yes
No

Swim together

Yes
No

Do you think that the size of the
group of 4-H Club members camping
with you last year was - - - ?

Too large
Just the right size
Too small
Undecided

•
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94.0

The following Is a list of reasons given by
boys and girls for attending camp. To what
extent do you have the same feeling about
each reason? (rate each one)
Very
Much
To have fun
To be with boys and girls my age__________
To learn a new skill, such as a
craft, swimming, game, etc.
To get experience living away
from home_______________________________
To make new friends
Because I like out-of-doors living________
To be free and do what I like
TO learn how to work and play better
with other people
ty parents thought It would be a
good experience for me

95.0

____

A
Some Little
_ _ _ _______
____ ______

None
____
____

_____ ______

____

____ ____
_____ ____
____ ____

______
______
______
_______

____
____
____
____

____

____

______

____

_____ ____

______

____

Listed below are the general phases of the canplng
program. Rate each one separately.

Meals
General Assemblies_________
Classes
Afternoon games____________
Swimming
Vesper Services____________
Night programs_____________

Very
Excellent Good Good Fair Poor Undecided
'__ _____
_____________________________ _
_ ___ __ __ _____ ______________ __
______________ _
__________________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ____ _ _ _
_________
_____________________________ _
________________________ __ ____________

Appendix 3
Table 46

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE COUNSELORS' PREFERENCE,
THEIR PREDICTION OF THE CAMPERS' PREFERENCE, AND
THE CAMPERS' PREFERENCE FOR SUGGESTED AFTER
NOON ACTIVITIES AT 4-H JUNIOR CAMPS,
LOUISIANA, 1960

Per Cent
Suggested
Afternoon
Activities

Archery
Crafts
Horseback riding
Nature hikes
Photography
Reading
Target shooting
Touch football
Trips to explore
Camping skills
No response
Total

Counselors 1
Counselors' Prediction
Preference
of Campers' Preference
N-116
N- 116
2
3
3
2
4
1
4
1
17
17
11
15
4
0
8
6
5
17
0

22
15
2
12
6
1
8
6
3
25
0

15
11
7
16
8
1
9
9
8
16
0

21
5
8
14
12
7
15
6
1
11
0

10
11
36
7
1
0
12
8
3
12
0

100 100 100 100

12
11
17
9
10
0
20
3
7
11
0

14
9
14
9
5
1
9
12
9
18
0

14
10
4
17
5
5
9
11
4
21
0

100 100 100 100
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Caspers'
Preference
N-369
2
3
4
1
10
3
62
4
3
3
7
4
3
1
0

16
7
17
11
7
7
13
5
10
7
0

11
9
5
10
6
7
18
8
15
11
0

11
8
5
9
9
7
9
8
14
20
0

100 100 100 100

Appendix 4
Dally Schedule for Junior 4-H Camps

6:30

Reveille

6:55

Flag Raising

7:00 -

7:45

Breakfast

7:45 -

8:30

Cleanup cabins and

8:30 -

9:00

General Assembly

9:00 - 10:45

grounds

Classes (3) 30 minute periods; 15 minute
recess at 10:15

10:45 ~

11:15

General Assembly

11:15 -

12:00

Swimming - Dancing

12:15 -

1:15

Dinner

1:15 -

2:15

Rest

2:15 -

4:30

Recreation period - Athletic Conpetltion

3:30 -

4:30

Swimming class for

4:30 -

5:30

Swimming

6:00 -

7:00

Supper

8:00

Night Program

10:00

Taps

10:30

Lights Out
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